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ABSTRACT
Mineral processing plan ts, such as LONMIN ' s Eastern Platinum B-stream, typically have few
on-line measurements, and key measures of performance such as grade only become available
after samples have been analyse d in the laboratory. More immediate feedback from a dynam ic
observer model promi ses enhanced understanding of the process, and facilitates prompt
corrective actions, whether in open or closed loop . Such plant s easily enter sub-optimal
modes such as large , uselessly re-circulating loads as the feed cond itions change.
Interpretation of such modes from key combinations of the variables deduced by an observer
model , using a type of expert system, would add another level of intelligence to benefit
operation.
The aim of this thesis was to devel op and implemen t a dynam ic observer model of the
LONMIN Eastern Platinum B-Stream into one of the existing control platforms available at
the plant , known as PlantStar®, developed by MINTEK.
The solution of the system of differential and algebraic equations resulting from this type of
flowsheet modelling is based on an extended Kalman filter, which is able to dynamically
reconc ile any measurements which are presented to it, in real time. These measurement
selections may also vary in real time, which provides flexibility of the model solution and the
model ' s uses.
PlantS tar passes the measurements that are available at the plant, to the dynamic observer
model through a "plugin" module, which has been developed to incorporate the observer
model and utilise the PlantStar control platform. In an on-line situation, the model will track
the plant's behaviour and continuously update its position in real-time to ensure it follows the
plant closely. This model would then be able to run simulations of the plant in parallel and
could be used as a training facility for new operators, while in a real-time situation it could
provide estimates of unmeasurable variables throughou t the plant. An example of some of
these variables are the flotation rate constants of minerals throughout the plant, which can be
estimated in real time by the extended Kalman filter. The model could also be used to predict
future plant condi tions based on the current plant state , allowing for case scenarios to be
performed without affecting the actual plant's performance.
Once the dynamic observer model and "plugin" module were completed, case scenan o
simulations were performed using a measured data set from the plant as a starting point
becau se real-time data were unavailable as the model was develop ed off-site .
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 ORGANISATION OF THIS THESIS
Chapter One : Introduction
Th is chapter gives an introduction and background to mineral processing and some of the
methods of minerals separation and concentration before going into more detail on the
specific separation method of interest to this project, that of froth flotation. Some of the
common problems faced by industrial flotat ion circuits are discussed followed by the
objectives of this thesis .
Chapter Two: Flotation Modelling Review
This chapter reviews the literature on current flotation modell ing with regards to fundamental
models, empirical models and semi -empirical models . Kinetic rate modelling of flotation sub-
processes are reviewed in more detail.
Chapter Three: Flotation Circuit Design, Control and Optimisation
Flotation circuit design is analysed and discu ssed from a plant performance and valuable
minerals reco very point of view. Optimisation of flotation circuit designs are reviewed and
discussed. The control systems most commonly found on flotation circuits are reviewed and
each of their pros, cons and specific areas of implementation are discussed.
Chapter Four: Dynamic Observer Model (DaM) Development
The objectives of the dynamic observer model are laid out , before the steps requ ired to meet
these objectives are considered. A deta iled description of the LONMIN B-Stream circuit
model development and its topology, structure and mathematical solution are discussed.
Features of the model and its usefulness are investigated at the end of the chapter.
Chapter F ive: Introduction to the PlantStar® Con trol Platform
An introduction and overview of the control platform used to implement the dynamic
observer model is given , Some of the features and functions ava ilable on this control platform
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are discussed and demonstrated to give some enligh tenment as to the work carried out in the
next chapter.
Chapter Six : Dynamic Observer Model Implementation in PlantStar
The modular approach of PlantS tar is further discussed after which a detailed description of
the development of the dynami c link library (DLL) is given . Th e requi rements of the DLL for
use with PlantS tar are discussed along with the model class implementation within the DLL
and solution methods available for the model. External dependencies of the DLL and
variables handling bet ween the model class and the con trol platform are investigated. A short
description of the testing and debugging of the DLL is described before a detailed
examination of the plant definition file development. The functioning and features of the user
interfaces and graphing of variables is discussed once a firm understand ing of the process
trees within the plant definition file has been established.
Chapter Seven: Discu ssion and Resul ts
The project is briefly summarised and discussed before some results obta ined from test
simulations are anal ysed .
Chapter Eight: Conclusion
Conclusions about the modelling, and applicab ility of the dynamic observer model "plugin"
module created for the PlantStar control platform are consi dered.
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1.2 BACKGROUND TO MINERAL PROCESSING
The increase in the demand for metal s in the last century has been dramatic and has led to
many large-scale mining operations being undertaken worldwide . Economically, mining is
costly due to its high-energy consumption and it is therefore affected by changes in the global
price of oil. In contrast, the pri ce of metals is generally governe d by supply and demand, but
some common metals such as copper have dropped in some cases and are no longer
economical to mine (Wills 1997).
Metals reside in the earth's cru st in different forms dep end ing upon thei r reactivity and the
environment in which they are found. Gold , and the platinum group metals , for instance are
found primarily in their elemental or metallic form, whereas othe r metals such as silver and
copper can sometimes be found in the form of sulphides, carbonates and chlorides.
Compounds such as these are known as minerals and are, by definition, natural inorganic
substances possessing definitive chemical compositions and atomic structures. However, this
definition is flexible, as some minerals exhib it iso- and polymorphism, which results in
differences in their structure and composition.
If all minerals were distributed equally thro ughout the earth 's crust there would be no
economic way of extracting the valuable metals, but fortunately due to natural geological
conditions, mineral deposits are frequ ently found in suffici ent concentration as to enable
profitable recovery of the metals, at wh ich point the deposit is known as an ore body. Ores are
mostly mixtures of extractable mine rals and worthless rocky material kno wn as gangue.
Generally, classification of ores is based on the nature of the valuable minerals they contain as
well as the nature of their gangues.
Mining the ores is one of the major costs involved and can vary greatly, hence some ores of
very low contained va lue can still be economically mined give n the correct mining
techniques, such as high-tonnage open-pit and underground block caving 'methods. Only ores
of very high-contained value can be mined from underground vein-type deposits , as these
methods are very expensive. Platinum and gold are found in such depo sits and due to their
high value warrant being recovered in this manner.
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1.3 MINERAL PROCESSING OVERVI EW
Once the ore has been removed from the earth, further processing is required to obtain the
refined metal. Metals are recovered primaril y through a smelting process whereby ore is
added to a furnace within the smelte r and reduced to its eleme ntal form . When min ing an ore,
much of the material recovered from the earth is worthless gangue. Due to the high cost of
smelt ing and the smelters' often remo te location with respect to the mine, it is economically
unfeasible for large amo unts of this worthless material to be transported to the smelt er and to
be passed through the very expensive proce ss of smelti ng in order to recover the small
amount of valuable metal within the ore. Thus most minin g operations have some form of
mineral processing on or very near the mine, so that the bulk of the transportation of ore is
over a short distance. Mineral processing consists of the physical separation of valuable
minerals from the bulk of the material to produce a concentrate of valuables and a tailings of
discarded material. It follows mining and preparing the ore for the extraction of the valuable
metal. Ore is processed to increase the conc entration of valuable metals so that the amount of
material sent through the smelter is kept to a minimum and transportation costs are reduced.
The economic advantage gained throu gh this on-site mineral processing must be weighed
against the increased cost of the mill ing operations and the losses incurred during these
concentration processes. One of the most significant facto rs to be considered is the loss to
tailings, which is affected by the ore mineralo gy and depends on the technology available to
achieve efficient separation. Through the development of froth flotat ion many pre viously
low-grade deposits have become economical to process. Mineral processing operations are
often a compromise between mineral processing costs and improvements in metallurgical
efficiency. With high value ores such as platin um bearing ores, high metallurgical efficienc y
is of more importance and the cost of high-efficiency mineral processing can be justified
(Wills, 1997).
In some cases there is more than one valuable mineral in the ore, resulting in the need for
further separation of these valuable minerals, from both the gangue and each other. Similarly
with undesirable minerals that may interfere with the refining of the valuable mineral , such as
chrome found in platinum bearing ore. It is therefore imperative to remove these undesirable
minerals at the separation stage. The two fundamental operations in mineral processing are
liberation and concen tration. Liberation is the release of the valuable minera ls from their
entrapp ing gangue minerals, with the separation of these valua ble minerals from the gangue
being known as concentration.
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Liberation of the valuable mineral is accomplished by comminution, which involves crushing
and grinding so as to reduce the ore particle size and release any mineral that could be
completely entrapped inside the gangue. At small part icle sizes any of the valuable material
that exists in the particle should be exposed to the surface, which is required for some
separation techniques such as froth flotation. As particle size drop s, the grinding energy
requirement to reduce size further increases grea tly and can account for a very large





Figure 1-1: Simple block flowsheet (Wills, 1997)
To achie ve clean concentrates with little contamination from gangue it is necessary to grind
the ore finely enough to liberate the associ ated metals. However this leads to increased energy
costs and can sometimes produce very fine part icles, which result in untreatable slimes often
lost to the tailings. Grind ing therefore becomes a compromise between clean high-grade
concentrates, operating costs and the loss of fine mineral s. A good knowledge of the
aggregation and dissemination of the minerals within the ore is requ ired for efficient
proces sing to be carried out.
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1.4 METHODS OF SEPARATION
Based upon the characteristics of the valuable mineral in the ores and the nature of the
gangue, different separation techniques can be used to produce a clean concentrate. Some of
the most important properties with regards to separation are optical and radio active
properties, specific gravity differences, surface pro perties, magnet ic properties and electr ical
conductivity properties.
Magnetic separators achieve separation through the difference in the magnetic properties of
the minerals found in ores. All materia ls are affected by magnetic fields in some way,
however with most substances the effect is too slight to be detected, therefore magnetic
separation can only be used in special cases where the mineral s in the ore exhibit specific
magnetic properties, which can be exploited to an appreciable extent through magnetic fields.
Ferromagnetic minerals, such as magnetite, exhibit strong magnetic properties, which can be
used to aid in their separation through low intensity magnetic separators, whilst paramagnetic
minerals require much higher intensi ty magnetic fields to achieve separation. Magnetic
separation has been used mainly in the iron ore beneficiation process, but has found use in the
remo val of small amounts of unwanted minerals in otherwi se desirable ores.
Figure 1-2: Magnetic counter rotation drum separator (Wills, 1997)
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High-tension separation can be used to separate conducting minerals from non-conducting
minerals. Because all minerals show some difference in their conductivity it should be
possible to separate almost anyth ing , however high -tension sep arat ion is expensive and
requires completely dry minerals, as wat er could change the nature of the electron movement.
Gravity concentration methods separate minerals of different specific gravity by their
movements in response to gravity and some other force, usually their resistance to motion in a
viscous fluid such as water. In order for gravity separation to be effective, an appreciable
difference in the specific gravi ties of the mineral and gangue must exi st. An idea of the
possible separation achievable through gravity separation techniques can be gained from the
concentration criterion. Gravity methods are relat ively simple and cheap to implement and
operate, as there are few requirements of expensive equipment, no reagents and little energy
expenditure . As such, it can pla y an important role in terms of pre-separation in some
indu stries such as platinum mining, where large amounts of fine material can be removed in
spiral separators.
e Particles 01 10'11' density




Figure 1-3: Cross section of a spiral (Wills , 1997)
Already fine particles, such as ilmenite found in beach sand, are separated very successfully
through the use of gravity separation. Some exa mples of gravity separators are spirals, jigs,
pinched slu ices , cones, shaking tables and centrifugal concentrators.
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One of the most common separation methods in South Afric a, and most pert inent to this
thesis, is froth flotation , which utilises the difference in surface properties of minerals. Froth
flotation is effected by the affinity of minerals for rising up attached to air bubbl es within an
agitated pulp, and by adjusting the reagents within the pulp, it is possible to make the valuable
minerals aerophilic and the gangue minerals aerophobic. As a result, the valuable minerals are
transported to the surface frot h layer via the bubbles and the gangue minerals remain in the
pulp , thereby achieving separation.
Opti cal separation is often simply hand sorting by suitably experienced people. High-grade
ores can be recognised and then set aside for further processing. An obvious example of hand
sorting would be in the mining of diamonds, where the diamond can easily be seen among the
gangue mineral and hence recovered. Thi s meth od is however increasingly being replaced by




As ment ioned abo ve, froth flotation is the most important method of concentrating valuable
mineral s, in terms of pres ent mineral processing techniques. The principle of flotation is quite
simple, yet its theory is complex and not entirely understood . Under controlled cond itions and
throu gh the use of chemical reagents known as collectors, some valuable minerals can be
made hydrophobic, whilst their assoc iated gangue minerals are se lect ively made hydrophilic.
Th e resulting difference in sur face propert ies of the mineral s can then be exploited in a well-
stirred and aerated tank known as a cell. Through vigorous mixing, the suspension of fine ore
particles will collide with air bubbles. Th e hydr ophobi c mineral will attach itself to a bubble
surface to escape contact with the surrounding pulp phase, which consists largely of water. As
a result the bubble will have a higher concent ration of valuable minerals attached to it. It then
floats to the surface of the pulp to form a froth foam float ing on the surface of the cell. The
gangue minerals do not attach themselves to the bubbles and therefore rema in in the pulp
phase . The froth is co llec ted in overflows resul ting in a degree of separation. This process is
very ine fficient and results in many cells being necessary to ach ieve a sufficiently high
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Figure 1-4 : Cross-sectional diagram of a flotat ion cell
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It can be seen in figur e 1-4 that there are two phases present in the cell , the froth phase
consisting of bubbles floating on the surface of the cell and the pulp phase containing the fine
suspension of ore. Th e froth concentrate is removed from the cell by an overflow or with the
use of mechanical paddles, depend ing upon the equipment used . The tailings, rich in gangue
minerals, leave via an underflow. Many cells in series are known as a bank, where the tailings
flow from one cell becomes the feed to the next. There are many factors that influence the
mechanics of flotation and these will be covered in detail in the following chapter.
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1.6 PROBLEMS FACED BY INDUSTRIAL FLOTATION
CIRCUITS
In industrial flotation circuits there are a number of common problems that plague the
flotation process, resulting in increased losses and reduced returns. Many researchers have
tried to address these issues in the past and have posed nume rous methods of impro vement.
Some of these problems will be put forward in this section .
• Recycles in flotation are necessary due to the poor efficiency of the flotation process
and these ultimately increase the recove ry of valuable minerals, however they also
result in large mass hold-ups in the circuit. Due to these large internal recycles, the
circuit operation and disturbances are difficult to control.
• The feed conditions and chara cteristics of the circui t can vary greatly. As the ore
body is not con sistent throughout, the chemical and physical properties of the
minerals change. The flotation characteristics of the feed will therefore fluctuate with
time and this creates difficulties in achieving con stant concentrate grades while there
are disturbances passing through the circuit.
• Flotation circuits have few on-l ine measurements. The nature of the flotation process
and its circuit des ign limit the number of access points where mean ingful variables
can be measured. Often operators' visual inspection and experience are the judge of
performance and conditions throughout the circuit. Thi s limit s the control options
available to the circuit.
• Certain disturbances in the circuit cannot be easily detected. The overall performance
of the circuit is governed by the flotation of the valuable minerals. These flotation
properties cannot be measured direc tly and therefore a loss in controllability and
circuit performance results.
From the above it is noted that a better understanding of the processes behind flotation is
required in orde r to improve control strategies used by flotation circuits. A useful tool in
maintaining con trol coul d be a well-defined and operational plant model running alongside
the plan t control platform in real-time, predicting the effect of cha nges and disturbances along
with unme asurable variables.
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1.7 OBJECTIVES OF THIS THESIS
The work in this thesi s focuses primarily on one flotation circuit, nam ely, LONMIN Eastern
Platinum, B-Stream. Complex circuit s such as these can enter sub-optimal modes easily as
feed cond itions change. More immediate feedback from a dynamic observer model could
enhance process understanding and facil itate prompt corrective actions, whether in open or
closed loop. Interpretation of key combinations of variables deduced by the observer model,
using an expert system, would possibly add another level of intelligence, benefiting the
operation. As such , the process of creating a dynamic observer model and implementing it
was the main focus of this research. In order to achieve this, certain requirements had to be
met:
• Create an accurate real-time flotation model of the B-Stream flotation circuit.
• Interface the plant model to the existing plant control platform, PlantStar®.
• Test the model' s accuracy using the control platform running "what if' scenarios.
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Much research has recently been carried in flotation modelling and many varying ideas have
been put forward to fully identify the flotation process. Howe ver no one model has been
accepted as the norm , but some types of models have been more widely accepted than others .
2.1 GENERAL TYPES OF FLOTATION MODELS
There are three basic flotation model categories :
• Fundamental models: These models attempt to characterise flotat ion performance
using the bas ic laws of physics and chemistry .
• Empirical models: Process inputs are used to correlate flotation performance by
regression,
• Sem i-Empirical: Empirical relationships describing the process are used In
conjunction with fundamental principles of flotation.
2.1.1 F UNDAMENTAL MODELS
Sutherland (1948) proposed that the rate of collection of mineral to the froth was proportional
to the product of the rate of minerals colliding with bubbles and the probability that the
particle would adhere to the surface of the bubble. Then, by cons idering the flow patterns
around bubbles, he described the rate of removal of mineral to concentra te as:
c. = N .P PII I a
2(3VA)y . = sech --
I 4R
where:
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N, Rate of collision between particles and bubbles (collision/time)
P
a
Probability of adhesion of the particle to the bubble
(dimensionless)
Pr Probability of attached particl e not detaching (dimensionless)
R Radius of bubble (length)
r Radius of particle (leng th)
V Velocity of bubbl e rela tive to the particle (length/time)
No Number of particles per unit feed volume (particles/volume)
N' Number of bubbles per unit pulp volume (bubbles/volume)
A Induction time (t ime for bubble and particle to collide and attach)
(time)
This model was the first to describe the rate of flotation based on physical principles, but was
limited, as it did not consider :
• The chemical conditions of the pulp (Leal Filho et aI., 2000)
• Sub-processes in the froth (Harris and Rimmer, 1966; Harris, 1978; Hanumanth and
Williams, 1992 )
• The effects of entrainment (Savassi et ai, 1998; Nee thling and Cilliers, 2002)
• The effect of we ir angle on bubble motio n (Neethl ing and Cilliers, 1998)
• The effect of particle-bubble attachment angle (Stechemesser and Nguyen, 1999; Dai
et al ., 1998)
• Inertial effects of the particle (Woodburn, 1970)
and many others that have come to the attention of recen t researchers.
The fundamental models have the most insight into the process of flotat ion and therefore
would be the most valuable when successful. The variables that are required by these models
are , however, difficult to acquire in an industria l setting, which creates problems when
implementing them into contro l strategies.
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2.1.2 EMPIRICAL MODELS
Empiric al mod els are developed through the gatheri ng of input and output data from
experimental or plant units and regressing the data to find models describing the processes.
As a result , empirical model s only show the correlation of inputs to proce ss outputs as shown
by the data . However the advantage of these models is that they require no physical insight or
prior knowledge about process characteristics.
Gonzalez et al. (2003) made use of identification, or training data sets, with a number of
models for use with soft sensors. The models used were the ARM AX, Takagi and Sugeno,
fuzzy combinational, projection on latent states (PLS) and wavelet based models. These
models were identified using actual rougher plant data from the Andi na copper flotation plant.
The results showed that the best dynamic model was the PLS, while the ARMAX, fuzzy
combination and Takagi and Sugeno dynamic models gave large errors.
Empirical models are easy to develop and maintain but have little insight into process
mechan isms. As well as their poor predictive ability, they are circuit specific and cannot be
used to predict performance on alternative circuit configurations (Schroder, 1999).
2.1.3 SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODELS
2.1.3.1 Probability Models
Schuhmann (1942) analysed the mech anism required in order to float a particle and concluded
that the process was a result of firstly, the probability of colli sion of the particle with a
bubble , secondly, whether the particle would attach to the bubble, and thirdly, a factor of
stability in which he considered that an attached part icle might not float due to loss to the pulp
through bubble coalescence. Schuhmann then proposed that the net rate of transportation of a
particle to the concentrate was :
Eq 2-4
where:
k Specific flotation rate ( litime)
P, Probabil ity of collision
Pa Probability of adhesion
F Froth stability factor
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Kels all (1961 ) considered a flotation bank of n identical cells in sen es and applied a
prob ability approach to obta in the fractions of mineral that would remain in the tailings,
Eq 2-5
where:
W Weight of mineral constituent remai ning in the pulp after pas sing
throu gh n cell s
Wo Weight of mineral constituent present in the flotation feed
P Probability of flotation of any mineral constituent in anyone cell
n Number of cell s in series
2.1.3 .2 Kinetic Rate Models
Schuhmann (1942) also considered that the flotation rate should be treated mathematically in
a similar way as to the kinetics of first-order homogeneous reactions. This modelling
procedure is based upon the particle-bubble aggregate being a collision process and therefore
the recovery rate is dependant on the rate at which particles collide with air bubbles and are




C, Rate of removal of mineral i from the cell (mass /t ime)
M; Mass of mineral i in the pulp (mass)
M; Mass of air bubbles available for flotation (mass)
k, Flotation rate constant of mineral i (massl-n-m/time)
11, 111 Respective orders for particles and bubbles (dimensionless)
The process is usually considered to be carried out in excess air and is assumed to be first
order with respect to mass. The flotat ion rate constant, k, is considered to be a complex
funct ion involving, amongst other things, reagent concentration, particle size, induction time ,
rate offroth removal, flotat ion cell design and previous treatment (Greaves and Allan , 1974).
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2.1.3.3 Collision Models
Collision models stem from the early work carried out by Sutherland (1948) in which
flotation is described in terms of bubbles rising through pulp and colliding with particles. The
mineral recovery rate (Flint and Howarth, 1971) is then given by :
Eq 2-7
where:
Col; Number of colli sions per second per bubble (number/time .bubble)
Np Number of particles per unit volume of pulp (number/volume)
R Air bubble radius (length)
r Particle radius (length)
V Velocity of bubbl e relative to part icles (length/time)
Ji Fluid Viscos ity (power/area)
g Acceleration due to gravity (length/time")
Pp Particle density (mass/volume)
PI Fluid density (mass/volume)
Collision efficiency is governed by the viscous, inertial and gra vitational forces acting upon




C JrR 2I N
p
Eq 2-8
E; Collision effic iency (1/t ime)
N Number of part icles collected (dime nsionless)
R Radius of the bubble
L Length of path travelled by bubble through the suspension
(length)
Np Number of particles per unit volume In the suspension
(number/volume)
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Semi-empirical models can be tuned to particular circumstan ces and have the advantage that
they contain some of the physical nature of the process. However , they still suffer from the
limitations of all emp irical models when used for extrapolation, although less severe because
of the higher understanding of the processes that are incorporated into the models. Kinetic
rate models in particular, have been used effectively in control and optimi sation of flotation
circuits (Schroder, 1999).
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2.2 KINETIC RATE MODELLING OF FLOTATION SUB-
PROCESSES
Flotation performance is affected by many factors, some of which are reviewed in the
following section with special attention paid to tho se that could affect kinetic rate constants,
and hence the control and optimisation of flotation circ uits using models based on the kinetic
approach.
2.2.1 FLOTATION RATE ORDER





Rate of transport of mineral i to concentrate (mass /time)
Kinetic rate constant for mineral i (mass' Vtime)
Mass of minera l i in the pulp (mass)
Rate order of the process for mineral i (dimensionless)
Eq 2-9
There has been much discussion as to the true value of the rate order, a, in the above equation.
Sutherland (1948) first suggested that flotation was a first order process, whilst other
researchers have disputed this , finding that non-unity orders fitted their experimental data best
(Greaves and Allen, 1974). It has been suggested that the rate order of flotation is affected by
certain factors in the process, such as high pulp densities and hindered flotat ion.
Arbiter and Harris (1962) proposed a new model, where flotation was modelled as two
phases, viz . pulp phase and froth phase (secti on 2.2.2). Greaves and Allen ( 1974) fitted their
data to equations derived from this model in which the kinet ic orders could be varied. The y
concluded that the order for transport of material from the pulp to the froth was 1.06 while the
reverse order (material transported from the froth to the pulp) was abo ut 2.6-3.1. The y noted ,
however , that the inaccuracy of their experiment made it difficult to determ ine the true rate
orders and in subsequent work both researchers chose to assume first order in both directions.
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Harris (1978) in his review of flotation modelling, chose to assume first order kinetics for
both directions after testing alternative values.
2.2.2 SUB-SYSTEMS CONSIDERED IN FROTH
Harris (1978) observed that flotation is the sum of a number of separate sub-processes and
that these are often competitive. He concluded that models that separate these sub-processes
are more likely to ident ify effects on flotation successfully.
Arbiter and Harris (1962) submitted the first multiphase kinetic model for froth flotation,
which recogn ised that the cell contents are parti tioned into froth and pulp phases and that two-








The Two Phase Model of Arbiter and Harris (1962)






Rate of transfer of mineral i between phases (mass/time)
Phase rate constant for mineral i (lltime.mass)
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Mass of component i in each phase (mass)
Harris and Rimmer (1966) made use of an analog computer to validate the two-phase model
and found that it captured flotation features that were not shown by the single-phase model.
They found that it gave a better fit to their experimenta l data than the single phase models and
that it could also manage a wider range of circumsta nces which might be expected to arise in
real systems. It was noted that the model demonstrated that an increase in the feed rate led to
an increase in the flotat ion rate and tha t it was a consequence of a non-zero froth return rate
constant.
The assumptions made with the two-phase model as put forward by Harris (1978) are:
• The phases are each ideally mixed and as a consequence the tail ings provides a pulp
phase sample and the concentrate is representative of the froth phase.
• Transport of material takes place in one or both directions and the mass flowrate is
dependent upon the mass of material in the phase from which it comes.
• Any order of kinetics can be accommodated by the model (Harris and Rimmer ,
1966) , but first order is usuall y assumed in both direct ions. Other cases have been
tested (Grea ves and Allan , 1974).
A three-phase model for froth flotation consisting of a pulp and two distinct froth phases in
series , was developed by Hanumanth and Willi ams (1992). A simpl ified illustration of their
model follows in figure 2-2.
The assumptions made in this model are:
•
•
The pulp phase is well mixed and the rate of entry of solids from the pulp phase into
the froth phase is proportional to the instantaneous mass of solid present in the pulp .
The froth phase is div ided into two well mixed layers , the first of which adjoins the
pulp phase, referred to as the primary froth, and the remaining froth constitutes the
secondary froth .
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Figure 2-2 The Three Phase Model ofHanumanth and Williams (1992)
They concluded that this model is useful when estimating the solid drainage rate, its variation
with froth depth, and its influence on recovery kinetics over a large range of froth depths.
Other researchers have put forward multi-phase models. All have a similar modelling
strategy, but increase the number of parameters that can be fitted using linear regression
techniques and thus obtain better fits to experimental data.
2.2.3 RESIDENCE TIME IN FROTH
The general form of flotation rate modelling is given by equa tion 2-9 and from this the overall
recovery of a mineral can be obtained from the integrated form of that equation, namely
Rec;(t) ~ Rec,.[l- ! f (k,> eXP(- k,t)dk] Eq 2-12
where:
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Overall recovery of mineral i after time t
Ultimate reco very after a long time
Specific flotation rate constant for species i
Time after which R, is measured
Continuous distribution function for flotation rate constants of
species i
A typical example of the effec t of residence time in the froth can be seen in the following
figure, where the overall recovery as a result of first order kinetics can be seen as a function
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Figure 2-3: The effect of mean residence time on overall recover y (Ma the et al. 1998)
Gorain et aI. (1998) examined the effect of froth residence time on the kinetics of flotation.
Th e froth residence time Lfg, as described by the researchers, was the rat io of froth height to
superficial gas rate. It was found that the flotatio n rate constant decreased exponentially with
Lfg, but that the relationship is dependent on cell size and can therefore not be used directly for
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scale-up. To accommodate this they proposed a specific froth residence time , 't fs, which is
independent of cell size :
Eq 2-13
where:
't fs Specific froth residence time (timellength)
't fg Froth residence time (time)
L Perpendicular distance from impeller to launder (length)
Researchers were then able to plot the exponential relationship between the flotation rate.
constant and the specific froth residence time. They then proposed a methodology for
predicting the flotation rate constants in a large cell using the k-'t fs relationship together with
other relation ships .
2.2.4 GANGUE ENTRAINMENT
In the flotation process, particle-bubble collision and attachment accounts for the majority of
valuable minerals reporting to the concentrate, however it is not the only mechanism by
which material can be transported to the froth. A portion of the hydrophilic material may also
be found in the concentrate as a result of entrainment. Entrainment is the transportation of
gangue particles in the wake of rising bubbles or as part of composite particles.
Savassi et a!. (199 8), in their review of gangue entrainment ment ioned , the commonl y
proposed mechanisms used to explain it:
• Entrained material is carried up in the thin layer of water surrounding an air bubble.
• Entrained mate rial is transported in the wake of an ascending air bubble .
The y commented that these mechanisms did not account for the water content found in the
froths and that the concentration of solids in the bubb le wake is approximatel y the same as
that in the pulp. Othe r researc hers suggested that the water is mechanically pushed up in the
froth region by ascending swarms of bubbles. Methods of drainage in the froth region, as
reviewed by Savassi et a!., are:
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• Film water drainage: slow drainage of entrained material around the air bubb le
contours.
• Column drainage or weight induced drainage: fast vertical drainage of entrained
material as a result of local froth collapse.
• Mobility induced drainage: drainage as a result of shear forces induced from relative
bubble motion.
The principal factors affecting entra inment found in literature reviewed by Savassi et a1. , 1998
included:
• Reco very of water.
• Particle size .
• Froth structure.
• Mineral specific gravity .
• Froth residence time.
• Pulp dilution or % solids in pulp.
The degree of entrainment can be rela ted to the residence time of the entrained material in the
froth (Bishop and White , 1976):
where:
CRi Degree of entra inment on the basis of tailings
a, f3 Empirical parameters
d, Particle size (length)
Ps Specific gravity of entrained material
P pulp Specific gravity of the pulp
1jg Froth residence time of entraine d material (time)
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Savassi et al. (1998) proposed an emp irica l partition cu rve to prescribe the relationship
between the degree of entrainment and the particle size. Their model has two empirical
parameters: the entrainment parameter, whic h is the particle size at which the degree of
entrainment is 20 %, and a drainage parameter, which is related to the preferential drainage of
coarse particles.
Neethl ing and Cil1iers (2002) noted that predominantly empirical models had been developed
to describe entrainment, and attempted to improve the understanding of the entrainment
mechanism through the development of a fundamental1y based model. Their model
considered gas and liquid motion along with solids motion based on the physics of foam
structure, and was therefore not specific to flotation froths . The fundamental1y based model
accurately predicted gangue-water recovery behaviour found experimental1y .
2.2.5 BUBBLE-PARTICLE COLLISION, ATTACHMENT AND DETACHMENT
One of the key elements in the effectivene ss of the recovery of valuable minerals in the
flotation process is the interaction between the particles and the air bubbles in water. Bubble-
particle interaction involves a number of sub-processes, which can be divided into col1ision,
attachment and detachment. These three proc esses are, however, not wel1 understood though
much research has recently been carried out in this area (Bloom and Heindel , 2002; Dai et aI.,
2000; Deglon et a!. , 1999; Honaker and Ozsever, 2003; Nguyen et aI., 1998 ; Nguyen et a!.,
200 I; Yoon, 2000)
Dai et al. (2000) performed a review of the various literature col1ision models. They found the
col1ision efficiency of quartz particle s with sing le bubbles using experimental flotation
experiments where the attachment and stability were near uni ty . These col1ision efficiencies
were then compared to the various col1ision models. They found the best agreement between
experimental and calculated efficiencies was obtained from the Generalised Sutherland
Equation.
According to Sutherland (1948), al1 particles lying within a col1ision rad ius will collide with
the bubble. Sutherland then proposed that the collision efficiency, Ec-su, is given by









Dai et al. (1998) studi ed the bubble-particle sub-processes and paid special attention to the
bubble surface mobil ity, the fluid flow regi me at the bubble surface and the influence of
inertial forces on the collision efficiency. The Dukhin or generalised Sutherland equation
(GSE model) then follows on from the following equations:







8t Angle of tangency
f Factor of 2 for free non-retarded bubble surface
K Stokes number
Some clarification is requ ired for the 8 t term. The angle of tangency is defined as the angle ,
which is formed between the intersection of the tangentia l component of the particle 's grazing
trajectory and its initial trajectory with respect to the centre line through the bubble parallel to
the init ial particle trajectory.
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Figure 2-4: A figure representing the definition of the angle of tangency at(after Dai et al
2000)
There are many other models that take into account the gravi tational effect , inertial effect ,
negat ive effect of centrifugal forces and the interceptional effect, such as the Schulze model
(Schulze, 1989).
Bloom and Heindel (2001 ) found new analytical expressions for both the collision and bubble
attachment frequency for use with flotation separation models. Their expression for collision
frequency takes into account the particle settling velocity and the bubble rise veloci ty. They
showed that the inclusion of the particle settling velocity increases the collision frequency by
a factor of 1.5 and that the most significant factor affecting the coll ision frequency is that of
bubble rad ius.
Nguyen et al. (1998) developed a basis for experimental determ inat ion of bubble-particle
attachment probability in single bubb le flotation experiments. They showed that attachment
probabil ity models based on sliding time and induction time cannot adequately describe the
elementary steps in the bubble part icle attachment micro process during flotation . They
demon strated the nece ssity for the elementary step of, ' rupture of liqu id film and formation of
three-phase conta ct of a critical radius (TPC nuclei)'. It was then ' proposed that the
probability of recovery due to particle attachment can be describ ed by the product of three
elementary steps, the thinning of intervening film to a critical film thickness, ruptu re of the
intervening liquid film and the formation of TP C nuclei with the expansion of the three-phase
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Par Probability of attachment
PI Probability of the thinning of the film to critical thickness
P, Probability of the elementary step "rupture of the film"
P
TPC
Probability of the formation of the three-phase contact line
Stechemesser and Nguyen (1999) investigated the gas-solid-liquid phase contact (TPC) in
theoretical bubble-particle attachment. A theoretical mod el for the time of the TPC expansion
was proposed and compared to experimental data. They sho wed that TPC kinetics are
strongly controlled by line tension and particle hydrophobicity.
Nguyen et al. (200 I) made use of a high-speed CCD video camera to measure the particle
trajectories on the surface of an air bubble. The rupturing of the intervening water film
between the hydrophobic particle and the air bubble surfaces with the formation of the three-
phase contact angle was observed. The y concluded that the available theory does not
adequately describe the bubble-particle attac hment interaction and discussed possible
corrections to the available attachment models.
Yoon (2000) reviewed coll ision models put forward over the last decade and found that the
probability of collision for bubbles and particles is dependant on the bubble size and therefore
on the Reynolds number. A generalised form of the probability of coll ision model is then :
Eq 2-21
where A and 11 are the parameters wh ich change with the Reynolds number. The values of A
and 11 are given in the table below for some published models.
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The mechanism of flotat ion is dependent upon particles be ing hydrophobic, and chemical
reagents are required to obta in these conditions. The chemical environment of the flotation
cell is therefore paramount to achieve separation. Every ore has a specific chemical
requirement and therefore the effects of reagents are very specific, and hence difficult to
model. A general overview, from Wills (1997 ), of the chemical environment in flotation is to
follow .
2.2.6.1 Collectors
According to a mineral 's surface characteristics, it can be clas sified as either a non-polar or
polar type . This polarity affects the behaviour of the mineral due to molecular effects
experienced in the presence of collector chemicals. Collectors are organic compounds which
render selected materials water-repellent by adsorption of molecules or ions on to the surface
of minerals, reducing the hydrated layer stability and allowing the attachment of the particle
to a bubble on contact.
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Figure 2-5: Classification of collectors (Wills, 1997)
2.2.6.2 Frothers and Regulators
Once particles have been rendered hydrophobic and attach to a bubble, the stab ility of the
bubble attachment must be considered if the particle is to report to the concentrate. Frothers
are responsible for this bubble stabil ity requirement. Good frothers must produce a froth that
is stable enough to facilitate transfer of floate d material from the ce11 surface to the co11ecting
launder. Selection of suitable frothers for a particular ore can only be done after extensive
laboratory test work as interactions between frother , mine ral and other reagents does occur.
Regulators are used in flotation to mod ify the action of the co11ector ' s water-repe11ent effect
on the mineral surface. Regulators are classed as activators, depressants , or pH modifiers.
Activators alter the chemical nature of the mineral surface so that they become hydrophobic
due to the action of the collector. Depression is used to increase the selectivity of flotation by
rendering certain minerals hydrophilic and thus preventing their flotation .
2.2.6.3 Importance of pH
pH plays an important role in flotation. Selectivity in complex separations is dependant on a
balance between reagents and pH . Flotation , where possible, is carried out in an alkaline
medium to keep corrosion of cells and piping to a minimum and many co11ectors are stable
under these conditions .
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Molecular modelling ofreagents for flotation were carri ed out by Leal Filho et al. (2000) with
the use of a Silicon Graphics 5.1 IRIX operational system. Systems such as these are required
to perform the computationally intensive modelling procedure. They modelled mineral
surfaces and molecules of two polysaccharides, which were cand idates as depressing agents
for the minerals. The researchers used a "total fitting parameter" to assess the steric
compatibility between the minerals and the polysaccharide species.
This type of modell ing is, however, very specific to the specie s of mineral and reagent
conside red and does not create a basis on which other reagents and mineral interactions can
be modelled.
Ekmekci et al. (2003) conducted research into the effect of frother type and froth height on
the flotation behaviour of chromite in UG2 ore which is more similar to the ore processed in
the LONMIN Eastern Platinum B-Stream.
2.2.7 FROTH DEPTH
Froth depth has been recognised as an impo rtant aspe ct of flotation in the determination of
flotation performance. With the advent of computers and their use in the automatic control of
flotat ion circuits, pulp level and froth depth have been used as a computer control variable.
Many of these control strategies are based on empirical schemes.
Feteris et al. (1987) combined the two-phase kinetic model and the probability model to
derive a new relationship between the overall flotation rate coefficient and the probability that
a part icle-bubble aggre gate would survive the cleaning action of the froth. The model was
parameterised throu gh batch tests using galena, and the relationship used to investigate the
effects of varying froth depth .
where:
k _ M jpulp
j - (V p M pulp )
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Mpu1p Mass of species per unit volume in the pulp(mass/volume)
PI Probability that particle survives the froth
They found a linear relationship between the probability that a particle will surv ive the
cleaning action of the froth and the depth of the froth phase.
Vera et al. (2002) showed that when the froth depth is zero, the collection rate, kc, of the pulp
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Figure 2-6 : Flotation zone rate constant (k) as a func tion of froth depth (FD) (Vera et aI.,
2002)
The froth depth (FD) at which no collection is possible (when the froth is very deep) is then
the intercept of the straight line with the X-axis. This leads to
k = k {l- (FD) }
C (FD)k=O
Eq 2-24
From this relationship they extracted a froth zone recovery (R j) and in tum related it to the
froth retention time , defined as the ratio of froth volume to the volumetric flow rate of
concentrate from the cell.
Moys (1978) deve loped a counter-current plug-flow model to describe equilibrium froth
behaviour, given by the equation:
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The mass of mineral i at froth height h (mass/tim e)
Entrained mass flow rate at froth height h (mass/time)
Mass flow rate of species i attached to bubbles at froth height h
(mass /time)
Mass flow rate of particles diffusing from the upward-flowing
stream to the downward-flowing stream (mass/time)
Velocity of the downward-flowing stream (length/time)
Velocity of the bubble films (length/time)
The mass fraction of mineral can then be obtained from the following expression:
Eq 2-26
These equations are based on the follo wing postulates as described by Mathe et al. (1998):
• The rate of detachment of particles of component i is proportional to their
concentration within the froth .
• The net upward flow rate of water is constant and equal to the concentrate water flow
rate.
• The solid particles diffusing from the upward-flowing stream enter the downward-
flowing stream at velocity u and rate !vlr./h) .
• Both floatable and entrained particles rise at the velo city of the bubble films , v(h) ,
towards the top of the froth.
From the above model s it can be seen that froth characteristi cs change with froth depth and
have been modelled as such to obtain the mass fraction of mineral remaining in the froth at a
particular height.
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2.2.8 PARTICLE SIZE
Particle size has the most significance to the flotation process when considering composite
minerals. Valuable minerals exist as fine grains within the rock structure and must therefore
be liberated. Liberation is achieved through the grinding of the ore to such an extent that the
majority of associated particles are comprised of the valuable grains of mineral. As a result ,
particle size plays a major role in determining the amount of gangue material that is retained
with the valuable mineral after flotation. Particle size also affects the probability of particle-
bubble collision as discussed in sect ion 2.2.5, as well as the entrainment of gangue particles
(see section 2.2.4) . The suspension characteristics of particles also change with particle size
and can therefore affect the ability of the pulp to keep particles in suspension. Large particles
may also be difficult to lift to the froth due to their increased mas s and size . From this it can
be concluded that flota tion properties are affected by part icle size.
The effects of part icle size on kinetic rate mode ls developed by man y researchers can be seen
in the earlier sections (as mentioned above). Trahar and Warren (1976) concluded the





Almost all minerals exh ibit an optimum particle size for flotat ion. The size range is
generally between 10-100 microns and is an intermediate range of most particles
entering flotat ion circuits.
Fine particles generally float slower than intermediate size s.
Fines reco very is poor and is attributed to the lower rate of colli sion and attachment.
Recovery drops rapidly when particle size is above the intermediate range , which
suggests there is a max imum particle size for flotatio n.
Flint and Howa rth (19 71) reduced the equations of motion for particles .to a dimensionless
form by introducing an inertial parameter, K, and a particle gravity parameter, G. They found
that there exists a critical bubbl e-part icle parameter, K; below which no colli sion s can occur .
This showed that there exists a smallest size particle that could collide with a part icular sized
bubble. The smaller particles were thus unable to be floa ted as they essentially follow the
flow streamlines in the pulp and were there fore washed aside by bubbles without a collision
occurring.
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van Deventer et a!. (2002 ) worked on the dyna mic beha viour of coarse particles in flotation
froths . They studied the effect of various physical parameters in the rupture of bubble films in
two-phase foams . Their work considered mineral particles not to be spheres and accounted for






De Equivalent diameter of particle (length)
DI Second longest dimension of the particle (length )
vp Volume of parti cle (volume)
Ap Surface area of part icle (area)
fA Volume factor (= 1 for a sphere) (dimensionless)
rPa Area factor (= 1 for a sphere) (dimensionless)
rP), Shape factor (dimensionless)
Their work invol ved modelling the trajectory of part icles over discrete time events. They
accomplished this by calculating bubble flow streamlines and modelling bubble SIze,
thickness of bubble film s, air hold-up and bubble velocity at any point on the streamline.
2.2.9 AIR ADDITIO~ RATE
The flotation process is directly affected by the air supplied to it, as it is dependent upon
particle-bubble attachment to achieve separation. It is therefore imperative that flotation cells
have an ample air supply. As was discussed in section 2.2. I, the general form of the kinetic
rate equation for flotation (equation 2-9) is app licable when air is not a rate -limiting factor.
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However, air dispersion in the pulp will have an effect on flotation characteristics and is itself
affected by the rate of air addition, impeller design and the surface ten sion in the pulp . Air
dispersion has the following important properties that affect flotation :
• Bubble surface area flux , S8, wh ich affects the flotati on rate con stant.
• Bubble diameter which has an effect on the collis ion efficiency of particles and
bubbles.
• Air hold-up in the pulp. Air hold-up is the volume of space in the cell that is occupied
by air bubbles and consequently reduces the available volume for pulp.











Bubble surface area flux (area/area.time)
Superficial gas velocity (length/time)
Sauter mean bubble diameter (length)
Air hold-up (volume/vo lume )
Average vertical velocity of the bubbles (length/time)
Volumetric flow rate of air into the cell (volume/time)
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Gorain et al. (1997) worked on the effect of impeller type, impeller speed and air flow rate on
flotation performance. They found that the rate constant and bubble size showed no
relationship for the operat ing conditions that were investigated. However, it has been shown
in earlier sections (2.2.5) that the bubble size does have an effect on collision efficiency.
It was also found that there was little or no correlation between the rate constant and gas hold-
up for their experimental data , but that the rate constant relates better to gas hold-up than to
bubble size. The superficial gas velocity showed a much better correlation to the rate constant
than both of the above and they found a trend of increasing flotation rate with increasing
superficial gas velocity at low air flow rates.
Finally their work showed that there is a definite linear relationship between the flotation rate
constant and bubble surface area flux . From their graphs it was concluded that the confidence
with which flotation rate can be related to bubble surface area flux is much greater than
compared to bubble size, air hold-up or superfic ial gas velocity individually. Other studies
have also found that there is a near-linear relat ionship between the bubble surface area flux
and the flotation rate constant under certa in conditions (Deglon et al., 1999).
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AND OPTIMISATION
In the operation of flotation circuits there are a numbe r of difficulties faced when designing
the circuits, controlling them and trying to find the optimum operating conditions for the
plant. Poorly designed flotation circuits, under poor control strategies, invariably lead to low
plant performance and hence a loss in revenue. As a result, it is required at the outset of the
circuit design to optimise the plant performance and this is considered in the following
chapter.
3.1 FLOTATION CIRCUIT DESIGN
In earlier sections it was mentioned that the efficiency of the flotation process in very poor
and therefore more than one flotation stage is required to achieve any apprec iable separat ion.
This is where the design of flotation circuits plays a major role , in that the dynamic behaviour
of the floatable species must be understood in such a way as to facilitate the successful design
of the circuit to achieve maximum reco very of the valuable material.
Flotation is a rate process and as such is time dependant. The specific separation of valuables
at a given plant throughput is therefore an important consideration when designing a flotation
circuit. Certain factors are critical when considering the design of a flotation circuit:
• The volume of the flotation cells. Th e volume determines the reside nce time and
therefo re the separation achieved per cell at a specific throughput.
• The configuration of recycles and flows between the cells in order to recover slow
floating valuable minerals.
• The number of cells required to achieve a specifi c concentrate grade .
Flotation circuits generally have three specific stages, which each perform specific duties in
the overall recovery process, known as roughers, scavengers and cleaner stages respectively.
Below is a basic diagram showing the general function of each of the three stages:
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The roughers provide the initial separation of valua bles from the bulk of the material and as
such mus t be of a sufficient size to accommodate the maximum throu ghput of the plant. Due
to the chemical reagent additions , the roughers will ultimately remo ve most of the valuable
material as it will be the fastest floating and hence have the highest flotat ion rate constant. As
such , the roughers perform a first pass at recovering the valuables and provide the cleaners
with an already floated mater ial high in valuable minerals. The cleaners provide a much more
selecti ve separation as their material throu ghput is much lower, and are therefore responsible
for maintaining a high concentrate grade. The scave ngers, as their name implies, are
responsible for reco vering any valuables that escaped the roughers. Each of these stages has a
spec ific role to play and as such requires different operating phi losophies.
Cell s are usually groupe d together to form flotation banks, consisting of a number of cells.
The flotation banks are tiered in such a way that the tailings from one bank flows to the next
under gravity, therefore interaction between the pulp levels in adjacent cells is common and
disturbances can carry over to other banks downstream. Concentrates collected from the
laund ers usuall y flow under gravity down to floor sumps at ground level , before they are
pump ed up to the head of the next bank. These sumps can act as buffers to small fluctuations
in the conc entrate composi tion and flow rate.
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Another common circu it layout is the counter-current circuit. Shown below is a schematic





Cleaner I (Final) Tai ling s
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Figure 3-2: Counter current circuit design (Schroder, 1999)
Final Concentrate
As can be seen from the diagram, this layout encourages greater separation as the flow of
material passes throu gh a number of ce lls repeatedly, with the opp ortuni ty of flotat ion great ly
increased. Unfortunately, these circ uit layouts promote large re-circulating loads as can be
intuiti vely seen from the diagram.
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Figure 3-3: The B-Stream Circuit Layout at LONMIN Eastern Platinum
As can be seen above, the primary rougher tailings are sent to a secondary mill where they are
reground so as to ensure that no valuable minerals are lost through complex mineral
structures. Counter-current design is used, along with a complete secondary circuit for the
processing of re-ground material. The final tailings leave only through the last secondary
rougher and as a result there is a large mass hold-up in the circuit. Good separation is
expected due to the large number of cells through which the material must pass.
From the diagram above it is clear that there are a number of switches, allowing for different
configurations to be available to the plant engineers if they feel it necessary to change the
flows around the plant circuit.
Circuit flexibility is necessary so as to provide for small fluctuations in the flowrate of ore to
the plant and the grade of the incoming ore. A simple way to provide a smooth flow to the
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plant is to use the stora ge agitator tanks, as seen in figure 3-3. Any minor variations are
smoothed out in these tanks and the cond itioned pulp is then pumped to the flotat ion cells at a
controlled rate .
Loveday and Brouchaert (1995 ) carr ied out a study of flotatio n design principles comparing
the reco very for two and three stage circuits. They concluded that:
• The separation achieved in a single well-mixed cell is poor and the conventional
practice of using several cells is series for each stage of flotation is justified.
• Increasing circulation can increa se the sharpness of separation.
• Rougher and scavenger stages are significantly larger than cleaner stages for ore with
a small mass of floatable mater ial. Also, scavengers may be inappropriate for these
ores .
• Separation is signi ficantly improved by increasing the number of stages.
In the ir study the assumption was made that the floatability of all particles remains constant in
all stages, whereas in practice the dynamic changes in the chemical environment and
circulating loads, may influence effec tiveness.
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3.2 OPTIMISATION OF CIRCUIT DESIGNS
The design of flotation circuits plays an important role in the recovery the plant is able to
achieve and the economic factors within the plant. With an understand ing of the flotation
process and the characteristics of the mate rial to be floated, a circuit optimisat ion can be
carried out in order to determine the circuit layout that would give the best results. There are
two approaches to optimisation of circuits, parameter optimisatio n and structural optimisation.
Yingling (1993) , in his review of parameter and configuration opt imisation of flotation
circuits, described a proc ess by which a flowsheet superstruc ture is formulated which embeds
many alternative configurations for the plant. In the super structure, a mixture of discrete and
continuous decision variables represents the configuration alternatives for the circuit , for
exampl e the existence or non-exis tence of a bank of cells, bank interconnections, stream splits
and number of cells per bank. Continuous decision variables are used to represent alternati ve
stead y state specifications for the individual flotation cells and the formulation might include
certa in requirements that the plant must meet, such as grade . An objective function is thus
devised based on the rate performance of the alternative systems embedded in the
superstructure , and search procedures are used to identify the values of the decision variables,
such as flowsheet desi gn .
Specific examples of flowsheet design optimisation found in the literature include the work
by Abu-Ali and Sabour (2003) in which they developed a model to determine the optimum
number of cells in a flotation bank as well as their respective volume in order to achieve a
required target recovery. Their model is based on comparing the marginal cell effects on both
the capital and present operating costs.
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3.3 CONTROL OF FLOTATION CIRCUITS
Ideally the control of flotation circuits would be fully auto mated, but due to the complexity of
the flotation process, as descr ibed earlier, it is an almost insurmountable task. Therefore, in
the short term, the best plant performance and efficiency is ach ieved by a combination of
plant control and conscientious operators who are able to adjust set-points and their limits.
The advantage of computer-aided control is that it is ever watchful and present, unaffected by
human activities, such as shift changes and breaks etc .
In the analysis of the control of flotat ion circuits it was found that there are certain process
variables that are more commonly used in control and can be divided into the follow ing





Controlled variables: These variables obey constraints so as to maintain plant
performance.
Measured variables: Very few variables are available on-line for control purposes .
D isturbance variables : These are inputs to the flotation sys tem that vary and affect the
system but which the operators have no control over.
Manipulated variables : These are the inputs to the system, which the plant operators
or controllers have access to and can manipulate.
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Flotation control objective (Wills, 1997)
Optimum operating
condition
Tables of the typical variables mentioned above and comments on their uses can be found in
Appendix B, as reviewed by Schroder (1999) .
The variables controlled are pulp levels , grades , reagent addition rate , bank tailings valves,
water and air additions and pump speeds.
Few measurements are available on-line but sump and pulp levels along with pH are readily
available. Depending upon the type of material being floated and the technology levels in use
at the plants, stream compositions, flowrates and densi ty can be made available, through the
use of very expensive equipment.
Due to this lack of online data the internal flowr ates and compositions of flotation circuits as
well as flotation performance are unknown and hence create difficulties when attempting to
control the circuits.
3.3.1 BASIC CONTROL STRATEGIES
Operators on the plant have experience as to which conditions in their plant are conducive to
good recovery and performance, and as such know when the plan t has moved away from
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these conditions and must be brought back to the optimum operating point. To aid in
achieving this, there are basic control strategies in circuits for the control of variables such as
air addition rate , sump and pulp levels and reagent addition rates. Th is control is usuall y in the
form of proportional, integral and derivative (Pill) controllers. Pill controllers facilitate easy
set-point achievement without continuous inpu t from operators. The operators simply notice
that a change is required, and from exp erience gauge what the new operating point should be
and set the set-point to this value and can then leave the unit operation manipulation to the
controller. Due to the inherent instabilities such as interactions between cells and disturbance
propagation as well as the non-linearity of flotation , Pill control has limited use in
controlling the flotation process, leading to the development of more sophisticated types of
control for flotation, known as advanced control strategies.
3.3.2 ADVANCED CONTROL STRATEGIES
There are a number of advanced control strategies and those with the most relevance and
applicability to flotation will be reviewed in the following section.
3.3.2.1 Feed-Forward Control
The basic idea behind feed-forward control is to detect disturbances as they enter the process ,
then to make adjustments to man ipulated var iables so that the output variables are held
constant. As a result, there is no delay while waiting for an error signal after the disturbance
has passed through the process as immediate action is taken to compensate for the disturbance
as it enters the process. Feed-forward control is widely applicable to chemical engineering
processes and can accommodate linear, non-linear and multiva riable systems along with lag
and dead-time. The disa dvantages of feed forward control are:
• The disturbances must be detected . In order to apply feedforward control there must
be an available measurement of the variables.
• Knowledge is required of how the disturbance and manipul ated variables affects the
process.
This provides a limitation as far as the flotation process is concerned as there are few on-line
measurements, but thro ugh the use of estimators this type of control may be possible . The use
of feedforward control is commonplace with ratio control of the reagent additions based on
flowrate and the composition of the feed (Luyben , 1990).
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3.3.2.2 Adaptive Control
Adaptive controllers continuously identi fy the parameters of the process as they change and
retune the controller appropriately. Thi s on-line adaptation is fairly complex and can
sometimes lead to poor performance. There can be delays whilst the on-l ine identification is
being achieved, which could result in the plant moving to another condition before the tuning
has been applied, in which case it has to be repeated. On-line identification can sometimes be
avoided by running off-line tests for all possible conditions of the plant and determining
controller tunings at all these possible conditions, then as the process moves from one set of
cond itions to another, the controller settings are automatically chan ged . Th is type of control is
known as openloop-adaptive control or gain scheduling (Luyben, 1990).
3.3.2.3 Multivariable Control
Multivariable controllers generally tend to minimise some quadratic performance index,
however many chemical engineering systems are too high-order or non-linear for successful
linear quadratic methods. Advances in this area have resulted in two popular multi variable
controllers, namely, Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) and Internal Model Control (IMC)
methods. Appl ications of multi variable control to the flotation process should result in
improvements in performance, but examples were not found (Luyben, 1990).
3.3.2.4 State Estimators
As mentioned earlier, there are few available on-line measurements in flotation circuits. These
unmeasurable variables, if obta ined , could provide an improvement in the control of the
process. In order to determine these unmea surable variables, an estimator might be used, such
as a Kalman filter. Kalman filter estimators utilise on-line fitted models using available
measurements with the model then providing information about the process that is not
measurable. Kalman filter estimates of measure ments contain less random error and therefore
calculations made with these measurements are more accurate and can even replace existing
measurements should the instrumentation fail. By building such "well-informed" models ,
responses to disturbances can be obtained that allow for "optimal" control performances
(Herbst et al., 1992).
Herbst et al. (1992) discussed four exa mples of model-based control strate gies, two of which
used Kalman filter estim ates to provide variables that were not measurable on-line.
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3.3.2 .5 Expert Systems
An expert system make s use of the knowledge and experience that operators obtain while
working on flotation plants . The operator 's knowledge is "captured" in the form of a
hierarchal knowledge structure . Given a certain set of conditions in the plant that the operator
has prior knowledge about and experience in dealing with , the knowledge structure will check
the states of the system against a set of rules in its struct ure, and if the conditions are within
those set by the knowledge structure, the expert system performs the neces sary steps to
change the process in a similar fashion to the steps taken by an operator given the same
situation.
Edwards and Mular (1992 ) used an expert system for real-time control of the copper flotation
circuit at Brenda Min es Ltd. The supervisory control was able to achieve operating levels
superior to those attained by the manual control of operators.
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DEVELOPMENT
The dynamic observer model was developed by Professor Mike Mulholland (School of
Chemical Engineering, Uni versi ty of Natal, Durban, mulholland@ukzn.ac.za) for the
Department of Arts, Culture, Science and Te chnology (DACST) Inno vation project in order
to fulfil the requirements as set forward by MINTEK (200 Hans Strijdom Drive, Randburg,
2194, South Africa) . What follows is an ove rview of the modelling of the plant, the solution
technique used , and some of the features of the model. The author 's contribution was to
translate this model into a real-time format und er Plan tStar.
4.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE DYNAMIC OBSERVER MODEL
MINTEK and the DACST innovations project set out a guideline for the requirements of the
comple x model. The model developed attempted to meet the following req uirements :
4.1.1 EXPLAIN PL ANT BEHA.VIOUR
The primary objective as proposed by MINTEK to DACST was to explain plant behaviour.
The complex plant model shou ld be adapti ve, inferring certain parameters that cannot be
measured and hence providing MINTEK with the information they require to explain both the
dynamics of the control system and the plant online through an intelligent expert system
(IES). It was envisaged that linear models deri ved from the complex model would be able to
do most of the explanation work, but the complex model should explain certain things that
these simplified linear models could not.
4.1.2 USED FOR SnlULATION AND PL AYBACK
The complex model needed to provide an accurate representation of the plant, which could be
used for:
• Playback on PlantStar (PlantStar is the control softw are to be used to implement the
dynamic observer model on-l ine, whi le playback refers to passing histor ical data to
the model instead ofreal plant data)
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• Training purposes
• Test work, research and development
• Derivation of linear modeIs
4.1.3 PROVIDE A BETTER INSIGHT INTO THE PROCESS
In order to optimise processes, a good understanding of the underlying dynamics is required.
In addition, a good model of the process is necessary to provide good control.
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4.2 REQUIREMENTS TO MEET OBJECTIVES
• The model should be able to run alongside the process and continuously adapt to any
chan ges being made in the process i.e. An "IDENTIFICATION MODE". During this
mode , new k-values are estimated contin uously as new measurements become
available.
• The model shoul d be able to simulate the process, predicting the outputs based on any
given inputs. This should be done independently of the real process i.e.
"PREDICTION MODE". No adaptation of the model is required during this stage.
• The model must predict outp ut responses to input step changes . The se responses
could then be used to fit the simpl ified linear models.
• The model shou ld support a playback feature, allowing the operator to go back to any
stage in the past , make changes to the conditions at that stage and then simulate ahead
from that point to any point in the future. The support for playback will, however, be
pro vided within the PlantS tar environment.
• The model shou ld be configura ble for any circuit configuration.
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4.3 MODEL STRUCTURE
The complex model was developed specifically for LONMIN ' s Eastern platinum B-stream as
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Figure 4-1: LONMI~'s Eastern platinum B-Stream circuit configuration
The creation of the dynamic model had to ensure that a general structure was used, to ensure
that easy conversion to other plant flowsheets could be acco mplished. Th is particular type of
flowsheet modelling of processing plants inevitably lead s to a set of Differential and
Algebraic Equations (DAE) , which must be solved simultaneously. The algebraic equation set
usually describes the connections of streams at nodes in the flowsheet, whilst the differential
equation set describes the cell accumulations based on the equat ions (Equation 2-9) as
discussed in section 2.2.1. Although a solutio n of this set of equations by simply subst ituting
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the algebraic equations into the differential equat ions might be feasible , it would reduce
readability and lead to problems when reconfigu ring the circuit.




• Mills and Tanks:
• Product Streams:
Comb inations of cells In series with one inflow and two
One inflow and one outflow.
Results from the comb inations of several streams.
These elements become the nodes of the network. Each element has a single input made up of
the combination of outflows from its respective up-stream elements. The feed to the entire
process is obviously set as the feed conditions and pass on to the first element.
The flotat ion banks have been treated as a single large flotat ion cell , which is a small
approximation to avoid a large increase in the number of states of the system. What follows is
a comparison between the unit step responses for a single cell and a bank of 5 cells.
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Figure 4-2: The comparison between a singl e cell 's unit step response and that of a bank of
5 cells.
From figure 4-2 it can be noted that there is a difference in the step responses of the two
scenarios as would be expected. The first order response of the single cell shows that initially
it responds quicker than the bank of cells but the bank of cells approaches the final step
position sooner than the single cell. The residence time used for the illustration is a fifth of the
total time to ensure that both trend s could be accurately seen .
The mod ellin g considered four components or speci es with unique floatab ility characteristics
in the pulp :
j= 1: Platinum and Gold rich ore fraction
j=2: Chromite rich ore fraction
j=3 : Gangue fraction
j=4: Water
The numb er of spec ies considered is not limited to these four, and can be expanded to include
any num ber of components to facilitate more accurate modelling or to reflect differing
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degrees of floatability or different basic flotat ion models. The first order flotation rate
constant, kij , found in equation 2-9, is distinct for each mineral fraction or species in each cell.
It can be seen from figure 4-1, that there are 10 flotation banks each consisting of a varying
number of cells and having different sizes. These flotation banks are represented by elements
1 through 10, or for the modelling code purposes C= 10, the number of cell banks. There are
two mills and two tanks , which are elements 11 through 14 (represented in the code by
MT=4). The product streams shown on the diagram are represented by elements 15 through
17, but in the model itself there are, in fact , a further six product streams, elements 18 through
23 (PS=9) . The product streams are the means by which combinations of streams are
modelled dynamically. For modelling purposes these 23 elements make up the process units
of the LONMIN eastern platinum B-stream flotation circuit.
The modelling of the flotation cells was carried out as follows:
I A
l'
ssT = 2: SSj






= keff,j A SSj
= Sir Sj - SPj
Sj =(::9spT
( SS. )Sj = sst FR
h = (2: ss) / (PF AF) .
Hw = H +h
Figure 4-3: The flotation cell modelling balances and variables
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The first order flotati on kinetic rate equation (equation 2-9) is used to determine the rate of
transport of material to the froth. The flotation rate constant, kef!' used above takes into
account the mill power, the airflo w rate, the froth depth and a cell factor. The cell factor is
used as an indication of the mass pull on the cells. The effective flotation rate constant kef! is
calculated in the fol1owing way:
k'fJ ~ k.(Cel/faCIOl'{1 + kgradA( :' -1)](1 + kgradhU : -I)}+kgradPm(Pm -1))
Eq 4-1
where:
Effective flo tation rate constant











Mill power effect, affects only those cel1s rece iving mater ial from
each specific mill
A factor used to indicate mass pull on cell s
Fractional change of flotation rate constants k with fractional air
flow
Fractional change of flotation rate constan ts k with fract ional froth
height
Fractiona l change of flotatio n rate con stants k with mill power
factor
Standard or base airflow rate
Standard or base froth height
As can be seen from the above equation, if the airflow rate , froth height and mill powers are
al1 at their base values, or standard values, they will have no effect on the flotation rate
constant. Therefore once a base condi tion is ident ified, the kgrad term s can be established by
observing changes about the base condition on the plant. The extended form of the Kalman
filter to be used wil1 acco mmodate the non-linearity of this equation in terms of the system
states .
The mod elling of the Mills and surge tanks was carried out in the following form :
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. . . . . . . . . . . .
•
l il : : ;:!:::!r=~i:
H I
S~ Sj
dSS· = Si- S·- J J J
dt
H = 0.: SS/Pj) I AF Sj = (SSj )FR
J SST








The three different typ es of elem ent s found in th e flowsheet modelling of the
LONl\lIN Eastern platinum B-st ream(C = Flotation Cells , !\'IT = Mills and
Tanks, PS = Product Streams)
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Consider how a stream split such as a flow splitter in a manifold or a splitting device, such as
a thickener or spiral separators are handled in the modelling. These cases are dealt with using
a selection matrix operating at the summation node of each element. This allows for the
definition of the circuit to be element based and connecting streams do not exist as separate
entities. In the circuit considered the maxi mum number of streams arriving at anyone
recei ving node is four, therefore the selec tion matrix is made up of C rows and four columns.
This matrix then indicates which flows go to which elements. If an entry in the selection
mat rix is negati ve it ind icates that the flow is from the indicated element but is a concentrate
flow and not a tailings flow . A separate vector stores the splits of species for example after a
spiral separator. Below is a diagram explaining how the selection matrix is used along with
the species splits .
SOR(5. 1)=3
SPLT(5,1,1)= 80% of Pt
SPLT(5.1,2)= 30% of Cr
SPLT(5.1,3)= 20% of Si
SPLT(5, 1,4)= 90% ofHP
SOR(2,2)= -3
SOR(4,1)=3
SPLT(4.1.1)= 20% of Pt
SPLT(4, I,2)= 70% ofCr
SPLT(4.1,3)= 80% of Si
SOR(4,2)=2
SPLT(4,2,1)= 100% of Pt
SPLT(4.2.2)= 100% ofCr
SPLT(4.2.3)= 100% of Si
SPLT(4,2,4)= 100%of HP
Figure 4-6: Use of receiving node selection matrix representing stream 'splitt ers.
Thus the final set of algebraic equations req uired to define the system topology has the
follo wing form :
4 4
si..=" SPLT(i k )')eS +" SPLT( ' k ') e S
l ,J f::: " SOR(i,k)IWI'OS/TIVE ,j f::: I, .t -SO R(i.kl:W\EGAT{I"f;.j Eq 4-2
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Further information is required to provide for a reali stic starting point of the solution if it is
not started offa previously run simulation 's end point. This information, such as initial values
for compositions and flows of exit streams of the elements, is based on plant assays where
available, or otherwise roughl y estimated by plant operators.
Table 4-1 is a table of most of the variables used in the modelling of the circuit along with a
description of each. Table 4-2 is a table of the initial value variables required for a start-up of
the simulation. Table 4-3 and 4-4 are the models inputs and outputs variables respectively.
Table 4-1: Table of variables used in model solution, of the flotation cells, mills and tanks (i
= element, j =species)
Variables Description
hi Froth height in the cell
Hi Height of pulp in the cell
AFi Airflow rate into the cell
Pi Density of specie s
kejJ ij Effecti ve flotation rate constant
SPij Mass flowrate of material into the froth phase
Sij Mass flowrate of material into concentrate launders
SSjj Mass of each spec ies in the froth phase
spTj Total mass flowra te of material entering the froth phase
ssTi Mass inventory of material in the froth phase
Sijj Mas s flowrate of pulp entering the flotation cell
s., Mas s flowrate of each species leaving in the tailings
ss., Mass of each species in the pulp phase in the cell
FRj Total mass flowrate of material leaving the cell i.e. tailings
SST j Mass inventory of materia l in the pulp phase in the cell
Table 4-2:
I Variables
Model initialisation set of va riables
I Description
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Xij Mass fract ion of mineral} in tailin gs flow (j =1,..,3)
SMF j Solids mass fracti on of tailings flow from cell i.
Xij Mass fract ion of mineral} in concentrate
smf Solids mass fracti on of conce ntrate flow from cell i
H i Pulp height in cell i
Table 4-3: Model input on each time step. (Minimum set of observations required for
convergence, however any variables ma y be observed to utilise the Kalman
filter)
Variables Description
Xiij Mass fract ion of mineral} in plant feed . (i=II )
SMFii Solids mass fraction in plant feed (i= II)
FMi Minerals mass flowrate of the plant feed (i=II) (tIh)
Ai Airflow rates to each bank (i= 1,2,3 . . . .,10)
Pmi Mill power (i = 11, 12)
ru, Wate r make-up on sump (i=23)
OPTIONAL FOR CELLS i=I ,2,3.. .. ,10
FRi Total mass flowrate of tail ings from cell i
x., Ma ss fractions of mineral s in the tailings of cell i
SMFi Sol ids mass frac tions in the tailings of cell i
Xi j Mass fract ions of minerals leaving in the concentrate of cell i
smf Solids mass fraction of conce ntrate flo w of cell i
fm Concentrate mass flowrate o f cell i
Table 4-4: Model Outputs on each time step
Variables Description
Xi .. Ma ss fraction of mineral} entering cell i.I.J
SMFi j Solids mass fraction entering ce ll i.
FMi Minerals mass flowrate entering cell i (tIh)
Xij Mass frac tions of minerals leavi ng in the concentrate
smf Soli ds mass frac tions of concentrate flo ws
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fm; Concentrate mass flowrates (tIh)
x., Mass frac tions of minerals leaving in the tailings
SMF j So lids mass fractions in the tailings
FM j Mass flowrate of material leaving the cell i.e. tailings (tIh)
Hi Pulp Height in cell i. (m)
h; Froth depth in cell i. (m)
AD DITIONAL OUTPUTS FOR OPTIONAL INPUTS AND SIMULATION MODES
kij Flotation rate constant k for each cell i and species}.
4.4 DIFFERENTIAL AND ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS (DAE)
SOLUTION METHOD
Mo delling the LONMIN Eastern plat inum B-stream results in a set of Differential and
Algebraic (DAE) equations which must be so lved simultaneously. A number of methods are
available for achieving a solution which would accurately integrate the sta tes and at the same
time balance the algeb raic equations, some of which have been reviewed and may be found in
Appendix C. However, in the present case the solution is achieved by re-constituting the
entire problem as an extended Kalman filter (EKF). Thi s method allows additional incidental
variables, such as stream flows , to be represented as state variab les with fast time constants .
"Observed" incidental variables dec ay towards the ir observed value, whereas unobserved
inci den tal variables decay towards their last value. The forcing of equivalences is handled
insi de the "observation" part of the extended Kalman filter. The solution techn ique for the
extended Ka lman filter in this work makes use of numerically calculating gradients by
perturbation. For a mo re detailed description and summary of the most common forms of the
Kalman filte r, namely the discrete and extended Kalman filters refer to Appen dix J. The
specific Kalman filter solution me thod used in this work will be described in the following
section.
4.4.1 THE SPECIFIC DYNAMIC OBSERVER M ODEL SOLUTION
Consider the system of first order differential and algebraic equations , with y states, for
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Defining the Jacobians:
a f[ i] ( )A[o0] =-- y. z. ,; ;::}. ,
VJ [j]
a f[ i] ( )B[o0] =-- y.z
I ,; ;::l...
UL [j ]
a g [iJ ( )
C [OOJ = - - y,zI,; ;::}.,
VJ [j]







Linearizing the right hand sides of equations 4-3 and 4-4 about (Yo,zo) and substituting the




To allow for the pos sib ility that some of the z elements might be free, the beha viour is over
specified , by suggestin g that z will move towards some observed value Zo the rate of which is
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with
H =l. zo 1 0
Additionally, it is requ ired that




To handle the possibility that the states y may also be observed as Yo, the above equation is
augmented as follows,
Eq 4-16
letting X ~ ( ~ ), </> ~ [~ : ] and n , ~ ( ~', ). integrate equation 4-12 from 0 10 t keeping
"0fixed :
Eq 4-17
The same integration can be applied to the inte rva l t ~ t + L\t , giving
with
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The fact that <1> is usuall y singular does not mean that we cannot evaluate these coefficient
matr ices, as can be seen from the following:
So
B = re'l'..\t _ IL - 1 = /)"t{! + (q, /)"t)+ (q, /)"tY+ (q, /)"tY+ }
I r !P 1! 2! 3! 4!
Eq 4-22
Setting C, ~ [~ 0] w = ( Yo Jwith L selecting observe d sta tes, it is also required thatD' I -G
t





where the covariance matrix is initia lised with M, small to give fast changes at the start, whi le
Q and R are the expected error covariance matrices for the process and the measurements
respectively.
We shall use R as a diagonal matri x with the expected observation error variances on the axis.
A small term indicates a high confidence in the measurement, which result s in the K, tracking
the measurement closely as oppo sed to following the model equ ations. The confidence in
these model equations is expressed in a simi lar way by the diagonal weighting matr ix Q. It
was found that the ranges of sizes of terms in the inversion [C, M, CrT + Rr l could be
reduced by removing R, and applying a pre-multiplication of the inverse square-root of R to
Ct.
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K = M \yT[W M w" + 1]-1 R -1I 2




It can be noted that the inverse [WI M , \Y,T +n1 is not required for any other purpose, so the
set of equations for the elements of the matrix K, in equation 4-26 can be solved as it stands.
In practi se it is more efficient to solve in terms of the transpose, i.e.
which has the form
Eq 4-28
x (or x = A \ y in MAT LAB) Eq 4-29
Four different solutions have been pro vided in the mod el code for this computation, the most
time-c onsuming entity in the pro gram execution, which are further explained in section 6.2.3.
It should be noted that K, is updated less frequently if the opera ting point does not change
while simultaneously if any variable moves more than a spec ified fraction (5%) of its range,
K, is recalculated immediately.
Equ ation 4-24 is the key determining the dynamics of the filtered system, with equations 4-23
and 4-25 recursively updating the Kalman gain K used in equation 4-24. Descriptions of how
the Q and R matrices are operated have already been provided, but it should be noted that the
elements of these matrices are related to squares of the variables . Bearing in mind the ranges
of variables in engineering units, from mass fractions of 10.6 to flow s of 300tlh, the squares
span a ratio of about 1017, so numerical errors can be expected ifno attempt to normalise key
equations is made. The se errors wer e removed by rearranging the relationships, with the
smallest values concerned, the cell inven tories of froth , represented in kilograms rather than
ton s (FrScale = 1000). Thus variables co uld be worked with, in their original engineering
units, which aided deb ugging and the equations reta ined their readabi lity (Mulholland et a1. ,
2003).
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It is difficult for a user to decide upon appropriate settings for the Q and R matrices, so an
automatic techn ique was developed for this . The technique is based upon the user specifying a
nominal range for each variable and then to specify the percentage error in this range that is to
be expected in the tracking of that variabl e. The method used to accomplish this may be found
in Appendix H.
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4.5 THE DYNAMIC OBSERVER MODEL FEATURES
The objectives of the dynamic observer model were clear at the beginning of the project.
Although most were achieved, not all were eas ily met and some could not be fulfilled. What
follow s is an overview of the feature s of the dynamic observer model and its usefulness in
terms of simulations and plant performance descript ion.
4.5.1 INFERENCE OF UNMEASURABLE PARAMETERS
As mentioned earlier, the amount of information that is available from a flotation circuit is
limited. Sensors do not provide all of the information necessary and in many cases, either a
device cannot be devised to generate measurement s of the desired variable, or the cost of
including such a measurement is prohibitive. In some situations a number of different devices
yield functionally related signals and a best estimate of the variables of interest must be
generated based on partially redundant data. The solution to such a problem is the Kalman
filter, discussed earlier, as it uses a process model along with available plant measurements to
infer unmeasurable variables. The Kalman filter operat ing inside the observer model
generates all of the mass species concentrations and mass flowrates throughout the entire
plan t. If all of the stream properties throughout the plant are known and are provided to the
Kalman filter, the model can be used as an identification tool for the effective flotation rate
constants. These new variables and information about the plant give a different, more
coherent view of the pla nt and its performance . This can be a useful tool when considering
what control actions should be taken and what effect control actions will have on the plant.
The model can also be used as a complete plant simulator as all of the plant variables are
considered and can be manipulated, and analysis can be undertaken as to the effects of the
changes.
4.5.2 MODEL OPER;\TIONAL MODES
The dynamic observer model can be configured in a number of ways to facilitate different
operating scenarios and to achieve different goal s. Since the solution of the model is based on
a Kalman filter , it is really a mixed mod e solution in whic h any availab le measurements can
be presented continuously to it and it will reconcile the remaining variables with this
information for the output. Some of the available modes of operation with specific objectives
will be described here.
An interest ing feature of the model is the "speed-up factor", which is used during most
simulation run s and modes of operation. This can be set to increase the speed at which the
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simulated plant operates . For example, with the speed-up factor set to 2, the simulated plant
runs at twice the normal plant's operating speed . This is essential when running "what if
scenarios", as the lengthy amount of time necessary for changes to take effect on the real
plant are averted during the simulation. The speed-up factor is limited to 5 at present due
computation limitations, as any further increa se would result in too large a computational
demand.
4.5.2 .1 Run-Forward Mode
In this mode of operation the simulated plant can run forward in time past the present and
predict where the plant should be at some set time in the future. This proves useful in seeing
what effect a change presently made will have on the plant and its performance in a few hours
time. In this mode, the simulated plant can be sped up and run through to the set end time, and
the results viewed. Manual inputs by operators can also be applied to the simulator instead of
the plant to see what effects these changes will have on the plant in the future .
4.5.2.2 Real-Time Mode
When the simulator runs in this mode , it will simply attempt to mimic the plant 's behaviour,
following any changes made in the plant and predicting all unmeasureable variables in real-
time. This mode of operation is the most useful, as the unmeasurable variables are made
available, and possible control strategies can be based upon them and executed to improve
plant performance. In this mode the speed up feature is turned off to allow the simulator to
follow the plant at the correct time . This mode of operat ion should also prove useful when
training new plant operators as it allows chan ges to be made to a simulated plant and the
effects of these changes observed next to the real plant outputs, without necessarily affecting
the plant in a negative way.
4.5.2.3 Historical Mode
In this mode the simul ator receives plant measurements off a database ?f previously saved
plant measurements. Th is feature would allow users to make different changes to a standard
set of control inputs and see what effect each would have , with the advantage of
reproducibility. This feature must still be integrated into the real-time PlantStar environment
byMINTEK.
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CONTROL PLATFORM
PlantS tar is an open plant-wide control system developed by MINTEK, which is wide ly
applicable, but aimed mainly at metallurgical processes. It utilises advances in software
technology and advanced process control to provide a stable optimised control platform . Th is
control platform forms the basis of the on-line implemen tation of the DOM (Dynamic
Observer Model). An overview of the PlantStar control pla tform and its features is to follow
so as to give a better understanding of the control system, before undertaking an in-d epth look
at the imp lementation of the DOM into this type of on-line environment in chapter 6.
5.1 PLANTSTAR 'S LAYERED APPROACH
PlantStar uses a layered approach to process con trol and optimisation, as depicted bel ow .
Figure 5-1: Plan tSta r 's layered approach to control (PlantStar user man ual, 2002)
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5.1.1 PROCESS INFRASTRUCTURE
PlantStar communicates with the plant infrastructure layer , made up of plant instruments such
as PLC's and DCS systems, through OLE when undertaking process control (OPC), which is
a standard protocol for the process industry. Communica tions to the outside world are then
facilitated through an OPC server allow ing remote access.
5.1.2 PROCESS STABILISATION
PlantStar uses a rules based tree structure for defining the control strategy. Since PlantStar is
open , any control modules can 'be integrated or "plugged" into it, from simple PI control to
very advanced multi variable control strategies and sophisticated optimisation algorithms such
as the DaM.
5.1.3 PROCESS OPTIMISATION
PlantStar 's rule tree structure can vary from simple safety loops through to integrated process
optimisation routines . These rules and strategies can be adapted on-line, which enables plant
management to implement any process improvement strategy in a robust and user friendly
environment. Though PlantS tar can be used for low-level plant control it is intended







General stabilisation of a plant by manipulating low- level setpo ints, such as flowrate
setpoints.
Manipulating setpoints that would normally be adjusted manually so as to achieve
long-term target values such as producti on targets.
Control of Process Variables that are normall y difficult to control, e.g. highly non-
linear processes.
Control of proc esses with long time delays by using time delay compensation
algorithms.
"Safety-j ackets": temporarily relinquishing the norm al con trol strateg ies to rectify
abnormal situations on the plant.
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• Complex multivariable algorithms with differing degrees of interaction between the
variables.
• Sophisticated optimisation strategies.
• Rules-based expert systems.
• Artificial intelligence module s.
• Modelling tools.
Process specific model-based controllers can be tailor made for specific installations, as is the
case with the dynamic observer model develop ed for this thesis, and implemented through
PlantStar ' s open "plugin" module system .
5.1.4 PROCESS MANAGEMENT
PlantS tar strongly separates the execu tion of control strategies from the user interface, which
is operated by the User Manager. This approach makes the platform very robu st, not allowing
the user interface to destabilise the crit ical execution of the core control algorithms. PlantStar
is available remotely through the User Manager, which allows users to view plant mimics,
process trends, or even to edit control variables and rules from a remote location. Data
logging of historical trends is also made available for use with a ran ge of database programs,
such as SQL.
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5.2 PLANTSTAR ARCHITECTURE
Th e schematic diagram below shows a typical installat ion of Plant Star on a plant:
Plant Network
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Figure 5-2: PlantStar Architecture (PlantStar user manual , 2002)
PlantStar obtains the values from the PLC and DCS through an OPC server. The user
interface is accessed through the web server.
The PlantStar system contains the following components:
• Plant Star Executi ve (Core funct ionality inside the PlantS tar Serve r) .
• Control Stra tegies (Control algorithms that plu g into PlantStar in the form of
dynamic link libraries) .
• OP C Client (For connecting to the OPC server) .
• OP C Server (For exposing PlantStar values to the outsi de world).
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• PlantStar Service (NT service in Windows running the PlantStar Server).
• User Manager.
• Windows Client.
The PlantStar Executive is responsible for most of the background processes, including
control of the plant , opening of the OPC Connections, creation of a snapshot of the plant and
handling security. (Taken directly from the PlantStar user manual , 2002)
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5.3 PLANTSTAR USER INTERFACE
The PlantS tar user interface is available through the PlantStar Windows Client, which
connects to the User Manager. The windo ws client makes three distinct modules available to
the user , namely: the configuration tool , the graph tool and the mimic tool.
5.3.1 CONFIGURAnON MODULE
The rule tree structure used by PlantS tar and mentioned above, is written and designed using
the configuration module. This module allow s for a complete plant definition file to be
created and tested. The plant definition file has the complete plant layout and interconnections
along with control strategies, which are required to control the plant. Section 6.3 has a more
detailed description of the plant definition file and its creation and uses. The standard user
interface would not have access to this module as it is used mainl y during the design and
optimisation of the plant's control strategies. Figure 5-3 is an example of a plant definition
file and its tree structure.
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[.::J "* PlantStarDemo
C ,~~, Two Bank RigWith RecycleFlow
8 kt' Tank 1
r::J 1f{9.
, X Value






:+: kt' Tank 2
j=; kt' Sump
'-=' ,':t ' . Mill
~- .':t
::r: M,u Cyclone
c )l Level Control Simulator
±: .~ Simulators
8 ~ Controllers
'- ~ Tank 1 Controller




LB··· (fJ Integral Time
9:; ~ Outputs
lE <!> Enabled
£. ~ Tank 2 Controller
L+, ~ Sump Controller
~f <b Enabled
::E :).t Cyclone Control Simulator
S Users
An example of a plant definition file showing the hierarchical rule tree structure
(DemoPlant definition file, 2002)
5.3.2 THE GRAPH TOOL
The graphing tool is very easy to use and makes tracki ng of plant variables simple. Graphs
can be made during run time but are usually created at design time to track pertinent
variables. The graph too l' s simplicity con tribu tes to PlantStar ' s ease of use, as the creat ion of
new graphs in real-time is simply a matter of referencing a trend to a plant variab le in the
plant definit ion file , as follows:
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Figure 5-4: Creating a new trend on a graph with the graph tool (DemoPlant definition file,
2002)
The graphs are easy to configure and alte r as far as their properties are concerned. Tracked
points are stored in a data set , the size of which is variable along wi th the interval sampling
time. These data sets allow the graphs to be scro lled back if the current position of the graph
has moved beyond the viewing area of the graph and changes cannot be fully seen. The
graphs can also be exported as an image or printed straight from within the windows client
workspace . This is a useful tool when wanting to quickly save the state of a specific unit
operation to a snapshot that can be reviewed later by other plant operators without having to
find the logged data and plot it for a specific time interva l. Below is a captured graph from
PlantStar 's demonstration plan t showing the scrolling and image exp ort ing options.
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A graph of the demonstration plant from PlantStar (DcmoPlant definition file,
2002).
5.3.3 THE MIMIC TOOL
The mimic tool is used to create a mimic of the plant' s unit operations, so that a feel for the
plant can be obtained. The mimics in PlantStar are easily created with standard format images
and have many useful features for displaying the changes in the plant, for example, the
changing levels in a tank can be seen on the tank diagram. This is achieved by simply linking
the add-in diagram to the specific plant variable, in this case the tank level , in a similar
manner to the graph trends referencing . Figure 5-6 displa ys one of the mimics from the
PlantS tar demonstration plant , showing the level s and setpoints of tanks and a sump.
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Figure 5-6: Mimic of the demonstration plant from Pl antStar (DemoPlant definition file,
2002)
Mimics similar in nature to the one abo ve are useful for operators as they can easily see the
setpoints and the corresponding plant state.
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6 DYNAMIC OBSERVER MODEL
IMPLEMENTATION IN PLANTSTAR
The complex plant model is mad e up of a complicated solution algorithm as described in
chapter 4, however a batch simulator that runs through a certain number of steps and sends
the final state of the solution to a file to be reviewed was not the aim of the project. An on-
line simulator as described in section 4. 1 was required, and in order to implement it, the
existing control platform, PlantStar, was viewed as the best approach, as it already has all
available process data on-line . An overview of how the model module was developed and
implemented is to follow .
6.1 THE MODULAR APPROACH
The control platform that the compl ex model runs on, PlantS tar, was briefly described in
Chapter 5. It has a modular structure that enables more complicated control algorithms, or
simulators, to make use of its process variables that form part of the overall control strategy of
the plant , be it low-le vel control or more sophisticated algorithms. The complex plant model
operates using an extended Kalman filter and as such requires measurement inputs for some
of the process variables, so that it may infer the rest. It is this which makes PlantStar useful,
as these process variables are made available through the windows client. As a result the
complex model module was created in such a way, that it could be "plugged" into PlantStar,
to make use of these variables. The "plugin" module s are created as dynamic link libraries
(DLL's), which can connect to PlantS tar throu gh the plant definition file and still have the
model library code , with all the relevant algorithms and solution methods, included into the
DLL. These DLL 's need to be created in a spec ific way as to function properly with PlantStar.
A brief overview of the development of the complex model' s DLL is presented in the
follow ing section.
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6.2 THE DYNAMIC LINK LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT
PlantStar can be extended by means of add-on modules, referred to as algorithms, in the plant
definition files . These algorithms are implemented as DLL 's , to which PIantStar connects
after interpreting the plant definit ion file. The DLL created for this project is called
' PSTest8 1B.dll' and the PlantStar class create d in the DLL is 'TestClass'.
6.2.1 RE QUIREMENTS OF THE DLL FOR USE WITH PLANTSTAR
6.2.1.1 Software Req uirements and Updates
PlantS tar, as a software program, has a minimum system requirement of at least:
• Pentium III 750MHz with 256MB RAM or equival ent.
• Microsoft Windows 2000/xP (Recommended XP).
• Optional Microsoft Excel/SQL for data exporting purposes .
• An OPC server for interfacing with the plant (required only at the site and not for off-
line simulation).
• Internet/Int ranet connection for client machines.
The se are basic guidel ines as set out in the PlantStar user manual, 2002 , but as machines
become more and more powerful , the latest and most powerful machine will most definitely
provide the best performance and stabil ity. The machine that the DLL was created and tested
on, was a Pentium III 933MH z machine, with 384MB RAM and a page file size of
approximately 1.2 GB . However, this machine struggled while running the simulations and
could not perform data exportation as a result of the intense solution method used to solve the
DAE system. More powerful mach ines should be able to fully realise the potential of the
model and its ability to save all output data on every step, to a database.
For the DLL development, MINTEK developers recommended that the model be created as a
compiled class in a Stat ic Library in Microsoft Visual C++ . This facilitates the creation of a
PlantS tar DLL, which has an instance of the main class in the Static Library. Microsoft Visual
Stud io 6, however, required an update to service pack 4 before it could be used to create
PlantStar DLL's.
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6.2.1.2 Member Func tions Requ ired by PlantStar
The algorithm, in the plant definition file, connects to the DLL through classes (' TestClass' in
this project's DLL). Each of these classes needs to implement several member functions.
These member funct ions must be available to PlantStar to facilitate connection, and are the
followi ng:
• INITIALISE: The Initialise function is called or executed only once by PlantS tar, on
startup. Any parameters, if defined, are static parameters, and are passed only once, at
startup.
• EXECUTE: The Execute function is called at each interval provided some criterion
set by PlantStar are met in such a way that it may proceed to the next step. One of the
criterion is the interval step time of the algorithm, which must have elap sed since the
pre vious algorithm exec ution. The Execute function accep ts three groups of
parameters, which are, Outputs, Inputs and Parameters, on every execution. The
Input s and Parameters are read-only, whereas the Outputs can be read and written by
the DLL.
• SHUTDOWN: This is called only on shutti ng down PlantStar and has been used to
save the end state of the simul ator to data files, which can be used on startup to
initialise the model.
• SAVE: Data can be saved as a string in XML format.
• LOAD : Data can be loaded as a string in XML format.
The last two functions are not necessary for operation of a DLL but may be useful for specific
cases. The y were not utilised for the dynamic observer model DLL.
:=:: .~ PS Test818 classes
"...;) -'TeslClassEvenls
:t . ·L~ CPSTesl81BApp
:.t. .~ CT eslClass
~. . "...;) ITestClass I
""-~ Execute(long dlexHOURSstarlslopPS:




Figure 6-1: The member function s of the PST est81B.TestClass
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6.2.1.3 Data Types and Handl ing
Plan tStar supports a variety of different data-types, such as doubles, longs, strings and
booleans. If the DLL was created in Microsoft Visua l Basic 6, the inputs would be passed by
value and the outputs by reference, but in C++, (the programming language used for this
DLL) the inputs were passed as value inputs, and the outputs as pointers. It is also possible to
pass strings to and from PlantStar, done by means of BSTR strings, which must be converted
to CStrings for use in C++. In order to achieve this conve rsion some files were supplied by
MINTEK which carried out the conversions directly. These will be discussed in the following
section.
When an arra y or matrix is passed from PlantStar to the DLL , it is passed as a Variant.
Variants are constructs of Visual Basic and are not directly supported by C++, and therefore
the Microsoft Automation librari es must be used to manipulate and use them . Fortunately
MINTEK provided conversion libraries that were created speci fically for use with PlantS tar,
and will be described in the following section. These libraries allowed the Variant arrays, that
were passed from PlantStar, to be converted into the correc t format in which all the matrix
manipulations were carr ied out. These libraries are constructs of MINTEK and are propriety
software. The matrix and sparse matrix manipulation libraries make use of these formats to
facilitate the model solution.
6.2.1.4 Plan tStar Libraries and Include Files
The DLL created for use with PlantS tar required specific data types and handl ing rout ines as




PlantStarSDK_d.lib. This library contains code for conversions of Variants to other
data types , among st others.
BSTRFixes.c: Th is facilitates the conversion of BSTR strings that are passed from
PlantStar into the CStrings format that C++ uses and visa versa . .
ConvertVariant.h: The header file containing information for conversion of Variant s
to other data types.
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6.2.2 MODEL CLASS
6.2.2.1 Model Header File
The model header file is the interfac e for the model class and contains all of the variable
declarations of variables that the model uses to describe the plant and to find the solution to
the extended Kalman filter problem , along with all solving functions and member functions
used by PlantStar, such as "initialise" and "execute".
6.2.2.2 Model File
The model class is where the entire process of identification, initialisation, execution and
shutting down of the DOM is carrie d out. All starting conditions, stream connectivity's ,
DAE 's , DAE solutions and parameters of the model are contained in this class . The DLL
facilitates the connection of PlantS tar, to this model class, and through it, the simulation of the
complex plant. The model class receives all Plant Star variables through the DLL and then
manipulates them to create all outputs, which are then passed back through the DLL, to
PlantStar and the user interface.
6.2.3 SOLUTION METHODS AVAILABLE
The model class has the abil ity to make use of three different methods of determining the
Kalman Filter Gain matrix , K, and the Covarianc e Matrix , Mt. More than one method was
required, as the solutions involve large matrix inversions and man ipulations, which must be
performed rapidly for a real-time solu tion. Each of the methods were tested to find the most
stable and fastest solution.
6.2.3.1 MATLAB Engine
The MATLAB Engine was found to be the fastest and most stable method, however as
MATLAB is a licensed software program, it poses the problem of portability for the DLL, as
any user of the DLL with this solution method would require a licensed copy of MATLAB to
be install ed on the mach ine in question, in order to run the MATLAB engine. This method
involve s passing the matrices in question directly to an opened MATLAB command window,
where the appropriate calculations are undertak en. The results are passed back to the DLL and
into the mode l class, where they are used in further calculations.
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6.2 .3.2 MATLAB Standalone File
The MATLAB standalone file method uses standalon e MATLAB programs to calculate the
solutions for the K and Mt matr ices. The DOM writes intermediate files, which are read by
the MATLAB standalone programs, which find the solutions. As the standalone programs are
not integrated with the DLL , these solutions must be wri tten to files before the D9M reads
them and places them within its working matrices before carrying on with its execution. This
method solves the probl em of portab ility of the DLL and yet still makes use of MATLAB 's
enhanced matrix calculation routine s. The drawback to this method is the disk read and write
speed of the system, which is required by this solution method. In real -time this could be a
problem, but if the model is only executed every few seconds, then this method of solution
becomes more favourabl e.
6.2.3.3 Sparse Matrix Library Solut ion
The third method makes use of the matrix and sparse matrix libraries provided by MINTEK
and professor M. Mulholland, includ ing a conjugate-gradient linear solution algorithm. This
method, however, is very slow and defin itely cannot be used in a real -time scenario. The
advantage of this method is that all of the manipulations are carried out by the model class
itself and no external file dependencies are created. The sparse matrices pose the problem of
clipping off values outside specified ranges, and information is therefore lost and hence the
system could lose stabi lity.
See Append ix H-I for LinSolnMethod and FilterMethod, which give a more detailed
description of thes e methods and their uses in the model solution.
6.2.4 EXTERNAL DEPEl'IDANCIES OF THE DLL
Besides the essenti al PlantStar external dependencies above, the followin g library files were
required in order to operate the DLL and its different solution methods.
6.2.4.1 MATLAB En !Zine
As was described abo ve in section 6.2.3.1. one of the methods available for the solution of the
matri x calculations required by the extended Kalman filte r, is through the direct use of the
MATL AB Engine. In order to have the eng ine opera te with the DLL, some MATLAB files
had to be included into the project, namely
• Engine.h: This allowed for the call ing of the engine and its function s.
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• Libeng.lib :
• Matrix.h:
The MATLAB engine library file.
The MATLAB matrix manipulation libraries header file.
Th is method turned out to be the fastest solution method and could handle the largest matrix
sizes comfortably.
6.2.4.2 Matrix Manipulation Libraries
The matrix manipulations librari es made avai lable by MINTEK and Professor M.
Mulholland , are avai lable as one of the solution methods, yet they are the slowest to converge





The matrix manipulation library based on the original MINTEK
The sparse matrix manipulation library adapted by Professor M.
6.2.5 VARIABLE HANDLING BETWEEN PLANTSTAR AND MODEL CLASS
As discussed earlier, PlantStar passes arrays and matrices of variables as data type Variant.
These Variants are not directly supp orted in the C++ environment and therefore some data
manipu lations must be carried out in order to use the info rmation. These data manipulations
are carr ied out in the DLL in such a way that the data from PlantStar is made available to the
model class. To accomplish this , the data is converted from type Variant into the appropriate
data type for each variable utilised by the model class. For example, the model uses a class
called ' cMatrix ' which handles matrices. The data com ing from PlantStar is therefore
converted from type Variant into type 'cMatrix<double>' if the data array in PlantStar was of
type double. This con version is carri ed ou t using the ConvertVa riant libraries discussed in
section 6.2.1.4 and pro vided by MINTEK's development team.
As will be seen in later sections, the pla nt definition file created for the comple x plant model
has each of the process units as a whole and complete unit with all variables defining it as part
of its tree structure. Th is layout is then copied for the Observation tree struc ture and for the
Output tree structure .
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The Observations tree is used to set whether or not the model is observing a variable . It is
simply a flag inside the model code that tells the model to have a higher confidence in this
plant variable' s value rather than the value obtained from the last execution of the model. In
other words the measurement equations eCI) change alon g with the corresponding K, matrix
value. The observations are added or removed from the C, matrix and observation error
increased or decreased accordingly, while the M, matrix size does not change . The se flags
must be set in order for the model to recognise an available plant measurement or a manual
input of one of the plant variables. The Output tree receives and displays the predi cted plant
variable values, from the previous time step.
Each of the unit 's input data for the observations and the outputs from the model have a single
array with all of the process variables making up its elemen ts. However the model has each of
the proce ss variables, as arrays, and each of the units as its elements. Therefore a complicated
process of indexing and rearranging the incoming observations and exiting unit output arrays
was requ ired to match the model class' s variables and the plant definition variables. The plant
definition file could have been made with the same structure as the model class, but would
however rapidl y lose readability, crea ting prob lems when debugging the program. The plant
information or states of the plant received from its measuring devices, does not pose the same
problem, though they are also passed into the DLL on each time step. The reason being , is
that these are passed from an element known as a referenced array which allows for a specific
search throu gh the tree structure for a key word. Starting at the top of the tree , it places each
identified variable into the array in the order in which it is found . Therefore all model inputs
from the plant are automatically "in" variable arrays and can simply be converted to
cMatrix<double> 's and passed to the model class.
A deta iled example of the conversions and manipulations described above can be found in
Append ix F.
A table of the variables used in the solution of the dynamic observer model was provid ed in
chapter 4. The variables that are used in PlantStar and by the DLL are the same process
variables , but have different naming convent ions to make them more readable to the user.
What follows is a tabl e of the process variables that are disp layed by PlantStar and which
might be encountered in the figures that follow .
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Table 6-1: Table of variables comparison between those used by PlantStar and those used
by the DLL and model class (The ' i' in the model names indicates inflow and is
replaced by the word 'inflow' in the names of the PlantStar variables).
Model PlantStar Description
Xi jj Inflow_X(iJ) Mass fraction of mineral } entering cell i.
SMh Infl ow_SMF(i) Solids mass fraction entering cell i.
FMij Inflow FM(i) Mineral s mass flowrate entering cell i (tIh)
FLi j Inflow_FL(i) Liquid mass flowrate entering cell i (tIh)
Xjj Frothflow_x (iJ ) Mass fractions of mine rals leaving in the concentrate
smf Frothflow_smf(i) Solids mass fractions of concentrate flows
fm j Frothflow_ fm(i) Concentrate mass flowrates (tIh)
fl j Frothflow fl(i) Liqu id mass flowrate in concentrate from cell i (tIh)
x., Outflow X(iJ ) Mass fractions of minerals leaving in the tailings
SMFj Outflow SMF(i) Sol ids mass fractions in the tailings
FMj Outflow FM(i) Mass flowrate of material lea ving the cell i.e. tailings (tIh)
FL j Outflow_FL(i) Liquid mass flowrate in ta ilings from cell i (tIh)
Hj H_o(i) Pulp Hei ght in ce ll i. (m)
hi ho(i) Froth depth in cell i. (m)
Ai Ao (i) Airflow rate to cell i
Pm, (i=11-12) Pmo(i) Mill power factor (default = 1)
Pm, (i=1-1O) Pmo Cell factor Ma ss Pull factor for cells
FRi FR(i) Combined tailings flowrate from cell i
kij ko(i ,j) Flotation rate constant k for each cell i and species j.
6.2.6 TESTING THE DLL WITH VISUAL BASIC
Once the DLL's basic structure had been defined, a small Microsoft Visual Basic 6 program
was wr itten in order to tes t all of the connections that PlantStar would use . It simply imitates
PlantStar and applies all the member func tion calls to the DLL that PlantStar would while
operating. Any problems that the OLL mig ht have could then be easily detected and changed
before re -testing. In th is way the OLL could be written and debugged and then tested swiftly
without using PlantStar as the test plat form . The reason being, is that PlantStar initialises and
starts up slowly because it has more functions to perform other than running the algorithm.
The code used in the Microsoft Visual Basic 6 testing program can be found in Appendix O.
A sma ll se tback was discovered while using this software to test the DLL , and that is the
limitation of Microso ft Visua l Basic 6 's (VB) variabl e pass ing into and out of a DLL. The
program can only han dle a specific number of variables passed into or out of it. This number
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with regards to this project was in the region of 65 different variables. If the number of
variables connecting to the DLL exceeds this value, the program will give an error and won't
be able to continue . A reference to this limitation can be found at the following web addre ss
http: //msdn.microsoft .comllibrarv/de fault. asp?ur1=/library/en-
Ll s/vbcon98/html /vbc onp rojectlimitations.asp in the section "Procedure, type s and variables".
The limit ation is defined as the table size limit for storing vari able names and cannot exceed
64K. Another reference to this limitation can be found in the MSDN help under "Too many
Argum ents". The model's DLL did exceed this size limit with its variable names and
therefore certain var iables that were unlikely to change were om itted from the DLL for testing
in this way , and then re-introduced for the PlantStar DLL. Figure 6-2 is an image captured
from the VB testing program after a run , displ aying the variables associated with the primary
Rou gher 1.
•
~~PPA ~: t.. ~" .. ..;~ -..-,: \:"-.,._..• ",,,,_ -;"-~"'.' ... , .. Y - , " , - ,_, .-_.'~ " ••-c-....~ •.. ~f§]~
DATA I[~i:~:~i.:~~-u.~h~i:~::JI Prim Surge Tanks
4.56141993259597E ·06•Xi1
0 242993603002366 .
Xi2 0.757001835577702 . Primary Rougher 2 I Sec Surge Tanks
Xi3 0.399999025990054 .
SM Fi 139.999196895384 .
FMi 209.999647598965. Sec Rougher1 Product Stream15
O.FLi 0.25002441 9384249.
X l 0.749975580615751 • Sec Rougher 2 Product Stream16
X 2 04 39044694050263 .
X3 137.388159493113.
SMF 175.5370651 02322. PrimDeaner1 Product Stream178.27592912960716E·05 .
FM 440072074397406E ·02 .
FL 0.95591 0033268963. PrimDeaner2 Product Stream18




PrimDeaner3 Product Stream1938.800009541942 .
smf 0.112893270730937 .
fm 1.297193919098 .
Sec Deaner1 Product Stream20 IfI 7.35051583701356 .
A
h Sec Deaner 2 Product Stream21 I
H
k
Sec Deaner3 Product Stream22 I
Run Shutdown Primary Mill Product Stream23 I
Secondary Mill
Figure 6-2 : A screenshot of the Microsoft Visual Basic 6 testing program used to test the
DLL in the early stages.
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6.3 THE PLANTSTAR PLANT DEFINITION DEVELOPMENT
Once completed, the DLL would be useless without the accompanying plant definition file
that PlantStar utilises. This definition file contains all of the re levant information that the DLL
uses to find a solution for the complex plant. All the inputs, outputs and parameters that the
DLL ma kes use of are passed in and out of the definition file and then dis played appropriately
inside of the PlantStar platform or workspace . What follows is a descript ion of how the plant
definition file was created and its features that make it possible to operate with the DLL.
6.3.1 THE PROCESS TREE
The Process tree is the part of the plant definition file that rece ives values from the plant. It
has all o f the process units of the plan t controlled by PlantStar in its structure, with their
accompanying values wh ich are rece ived at intervals from the plant' s low level monitoring
systems, such as tank level s, val ve positions, flowrates etc . These values can then be
referenced and used by control strategies or algorithms such as the dynamic ob server model
DLL. The dynamic ob server model process tree is made up of 23 separate proce ss units ,
which can be seen on figure 4-1 . There are the 10 flotat ion banks, 2 Mills and 2 surge tanks.
The remaining 9 units are process stream summations that are used by the model to combine 2
or more streams together and result in one combin ed ou tflow stream.
Figure 6-3 shows the process tree structu re taken from the plant definition file used by the
DOM DLL. All of the variables that are used by the DOM are in the tree structure and will
not necessarily be available from plant measuring devices, ho we ver the values can also be
entered manually in this location and the model would treat them in the same way as a normal
plant variable such as a level that is available from the plant. In th is way if an operator has
decided that the mass pull on a unit has increased by for example 15% then in order for the
model to accurately reflect the change, the cell factor woul d be chan ged to 1.15 and this
variable 's observation flag would be set to true so that the mode l woul d recognise it and move
towards the set value. The operator would not necessari ly change the values on this tree
structure, though thi s is in fac t where the values would be changed for the DLL 's
functionality. The operator would use a user-friendly graphical user int er face (GUI), which
make s the changes to th is tree easy and sim ple. These user interfaces will be descr ibed in a
later section.
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Figure 6-3: The Process tree structure of th e DOM DLL plant definition file for Primary
Rougher 1.
6.3.2 THE PROCESS STR<\TEGY TREE
Consideri ng that the process tree is a replica of the plant wi th all plant data, the process
strategy tree is used for all of the control and manipulat ion algorithm implementations. Th is
tree is separa te from the process tree and does not change any of the values there, but uses
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those available variables from the plant to control and optimise the process. Th is control and
optimisation is programmed into the process strategy tree. To follo w is a description of how
the proc ess strategy tree was created and structured for use with the DOM DLL to provide an
easy-to-use platform for simulation.
6.3.2.1 Connecting to the DLL
The process strategy tree for the DLL consists of a stra tegy node, and an algorithm node
containing the controll ing information. Nodes can be thought of as branch es in the tree
structure of the xml files. The algorithm node connects to the DLL ' s class as can be seen
below in the diagram (PSTest8 1B.TestClass).
'- -' s - Plant Definition
:t: .:~~. Flotation circuit
!::';< • PlantStar Client,._, I
,-- .~ Strategy
,::J t:~





'+ !:t~ . Menual Flotation circuit inputs








Figure 6-4: The Connection of PlantStar to the DLL class through the algorithm
The algorithm node contains all of the variables and unit's information in its tree structure
that is pas sed backwards and forwards between PlantStar and the model class through the
DLL. The algorithm contains four sections or independent nodes that carry certain
information to the DLL. namel y the static parameters node, the inpu ts node, the outputs node
and the parameters node. The static parameters node contains informati on that is passed only
once to the DLL , on initialisation. This information cannot be changed dur ing a simulation as
the initialise member functio n in the DLL is called only once, at start-up. The Input s node
contains information relating to the specific process units , such as the cells and mills and
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recei ves this information off the plants measuring instrumentation. The outputs node receives
the model outputs and predictions from the extended Kalman Filter. The parameters node
passes the set of observed variables to the model along with solution and tuning parameters
amongst others. The Inputs, Outputs and Parameters variables, wh ich will be discussed
shortly, are passed to the DLL on every step or execution of PlantStar, and can be modified
during the simulation. These node s are passed through to the DLL in the execute member
function. The execute member function is the funct ion inside the DLL which is called on
every execution by PlantStar in order to update the simulation. All variables passed to and
from the plant definition file, must be declared and have the correct array sizes in the DLL 's
member functions , for the simulation to execute.
6.3.2 .2 Static Parameters
The set of static parameters is passed to the DLL only once, on start-up. These parameters
include switches for the model modes and start-up opt ions for the model.
8 fx Algorithm
3 ~ Static Parameters
. ;±}. UfJ CON STRAINTFROML6.ST





Figure 6-5: The Static parameter node from the plant definition file.
Above is an image of the static parameters node from the plant definition file. The static
parameters have the follo wing functions:
•
•
CONSTRA INTFROMLAST: When this variable or flag is "true", the model uses a
set of constraints on variables (allowed ranges) from a pre vious simulation, that were
saved to a file named "LASTCONSTRAINTS.bin", as the initial set of constraints.
STARTATLAST: If this flag is "true" the model uses the set of plant variables from
the final time step of a previously saved simulation. In th is way if the model was well
con verged whe n the data set was saved from the prev ious run , the model will start at
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LOADLASTMT: When set "true" the model uses a saved covariance matrix for the
extended Kalman filter solution. If the model is well con verged for a specific set of
observations on a previous simul ation , and the data saved to the file "LASTMT.bin",
the model will use the saved covariance matrix resulting in a faster convergence when
changes are made.
• Texstart: Thi s is the time input to the model when running off historical data , giving
the model the position that it should start at, in the histori cal data.
• Texmode : This flag sets the operational modes that the model can use, which are
REAL-TL.\.1E, HISTORICAL and FORWARD RUN. The histor ical mode allows for
the simulation to run off historical data save d from the plant, which then allows
changes to be made by operators in order to check "what if scen arios". Real-time
mode simulates the plant on every time step and tries to keep all the variables as close
to actual plant data , inferring unkno wn process data around the plant. Forward run
gives the time-variation of the plant up to a specified time in the future, using the last
ava ilable plant measurements on each time step .
6.3.2.3 Inputs to the DLL
The inpu ts to the DLL are actually made up of two sections, the inputs section and the
parameters section. Both of these sets of variables are passed to the DLL on every execution
step . The parameters set will, however, be discussed in a later section . The inputs node of the
plant defin ition file contains all the available plant variables, such as airflow rates, pulp
levels, mass flowrates, mill power etc. Some other variables that are inferred by the extended
Kalman filter such as species mass fractions and flotation rate constants are also made
available in this data set , in the event that the opera tors acquire plant information through
other means such as assays, or lab analys es, and can then ent er them into the model's
solu tion . If a mea surement that is normally inferred by the Ka lman filter doe s become
available it could be used to update the mod el and these variables are therefore made
available in the inputs section in order to acco mmodate this.
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Figure 6-6: The inputs node of the plant definition file and properties of Inflow_Xl
Figure 6-6 shows that the inputs node is made up of referenced arra ys for "each of the process
variables used to define each of the process units. The referen ced arrays allow for easy
addition or removal of process units , because the proce ss variables for that process unit are
automatically included into the data array sent to the model. The referenced arrays search for
some defined criteria in the plant definition file and place each value found into the
referenced array in the order in which it is found. In this way the array is built up
automatically and process units can be added and removed easi ly. A more detailed description
of the referenced arra ys and their use in terms of the model can be found in Appe ndix F.
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6.3 .2.4 Outputs from the DLL
The model s outputs and pred ictions for all the plant variables are returned from the model to
the plant definition files outputs node. Each of the process unit 's extended Kalman filter
estimates of the process variables are displayed in this sect ion of the process strategy tree . The
outputs node holds proce ss var iables in a diffe rent way to the inputs section. To make the tree
structure more read able the DLL passes out separate arrays for each of the proces s units ,
containing all of the process variables relevant to that unit. In this way the user can expand the
tree structure for a spec ific process unit and view all relevant data for that unit. Using this
structure for output arrays required some rearrangement of data arrays inside the DLL as the
model class uses a different set of data arrays. A more detailed look at this process can be
found in Appendix F.
6.3.2.5 Parameters
An extended Kalman filter requires a set of process measurements from the plant so that it can
minimise the error in the predictions and brin g the predicted values closer to the actual plant
values . With such a large and complex sys tem, the variables that the extended Kalman filter
uses for this purpose may be changed . The model uses an observation set , that tells the filter
which variables are currently being observed and must be driven towards their set value
recei ved from the input s section. Th is observation set is made up from the unit 's observation
arrays found in the parameters node. Each of the variables in these arrays are simply flags that
are set to true (I) or false (0) . If a process variab le is observed then the filter will have a high
confidence in the value obta ined from the corresponding input variable as opposed to the
value for that variable from the previous model steps output, and will therefore drive the
model towards this value while the rest of the process variables find a new steady state
positi on based upon these observed variabl es . The model tuning parameters are also found in
this node in the form of an array con taining pertinent tuning parameters for adapting the
model 's behaviour to differing plant con ditions, thus allowing for changes in the solution
crite ria of the proce ss. The "model speed up factor" is one such model tuning parameter and
allows the model to be run forward faster than real-time. This function only has use when the
model is not in REAL-TIME mode. When using this function , changes made to the plant can
be followed and their affects observed quicker than on the plant. Th is could facilitate prompt
corrections to the plant before the disturbances resulting from the changes have an effect.
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6.3.3 GRAPHING THE OUTPUTS
The DLL returns all of the outputs generated by the extended Kalman filter to PlantStar.
There is a lot of data available from the model, therefore to make it more readable and to
obs erve the effects of the changes made on the simulated plant, all the variables handled by
the mod el are plotted . In this way, trends can be viewed and respo nses to step tests and other
scenarios can be anal ysed . Below is a table of all the graphs tha t are plotted by PlantStar.
Table 6-2: Table of the graphs and variables plotted by PlantStar
Variable Plotted Description
Inflow Xl Platinum mass fraction entering cell. Units 1-14
Inflow X2 Chrome mass fract ion entering cell. Units 1-14
Inflow X3 Gangue mass fract ion entering cel l. Units 1-14
Inflow SMF Solids mass fracti on entering unit. Units 1-14
Inflow FM Min erals mass flowrate entering unit (tIh) Units 1-14
Inflo w FL Liquid mass flowrate entering unit (tIh) Uni ts
Outflow Xl Platinum mass fract ion leaving unit. Units 1-23
Outflow X2 Chrome mass fraction leaving unit. Units 1-23
Outflow X3 Gan gue mass fraction leaving unit. Uni ts 1-23
Outflow SMF Sol ids mass fracti ons in the tailings. Units 1-23
Outflow FM Mass flowrate of material leaving the unit (tIh) Units 1-23
Outflow FL Liq uid Mass flowrate leaving the unit (tIh) Units 1-23
Frothflow xl Platinum mas s fract ion leaving in the conc entra te. Un its 1-10
Fro thflo w x2 Ch rome mass fract ion leaving in the concentrate. Units 1-10
Fro thflow x3 Gan gue mass fract ion leaving in the concentrate . Units 1-10
Frothflow smf So lids mass fracti on of concentrate flows. Un its 1-10
Frothflow fm Concentrate mass flowrates (tIh) Units 1-10
Fro thflow fl Liquid mass flowrate in concentrate (tIh) Uni ts 1-10
H 0 Pulp Height (m) Uni ts 1-14
ho Froth depth (m) Units 1-10
Ao Airflow rate. Un its 1-10
Pmo Mill power. Un its 11-12
Cell factor Mass Pull factor for cells. Units 1-10
FR Combi ned tailings flowrate from units . Units 1-23
kl Platinum flota tion rate co nstants. Units 1-10
k2 Chrome flotation rate constants. Units 1-10
k3 Gangue flotation rate constants. Units 1-10
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k4 Water flotation rate constants. Units 1-10
Errors Indication of the performance of the model solution
Figure 6-7 shows an example of one of the output graphs from PlantStar.
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Figure 6-7: The mass flowrate of material leaving the cells in the concentrate
(Frothflow_fm) after a step in mass pull of 15% for all banks (The trends
number corresponds to the unit numbers which is consistent for all graphs
unless otherwise indicated.)
The graphs are displayed in colour along with a coloured key to match the trend to the
variables. These graphs can then be exported as image files from within PlantStar . The data
can be saved to a database system by a "plugin" module of PlantStar's known as mInfoStar,
however, the dynamic observer model is too processor intensive to allow all of the variables
to be saved in real time. All results obtained have therefore been saved by exporting the
graphs to file and then viewed as an image.
6.3.4 DEBUGGING THE SYSTEM
When starting up PlantS tar, an indication is given of what it has done and what is running, in
a "Responses" window. This window tells the operator the status of strategies , whether true
or false , for running, whether or not real time data storage is operational etc. This is best
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depicted by an image of the responses window showing the responses after the dynamic





6 COMMENT : Succeeded.
S @ RESPON SE
~ D STATUS_RESPONSE
D DEFINITION_SPECIFIED : True
D DEFINITION_LOADED : True
D BACKBONE_OPCCLIENTS: True
D REALTI ME_STORAGE : False
CJ OPC_SERVER: True
D CREATED_SNAPSHOT : True
D CREATED_STRATEGIES: True
.... CJ STARTED : True
D LOOPING: True
D PAUSED : False
<; .;' !
@ Response 0 Response J
The responses window from PlantStar used for debugging
v
As can be seen, most of the responses are true, which bodes well when debug ging the DLL
and the plan t definition file. If there were any errors with the system they would be displayed
in this window with a small comment as to what the problem is. The main problems found
when developing the system were variable arrays and their indexing within the plant
defin ition file being incorrect. Th is resulted in PlantStar being unable to connect to the DLL
and hence the system would not funct ion.
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6.3.5 THE MODEL EXECUTION FLOWSHEET
Below is a flowsheet of the completed dyna mic observer model DLL execution through
PlantStar. The parameter n>=l allows the model to subdivi de a given execution interval Lit to
satisfy the maximum integrat ion time-step size specified by the user.
Scan Trigger
Q--- Plant Structure
. D ····· Process Component
0 --· Process Unit
0 ·-- Process Variable







The execution loop of the Dynamic observer model through PlantStar.
o.. .Model Strategy
D -P,rocess Component
0 --- Process Unit
0 --- Process Variable
0 -- Model Value 0.
9-- .Observable Variables \
: 0 -- Enabled




0 --- Observable Process Variable .
0 --- Observed ValueFlag ~J/
Figure 6-9:
Obtainprevious output if not fresh start
Call EXECUTE to run forward 6t
Call STEP to proceed 6 t/n
Repeat n times
Writeoutputback to estimate locations
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6.4 USER INTERFACES AND MIMICS
A few of the figure s earlier in the chapter show how the process tree structure contains all
relevan t information about the flotation circuit and its cond itions. However this type of tree
struct ure is difficult to und erstand , and use, without an intimate knowledge of the system and
how it is set up . To mak e the simula tor more user-frien dly and easy to understand, user
interfaces were created that depict the plant in a more readable fashion and display relevant
informati on to an ope rator which might not necessarily have prior knowledge of the PlantS tar
system. The complex flotation circuit at LONM IN eastern platinum B-stream has many
pro cess units making the plant diagram (figure 4- 1) very complicated. There is also a large
amount of information available about all of the process unit s through the dynamic observer
model , which could not possibly be displayed on a single plant diagram. Therefore the
approach to the graphical user interfaces (GUI's) was to split the overall plant up into main
four sect ions, with the detailed process unit's GUI's linked to the corresponding main section.
The four sections are as follo ws, the primary mill , the primary flotation circui t, the secondary
mill and the secondary flotati on circu it. Some of the stream properties of pert inent streams are
displ ayed on these four interfaces with the bulk of the information displayed on individual
user interfaces made for each of the process units. Images of these GUI' s were captured and
some will be displa yed here while the complete set of all the GUI' s is available in Appendix 1.
The information displ ayed on the user interface in figure 6-10 is the mill power, the exit
stre am cond itions from the primary surge tanks and the plant feed conditions. On the bottom
right hand comer are five buttons that take the user to the indicated interfaces. This makes
navigation around the user inter faces quick and simple.
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Figure 6-10: The user interface for the primary mill
The information displa yed in the user interfaces is set up in such a way that the plant 's current
position or state , obtained from a measurement device or manually set as an input , is
displayed next to the dynamic observer model's predicte d value. The third column displays
whether or not the model is currently observing the variable. The plant inputs and the
observation status can be changed directly on these user interface windows by simply clicking
on the variable and editing it.
0.2430000 0.2430000
. ) 0.7569954 0.7569954h-O;




Figure 6-11: The feed condition to the simulated plant.
Looking at the feed conditions to the plant from figure 6-11 , it can be seen that the model
values closely represent the plant values because they are currently being observed as an input
to the model.
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The primary flotation circuit is made up of two primary roughers and three cleaners. Its user
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Figure 6-12: The primary flotation circuit user int erface
Each of the flotation cell bank names, are link buttons to the ind ividual unit 's user interface,
whe re all of the stream properties and process variables are avail able. For example, unit I or
primary rougher 1' s detailed GUI is displayed in figure 6-13 .
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PRIlVlARY ROUGHER 1
Inflow to Unit 1
Other Var iab les
Concentrate flow
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Figure 6-13: The detailed user interface of th e pri mary Rou gher 1
The "other variables" contains information other than strea m properties, such as pulp height,
airflow rate , pulp level, and the effective flotat ion rate constants .
Other Variables
Air Flowrate .38.79991-38.79999 1
Pulp Level 1.29720 1.297200 1
Cell Factor 1.00000 1.000000 1
k1 6.94110 6.941100 1
k2 0.02670 I 0.026700 1
-----~k3::-11-0 . 1 931 0 I 0.193100 1
~--:-:--~_~----=-_k_4 J0.53710~
Combined Tailings Flow 10.00000 I 331.5924 1 0 I
Figure 6-14 : Cell bank prop erti es oth er tha n flow r at e conditions
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The rest of the cell banks user interfaces have the same layout as figure 6-13 and can be found
along with the secondary mill and secondary float circuits in Appendix 1.
The model parameters user interface however warrants mentioning here. It contains
information about the model tuning, opera tion mode, performance, messages, start -up
conditions and shutdown settings.
Model Sett ings and Tunings parameters
~ Accept ooservaton Changes ?
On Shutdown Save...
;, SaveCurrent O)nstrants
, S<3Ye Current vanaoios
., SaveCurrentCOvariance Mstrtx
" saveCurrent Observation Status
StartTime lor Foward Run
Mode l Startup Conditions
" Floc
u se '~ "'~ IJ<Jf\1b Ito: 1 St",:o; I 1 I
U t"S a~Co""""i4nc eoM ohr( I 1j
- -
ModelTuning Paramelers
.~. _ lv......: ~r ·
Model Operation Mode
Model Perlormance
t/ ... .' . - I~
.J Ob ll:~ .,bon Error I oOCOOOO '
~_ .rtttmtttl~
Model Messages
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Figure 6-15: Model Par ameters user interface
All of the model tuning parameters can be changed during a simulation if need be , however
onc e a good operating set of parameters is found, the nee d for changing them becomes rare .
The messages tell the opera tor or user about the model's performance , any errors that may
have occ urred, and generall y usefu l info rmation about the model solution. The model
performance gives an indication of how well the solution is converg ing at any time . The
switch for "Accept Observation Changes?" in the top left comer is useful when a large
number of variable' s observation status is cha nged at one time . Wh en the switch is in the on
position the solution accepts any chan ges made to the observation set , as they are made.
When the sw itch is off, the solution keeps its last set of obse rvations until the switch is turned
on again , when it then accepts the new status of all the observation flags. This feature stops
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the solution from trying to converge continuously, while a lot of changes to the observations
flags are being made at one time. It will onl y converge on the new complete set of observation
flags once the switch is turned back on . There is also a facility to store Kalman filter
covariance matrices appropriate to different combinations of observation flags set "on" if the
combinations are found to be rep etitive. . These are re-se lected when the pattern recurs , thus
saving re-con vergence time. The above flag thus prevents the generation of intermediate
covariance matrices transitional observation patterns. The "Model Operation mode" shows
which of the modes the model is operating in, i.e.
MODE 0: REAL-TIME operation with speed-up factor = texmode 0
MODE I : REAL-TIME operation = texmode I
MODE 2 : HISTORICAL Mode = texmode 2
MODE 3 : RUN-FORWARD Mode = texmode 3
The start-up conditions are also displayed, which indicates what type of start-up was
performed, whether from an already converged data set or from a fresh start. There are
options to save all the data sets on shutdown as well as settings for the start time of a forward
run or historical data run . A detailed description of each of the model tuning parameters can
be found in Appendix H.
All of the graphs that were mentioned in the earlier secti on are available through the graphs
links interface, which takes the user directl y to the graph of interest by clicking on the
corresponding button.
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Figure 6-16: The graph links user interfa ce
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7 DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
The first chapter described many different techniques of separation used in the mineral
processing industry, such as magnetic separators, gravity separators and optical separation.
However, for platinum concentration, the technique most widely used and of the most interest
to this thes is is froth flotation . Froth flotat ion is not entirely understood and therefore much
research is still being carried out in this field . There are many typical problems faced by
industrial flotation circuits that need to be overcome if better performance is to be achieved.
The nature of froth flota tion results in poor efficiency of the flotation proc ess and therefore
recycles are introduced in orde r to incre ase the ultimate recovery of valuable mate rials,
however this can result in large intern al recycles and mass hold-ups around the circuit. Feed
conditions and characteristics can vary greatly, which reduces consistenc y and makes control
difficult. Certain disturbances arou nd the circuit are diffic ult to detect and can result in
reduced circuit performance. The small number of access points on flotation circuits limits the
number of meaningful variables that can be measured.
A dynamic observer model can provide information that is normally unavailable to plant
operators and would potentially provide a means of improving control strategies on flotation
circuit s. MINTEK therefore proposed a project whereby a dynamic observer model for the
LONM IN Eastern Platinum B-Stream flotat ion circu it is developed for use with their new
expert syst em. Their objectives for the dynamic observer model were to explain plant
beha viour, use the model for simula tion and playback, and to pro vide a better insight into the
process.
Many different flotation modelling strategies , such as kinet ic rate model s, collision models
and probabil ity models, were reviewed in chapter 2, each having specific advantages and
disadvanta ges. Other factors researched by previous investigators were: 'flotation rate order,
sub-systems in the froth, froth residence time, gangue entrainment, froth depth, chemical
factors , particle size and air addit ion rate amongst others. However , it was deemed necessary
to keep the flota tion modell ing for the dynamic observer model as simple as possible due to
the already large complexity of the circuit layout and therefore of the system of equations
describing it. As a resul t. the first order kinetic rate flotation model was used to determ ine the
concentrate mass flowrates in the dynamic observer mode l.
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As discussed in section 4.3 , the kinet ic flotation rate constant used in the froth modelling of
the dynamic observer model takes into account the air add ition rate , the mill power and the
froth depth as well as a cell factor, which is used to model the effect of increased mass pull on
the cells . The air addition, mill power and froth depth effects were considered as a fraction of
their standard operating conditions. The concentrate mass reco very was based solely on the
first order rate equ at ion , however the flota tion rate constant in th is equation (equa tion 2-9)
was replaced by the calculated effective flotat ion rate constant (equation 4-1) , allowing for
greater accuracy of the flotation rate cons tant during regression. A better model fit can be
ach ieved by taking into account relevant plant data that is avai lab le.
The method of solution of the system of Differential and Algebraic equations, result ing from
this type of flowsheet modelling of a mineral processing circuit, an Extended Kalman Filter,
will be described in detail in Appendix J. This type of solution is very mathematically
intensive as mentioned in section 6.2 .3, due to the very large linear systems (398 variables
and 163 equations) that must be solved and manipula ted in order to find the next time step's
solution. As a result, thi s poses the problem of large processor time usa ge, which becomes
limiting when using the model in a real-time scenario. The three methods of solution that
were mad e available for the model described in section 6.2.3 were an attempt to address this
issue . Th e current solution technique is fast eno ugh to be used for real-time updating, but uses
a licensed mathematical software package, "MATLAB" to find the model solution. This
result s in a portability problem with the model, as any new inst allation of the model would
require a licensed copy of MATLAB to function properly. This issue was discussed in
Appendix E, but more research into find ing an efficient solution technique for large linear
systems is required in ord er to make the model more portable. An option would be to model
each of the units individually, using an extended Kalman filter, and then creating the plant
topology by means of inte rconnection matrices. This would result in less computational time ,
as the matrices inverted would have smaller dimensions. More than one inversion could also
be carried out at a time, using separate processin g threads .
The dynamic observer model structure has been described in det ail in section 4.3, but the key
features will be reit erated here. The flotation circuit that the mode l describes has 10 flotation
banks consisting of various numbers of cells in each bank. In orde r to minimise the number of
equations required to describe the system it was decided to trea t eac h of the banks of cells as
an ind ividual cell. Thi s type of assumption is common amongst the approaches of many
resea rches (Yingling, 1993) and reduc es the num ber of cells to be considered. Four spec ies of
mater ial were con sidered within the feed mate rial, these being gangue, chrome, plat inum and
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water, each having its own specific flotation rate. However, the model is not limited to these
four spec ies and can accommodate any number of species should it be necessary to describe
the proce ss more accurately. The flotation cells were modelled as perfectly mixed tanks with
material reporting to the concentrate determined by the linear first order flotation rate
equation operating on the total mass of the species in the pulp phase, with the remainder of
the material passing ou t throu gh the tailings. Mills and Surge tanks were modelled as stirred
vessels having a residence time, whilst spirals and settling tanks were modelled with splits to
route different fractions of the incoming species to different exit streams.
The dynamic observer model created for this project has man y features , as described in
section 4.5 but its main use is the online inference of unmeasurable variables that are made
available by the extended Kalman filter. A set of observation flags is available to the user,
allowing him to select which of the plan t variables are currently being observed by the model,
in other words which of the variables are actual plant measure ment s or user inputs . The
extended Kalman filter then tries to force the model variables to equal those being observed,
whilst balancing the remaining system of equations so as to achieve a best fit for all of the
variables. The dynamic observer model has three modes of operation. Firstl y there is the
standard operating mode which would be most commonly used, that is the real-time mode in
which the model uses available plant data to predict all plant variables in real-time and
constantly updates itsel f to keep in line with actual plant measurements. Secondl y, a "Run-
Forward" mode for the prediction of the future state of the plant given a set of changes made
to the model, and thirdly an historical mode in which saved plant data can be used to simulate
"what if' scenarios without interrupting the current state and performance of the actual plant.
The dynamic observer model was implemented on the control plat form which is available at
the plant and which was created and is maintained by MlNTEK, called PlantStar®. The
dynamic observer model was integrated into a dynamic link library (DLL), which connects to
a plant definition file created for Plan tStar describing the entire plant topology. The model
recei ves all plant variables and solut ion parame ters through the DLL, which in tum receives
them from PlantStar, which is conne cted to the plant via some form of low-level SCADA or
PLC system (Chapter 5). A detailed description of how the DLL and the accompanying plant
definition files were created, and their features can be found in chapter 6. PlantStar plots all of
the variab les descr ibin g the circuit that the model simulates in real-time , and a user-friendly
graphical interface was created to describe this circuit and make available the variables that
affect the model solution. The compl ete set of GUI interfaces can be found in Appendix 1.
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One of the difficulties experienced whilst crea ting the dynamic link library of the model for
PlantS tar, concerned the control platform itself, as it was constantly being upgraded and
updated to meet the changing needs of the industry. Three different vers ions of PlantS tar were
used during the project, but fortunatel y the changes to the model DLL were insignificant.
However, on a few occa sions the plant definition files had to be recreated to function properly
with the newer versi ons of PlantStar. The software versions used for the model DLL creation
and implementation were all beta releases of Plan tStar, and help was required from the
MINTEK staff in order to keep up to date with any nuan ces or special treatment required in
order to keep the program operational. The hiera rchica l method of describing the plant
topolo gy using plant definition files provided by PlantStar had to be learnt, and much time
was spent discovering how to create them and implemen t simple DLL's into them before any
attempt could be made at creat ing the full simulator of the LONMIN B-Stream circuit. As
such, much trial and error work was carried out before a good understanding of the system
was estab lished and the B-Stream circuit could be created.
Several versions of the DLL itself were also tested with a program that was created
specifically for this purpo se, as PlantStar ' s connections to the DLL and start-up time are fairly
lengthy. A detailed description of this testing program can be found in section 6.2.6 , along
with the source code in Appendix D. This test ing program facilitated quicker debugging of
the DLL to test if the model was functioning correctly with in it, and whether all of the
variables were being passed into and out of the model. Some limitations of the Microsoft
Visual Bas ic 6 programming language used to create the testing program were discovered
during this phase, as there is a limit to the number of variab les that can be passed into and out
of a program created in this language (section 6.2.6). The DLL was therefore tested in stages
with some var iables set statically while others were changed.
Once the model DLL and accompanying plan t definition file were crea ted and operating
correctly within PlantStar, a series of test runs were carried out to view the performance of the
model and the functioning of all the graphs and user interfaces created in PlantS tar. As the
program is not currently installed at the actual plant, all of the plant measurement data that the
model would receive from the plant were static measurement inputs. In norm al operation at
the plant these values would be constantly changing as the plant 's conditions changed,
however the chan ges can be made to the corresponding var iables manually in order to
simul ate plant fluctuations, for exampl e a step in the feed flow rate to the plant or a step in the
feed grade. Th e user would then select the neces sary model observation flags to indicate that
these values are being observed or are available.
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A complete set of steady state plant data was obtained from LONMIN for the B-Stream
circuit and was entered into the model as the standard set of operating condi tions or values for
all of the streams . The model was then run in a simulation mode setting all outpu t streams to
these values for all of the unit operations and setting all of them as being observed. The
spec ific flo tat ion rate constants for all the spec ies were then allowed to move in a real-time
scenario in order to find their values for this set of operating conditions. Once the model had
converged, these flotation rate constants were then compared to a set obtained by dividing the
cell inventories into the concentrate component flows . The results are as follows,
Table 7-1: A comparison between the con ver ged set of flot ati on rate constants obtained
using th e extended Kalman filter model solution compared to the sam e flotation
rate constants obtained from the cell inventories and the plant data set
Cell Pt Cr Gangue Water
Inventory Converged Inventory Converged Inventory Converged Inventory Converged
1 7.350516 6.947952 0.028231 0.028372 0.20444 0.205119 0.568751 0.568188
2 0.860514 0.857 097 0.032345 0.032019 0.110008 0.109059 0.576175 0.574865
3 2.486321 2.576024 0.016952 0.01674 0.241424 0.23946 0.331882 0.330846
4 1.400577 1.374101 0.028594 0.028336 0.31068 0.307985 0.644204 0.642699
5 3.419507 3.461442 0.613507 0.6140 24 0.580211 0.569235 1.832672 1.834304
6 1.077626 1.076883 0.385488 0.385513 0.440822 0.442986 1.850441 1.850146
7 15.08853 14.96125 0.39465 0.392563 0.780655 0.805497 2.477287 2.469814
8 3.666391 3.632696 0.585183 0.585429 0.496195 0.496166 1.470885 1.470887
9 10.45202 10.30021 0.762661 0.761588 0.803361 0.809095 0.72504 0.72412
10 1.183269 1.18882 0.272768 0.272889 0.221571 0.221573 0.65489 0.654892
Once this data set of flotation rate constants was converged they were set as the flotation rate
constants for the plant. The operating conditions of the plant or plant variables would then be
calc ulated using these flotatio n rate constants, provided the flotation rate constants are set as
being observed. Once steady state operation of the plant has been reached for a different set of
plant operating conditions, the flotation rate constants can be re-identified in this way and
then set to the new co nverged values for normal open-loop modelling.
A step test of 30% increase for the feed flowrate was performed and results obtained show the
response of eac h of the plant variables. There are 29 graphs that plot all of the model's outp ut
variables in rea l-time, but many of them remain constant depending upon what type of tests
are being carried out. Only the relevant trends tha t show variable responses will be disp layed.
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Figure 7-1: A step in the feed flow rate of 30% to the plant (left axis is the mass fractions
and the right axis, the mass flowrates)
Figure 7-1 shows the simulated step in the feed flowrate to the plant. As can be seen, only the
solid mass flowrate was stepped up, which results in the step in liquid flowrate as the solids
mass fraction in the feed remains constant (trends FMi 11 and FLi 11 respectively).
Figure 7-2 shows the effect that the step in feed flowrate had on the tailings flowrates from
the roughers (trends 1-4), mills (trends 11 and 13) and surge tanks (trends 12 and 14).
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Figure 7-2: Effect of the 30% feed flowrate step on the tailings flows (Left axis is the
cleaners and right axis, the roughers, mills and tanks) .
Most of the increased material flow through the circuit passed straight through each of these
cells and has effectively just reduced the residence time of material in the cells.
The cleaner cells do not show an increase in their tailings flowrate , as there is little increase to
their inflows as these are concentrates. Trends 5-10, in figure 7-2, show the cleaner tailings
flowrates , which remain unchanged.
The reduced residence time in the roughers results in a loss ofplatinum to the tailings as there
is less time available to recover the valuable mineral in the cells. This can be seen in figure 7-
3, which shows the platinum mass fraction of material leaving the cells in the tailings .
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Figure 7-3: The platinum mass fraction leaving in the tailings flows as a result of the
reduced residence time in the cells after the increase in feed flowrate.
There is, however, a slight increase in the mass fraction of platinum recovered in the
concentrate due to the increase in the amount of platinum in the pulp phase (figure 7-4), but
the amount of platinum lost to the tailings is considerably larger than before.
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Figure 7-4: The slight increase in the platinum mass fraction in the concentrate after the
feed flowrate step.
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The mass flowrate of the concentrate should remain constant, as the flotation rates of the
material have not changed within the cells, only the throughput of material has increased. This
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Figure 7-5: The concent rate mass flowrates after the step in feed flow showing the slight
increase in flow of concentrate from the secondary roughers.
These show an increase in their concentrate mass flowrates resulting from the increase in the
amount of fast floating material passing through the first two roughers as a result of the
reduced residence time, and therefore reported to the secondary roughers.
The final combined concentrate and tailings conditions both show an increase in the platinum
mass fraction leaving the circuit. Due to the increase in the platinum mass fraction and the
constant concentrate mass flowrate, more platinum is recovered. However, an increased loss
ofplatinum to the tailings also occurs due to its increased mass fraction and mass flowrate.
The ratio of the increase in recovered platinum to that of increased platinum lost to the
tailings shows that this step would clearly impact on the economics of such a change (figures
7-6 and 7-7).
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Figure 7-7: The final combined tailings conditions after the feed flow step.
Another test simulation performed was a step test in the cell factors for all the banks to
observe their effect, which was introduced to simulate an increase in the mass pull on the
cells. These cell factors are observed variables by default, therefore no changes to the
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Figure 7-8: The step in cell factors of 15% for all ofthe cells
Figure 7-8 depicts the step in cell factors and it can be seen that the most immediate effect is
the change in the concentrate flowrates (figures 7-9 and 7-10), which is to be expected as the
cell factors have a direct influence on the effective flotation rate constant as was discussed in
section 4.3.
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Figure 7-9: Mineral mass flowrate of the concentrates exiting the 10 flotation cells after the
step in cell factors.
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Figure 7-10: The liquid concentrate mass flowrate leaving the 10 flotation cells after the step
test.
From figures 7-9 and 7-10, it can be seen that each of the concentrate mass flowrates of
minerals and liquid have stepped up by a factor of 15%.
The sudden increase in the concentrate flows should result in a drop in the tailings flowrates
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Figure 7-11: The minerals mass flowrates and the liquid mass flowrates combin ed for the
tailings streams of unit operation 1 to 4 and 11 tol4.
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Figure 7-12: The minerals mass flowrates and the liquid mass flowrates combined for the
tailings streams of unit operation 5 to 10.
Due to recycles around the system and the fact that some cells are in series, the increased
concentrate flow from some of the units results in a far larger than normal mass inflow to
other units, resulting in their tailings streams being larger than before, as can be seen in units
5-10 with the tailings flows for the cleaner cells. It can also be seen that initially their tailings
flows dropped slightly as in the case of the trends in figure 7-11. The tailings flows dropped
slightly and remained lower than before for units 1 and 2, which do not receive any recycle
flows (figure 7-11)_ Units 11 and 13 are largely unaffected by these changes as they are
upstream of the step change, as shown in figure 7-11 (trend 11 is largely covered by trend 13
and is therefore not visible because these values are very similar, which is to be expected).
Figures 7-13 and 7-14 show the effect of the increased mass pull on the platinum mass
fractions throughout the plant. Considering the effect on the platinum mass fraction in the
tailings flows from the cells (figure 7-13), it is clear that the platinum mass fraction would be
reduced in the tailings as the flotation process is most selective towards platinum and an
increase in the amount of concentrate removed would subsequently increase the amount of
platinum removed from the pulp.
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Figure 7-13: This graph shows the reduction in the platinum mass fraction of the tailings
flows as a result if the increased concentrate mass flows.
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Figure 7-14: Platinum mass fraction in the concentrate flows leaving cells after the cell factor
step.
It can be seen in figure 7-14, that the platinum mass fractions in the concentrates have
decreased, which is counter-intuitive. However, as the residual amount ofplatinum in the pulp
has dropped by a greater fraction than that of the chrome and gangue fractions, there is less
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platinum available to be floated. Therefore even though the actual mass flow of platinum will
have increased slightly as a result of the increased mass pull, the overall mass fraction of
platinum in the concentrate flow has been reduced because of the proportional increase in the
gangue and chrome mass flowrates.
From these graphs it can be concluded that a step in the mass pull of 15% for all the cells
results in an increase in the overall amount of platinum recovered, but the grade of the
concentrate produced would be lower, which would not result in an increase in plant
performance.
The cell factors were then allowed to move (no longer an observed variable in the model) and
a step test in the tailings flowrate (new observed variables) was performed to check their
converged positions.
The step in the tailings flowrate for the primary cleaner 3 (unit 5) can be seen in figure 7-15.
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Figure 7-15: The step in the tailings flowrate of 50%
Figure 7-16 shows the effect that this step had on the cell factors and their new converged
positions. Unit 5's cell factor initially drops so that less concentrate is removed from the cell,
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thereby increasing the tailings flow, whilst unit 7's cell factor increases to produce more
concentrate, which in tum is the feed to unit 5. Due to this increase in feed flow to unit 5 the
cell factor for unit 5 no longer needs to reduce the concentrate removed to achieve the higher
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Figure 7-17: Mass flowrates of concentrates resulting from the new cell factors positions.
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Figure 7-17 shows the mass flowrates of the concentrates for all the cells. Clearly, unit 7' s
concentrate flowrate has increased considerably due to the cell factor's increase. The slight
changes to the mass flowrates of the other streams correspond to the small changes that can be
seen in their cell factors in figure 7-16, before the model converges, due to the number of
degrees of freedom as they are all unbound and able to move to try to accommodate the step
change.
A final simulation was performed whereby the feed grade to the plant was doubled (feed
grade is an observed variable by default at startup). In this simulation the effect of residence
time in the cells can be seen as the increase in the platinum mass fractions of flows
throughout the circuit is delayed by each of the residence times. Firstly, in figure 7-18 it can
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Figure 7-18: The step in feed grade from 4.6 g/ton to 9.2 g/ton.
The time at which the step was performed should be noted in order to observe the lag due to
the residence time in the cells. The flowrates around the plant would obviously remain
constant, as only the grade has changed, and as there is no change in the trends these graphs
have been omitted. Figure 7-19 illustrates the increase in platinum concentration in the
concentrates from all the cells. Note that unit l 's platinum mass fraction increases, as it is the
first to receive the higher-grade pulp. The increase occurs at approximately 17:13 as the feed
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passes through the primary mill and surge tanks before entering this cell. This time appears
very short when considering the actual plant, however the simulations are performed with the
model sped up by a factor of 2, in order to obtain the results in an appreciable amount of time.
The ratios of the times between cells changes would, however, remain constant on a real time
scale.
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Figure 7-19: The increase in platinum mass fraction in the concentrate due to the step in feed
grade.
The order in which the platinum mass fractions in the concentrates increases with respect to
time clearly follows the topology of the plant, with ftrstly the primary rougher l(trend 1,
black) increasing and lastly the secondary cleaner 3 (trend 6, pink). The same pattern can be
seen in ftgure 7-20 with regard to the increased platinum concentrations leaving the plant in
the tailings flows. The low efficiency of the froth flotation process leads to this increase, as
not all of the platinum can be recovered from the pulp, and the higher grade of feed would
result in a higher loss to the tailings.
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Figure 7-20: Trends showing the increased loss to the tailings of platinum due to the higher
feed grade.
In a real plant situation it would be ideal to increase the concentrates platinum mass fraction
whilst keeping the tailings constant or reducing them. This would be achieved through
changes on the plant and therefore in an on-line application of the model it would track these
changes and correct itself. The model might be used to determine what changes are to be
made to the plant in order to achieve this, by running simulations and making the changes to
the model as apposed to the plant.
The dynamic observer model has two variables which indicate the performance of the
solution in terms of its derivative errors and observation errors. Once these two variables are
zero, the model is considered to be converged and the plant to be in a steady state condition.
These two variables are plotted against time to show the performance of the model and its
convergence towards steady state.
Figure 7-21 shows the performance of the model whilst attempting to reach the steady state
conditions for the first simulation (the step in feed flowrate of 30%). The errors drop until
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Figu re 7-21: Indicators of the performance of the model solution and its cenverge nce towards
steady state.
The model 's simulations are not limited to those discussed here and can accommodate any set
of observations and step changes to the plant. These tests were performed using a set of
initialisation conditions from a steady state data set obtained from plant assays, which provide
a fairly good indication of normal operating conditions at the plant, however, future work
would include installing the model at the plant and tuning it to the plants operating conditions,




Mineral processing circuits face many problems, particularly the lack of on-line
measurements due to limited access points, resultin g in measures of plant performance only
becoming available after laboratory analysis. A dynamic observer model of the LONMIN
Eastern platinum B-Stream flotation circuit was developed in order to provide better insight
into the process and explain plant beha viour by inferring una vailable plant variables in real
time.
Numerous flotation models were reviewed, with special attention to the kinetic rate modelling
of flotation sub processes. However, the dynamic observer model's flotation rate kinetics are
based upon the first order flotation rate equation in order to simplify the strenuous
calculations performed by the dynamic observer.
The model solution , based upon an extended Kalman filter , is able to reconcile dynamically
available measurements as they are presented to it, and to infer those variables that are
unavailable. The measurement selection set may vary in real time allowing for circuit changes
and model operation flexibility. The model solution can be run in a number of different
operational modes depending upon the information requ ired by the user. Features of the
model allow its solution characteristics to be changed in real time allowing for different
scenarios to be simulated in succession. The default set of solution parameters found in the
model are optimised for the LONMIN Eastern platinum B-Stream flotation circuit and further
tuning would be requi red if the model is applied to another circuit.
The dynamic observer model was first tested in the Microsoft C++ 6 environment before it
was integrated into a dynamic link library (DLL). This DLL was in tum debugged using a
Microsoft Visual Basic 6 testing program created to imitate the control platform in which the
model was finally implemented, namely, PlantStar®, developed by MINTEK. The modular
design of PlantStar allows the observer model to be integrated into a DLL which connects to a
plant definition file created for PlantStar and handles all data transfers between them.
PlantStar makes available all online mea surements to the model via the DLL , whilst all model
outputs are retumed to the plant definition file in the same manner. The performance of the
model variables are then disp layed next to the plant's operating variables in a graphical user
interface. Comparing the variables in this manner allows the user to observe the model 's
performance at tracking the plant s conditions .
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A graphical user interface was created to faci litate easy manipulation of variables and to give
a clearer view of the operation of the dynamic observer model within PlantStar. The plant
topology and key processing units are displa yed in detail along with a set of model solution
parame ters wh ich can be manipulated to change the model solution performance and
operation. The plant topology, however, cannot be modified in real- time at present , as it is
set-up within the mod el section of the "plugin" module. This may be added to the "plugin"
module in future , so as to make it more versatile and easy to configure to different plant
topologies, however, as this work focused only on one plant, it was considered unnecessary to
go to the expense of creating this feature at present.
A set of graphs track all available plant variables in real time, giving an ind ication of what
condition the plant is in at any moment. This feature also shows the trend of plant
characteristics over a set time span in the past so that the user can identify in which direction
the plant is moving and perhaps take corrective act ion before the plant 's performance is
affected.
Step tests and convergence tes ts on a steady state plant data set were performed to observe the
model 's effectiveness at simulating changes in plant conditions and reconciling all of the
plant var iables. These showed promi sing results, though only a small number of tests were
performed. The nature of the solut ion of the model allows for any selection of variables to be
changed or stepped and the new converged steady state of the plant observed. Man y other
test s can be subsequently performed to simula te any plant situation which may arise and
determ ine what pos sible effects it may have on the plant. Another possibility would be to
make changes to the simulated plant in order to obtain a given state of the plant and from
these determin e which actions are requ ired on the real plant in ord er to achieve this state .
An on-line application of the model woul d give a better ind icat ion of its performance and
functionality . Plan s are in place to install it on site in the near future at which time these tests
may be performed and compared to laboratory assays.
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APPENDIX A GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The following list give s the meanings of some of the terms used in this thesis that may not be








Flotation cells in series, where the tailings from one cell are the feed
to the next , are known as a bank. A bank may also be one large
trough with baffl es separat ing it into cells with a single launder.
A beta program is one that is still in the developmental stage and is
used for testing and deb ugging before the final release .
A cell is the basic proc essing unit in froth flotation , which is a stirred
and aerated tank encouraging the hydrophobic minerals to leave via
the overflow while the rema ining minerals leave by the underflow.
Cleaners rece ive concentrate from the roughers and attempt to
increase the grade of the material leaving the circuit. The final
concentrate leaves this part of the circuit.
Collector is a term for a type of reagent added to an ore suspension,
which renders certain particle s hydrophobic so that they may attach
to air bubbles and leave the cell via the overflow.
The flow of minerals and water that lea ve a flotation cell In the
overflow
Dynamic Link Library A program file that is used to transfer data to and from appl ications .
Froth One of the pha ses present in a flotat ion cell comprised of air bubbles
floating on the surface of the pu lp . This is then collected in a launder












Appendix A: Glossmy of Terms
A type of reagent added to the pulp, which promotes the formation of
bubbles and controls the characteristics of the air bubbles to reduce
collapse.
The non-v aluable materials in the ore , which must be removed to
achie ve a high grade concentrate.
The content of a particular mineral in a stream, usuall y the valuable
mineral.
The chann el on a flotat ion cell that catche s the froth as it passes over
the weir, produ cing the concentrate.
Parts of a DLL class that a program connects to by calling the
correspond ing member function name along with its variables to be
passed.
The program file used by the PlantStar control platform to describe
the entire plant topology and control algorithms. It connects to low
level plant con trol systems such as SCADA through PlantS tar and
allows conne ctions to more sophisti cated algor ithms such as the
dynamic observer mod el through dynamic link libraries .
A program file that can connect to PlantStar in the form of a module.
One of the phases present in flotation cells comprised of a suspension
of ground ore particles . Th is phase leaves the cell via the underflow
or tailin gs .
Roughers are the first part of the flotation circuit and remove most of
the valuables. Th e conc entrate from this part of the circuit is sent to
the cleaners
The underflow from a flotation cell is known as the tailings. It is
comprised of the material that has not floated , mainly gangue and
little valuable mineral.
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APPENDIX B CLASSIFICATION OF
FLOTATION CIRCUIT PROCESS VARIABLES
Ta ble B-1: Ty pical Contro lled Variables in Flotation Circui ts (Schroder, 1999)
Cont rolled Var iab le Setpoint Reason for
Co ntrol
Fina l concentrate grade Determined by prod uct To maintain product quality
(for cleaner circuits) specifications (smelter (this objective competes with
requiremen ts) that of controlling recovery)
Valuable mine ral Determined by econo mic To maintain circuit efficie ncy
recovery (or final con siderations (this objective competes with
tailings grade) that of controlling product
grade)
pH Chosen to maximise flotation To regulate the chemical
selectivity for the valuable environment, which affects the
mineral selectivity of separation
(promote steady and efficie nt
operation)
Reagent addition rates Chosen to maximise valuables To regulate the concentration
recovery of reagents in the circuit (these
control the selectiv ity of the
separation)
Bank pulp level Chosen to maximise the To maintain steady operati on
separation capacity of each and to prevent pulp overflow
bank from cells into the concentrate
Sump level Usually 50% (to give To prevent the sumps from
maximum buffering against running dry or overflowi ng
changes in concentra te
flowrate)
Recirculating load Determined by pump ing To limit concentrate flows to
capaci ty of the sump pumps the sumps so that sump
and by the degree of control pumping capacity is not
over bank concentrate flowrate exceeded
-1II-
Table B-2:
Appendix B: Classification offlotatio ll Circuit process variables
Typical Disturbance Vari ables in Flotation Circuits (Schroder, 1999)
Disturbance
Variable Primary Effect Comments
Feed Flow volume determines Can vary dramatically (feed is the product of a grinding
flowrate the residence time in the circuit or another flotation circuit, so fluctuations are
circuit passed on) , surges in flowr ate from a grinding circu it due
to poor classification control may be accompanied by
increased particles sizes and reduced liberation
Feed Feed composition If concentration of valuable mineral in feed is low, then a
composition determines the amount of circuit may not be able to deli ver the desired concentrate
separation 'work' which at reason able recoveries because of limitations on
needs to be done to residence time and flotation selectivity
produce conc entrate of the
target grade
Mineral Liberation sets the Liberat ion depe nds most ly on the size of the mineral grains
liberation in maximum physical in the ore body, and the ability of the grinding circuit to
feed separation of minerals reduce the ore to particles of less than this size degree of
which can be achieved liberation can be highly variable if there is poor control of
without further grinding product partic le size in the grinding circuit
Feed Flotation properties Properties are determined by the particle size distribution,
flotation determine the relative liberation, the conc entration of reagents on the particle
properties flotation rates of minerals surfaces, the microscopic characteristics and surface
properties of the particles
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Table B-3:
Appendix B: Classifi cation offlotation Circuit process variables
Typical Measurements Available in Flotation Circuits (Schroder , 1999)
Measured Instrument Positioning Typical Notes
Variable Accuracy
Stream On-line stream Typ ically new feed, ±2-5 % Uses x-ray spectrometry or
composition analyser (OSA) final concentrate and nucleonics to measure the
or in-line analyse r final tail s ele mental composition.
(ISA)
Sampling interval is usually
between 1 and 15 minutes,
depending on the instrument.
Stream Magnetic Often only fina l ± 1-2 % Measures the electric flux of a
flowrat e flowmeter tailings because of stream and estimates the
restrictions on velocity.
positioning
Mu st be installed on a straight
run of vert ical pipe, so that
there is no segregation of
solids across the pipe profile .
Stream Nuclear density Often only final ± 1-3 % Infers density from
density gauge tailings bec ause of attenuation of a beam of
restrictions on radiation through the stream.
positioning
Must be installed on a straight
un of vertical pipe , as for
magnetic flowmeters .
pH Indu strial pH Downstream of lime ± 0.1 units of pH Sensor must be located so that
probe addition points lag in pH measurement is
smal l.
Su ffers from drift, and
requires frequent re-
calibration.
Pulp level Bubble tube , float Last cell of each ± 5-10% Pulp level can be difficult to
with position bank (near to the measure because the pulp-
sensor or tailings valve) froth interface is not well
conductivity defined.
probe
Bubbl e tubes estimate pulp
level from back pres sure
applied by the pulp liquid , and
this changes with pulp
density.
Sump level Bubble tube, float In each sump ± 2-5 % Mea surements are reasonably
with position accurate beca use the froth has
sensor or collapsed and the sump
conductivity contents there fore presents a
probe clean liquid surface .
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Typicall\lanipulated Variables in Flotation Circuits (Schroder, 1999)
Manipulated Aspect of Circuit Speed of Comments
Variable Performance Response
Affected
Additions of Whole circuit Slow Collector, which selectively absorbs onto particles,
reagent to performance ren dering them hydrophobic.
feed Frother, which reduces surface tensi on at the air-water
interface, resulting in fine r bubbles and a more stable
frot h.
pH modifiers, pH determines the selec tivity of collector
ads orption by minera ls.
Activators and dep res sants, wh ich modify the tendency
of specific minerals to float.
Reagents are commonly added to the feed, although they
may be supplemented by addi tions at other po ints .
Bank air Rate of recovery Fast Air addition to each bank is split into a number of arterial
additions of each mineral lines that supp ly the individual cell s.
from the bank Bank air rate is normally controlled remotely, while
supply to individual ce lls is contro lled manually.
Increasing air additions will increase the recovery of all
minerals, and may als o increase the amount of entrained
ma terial , leading to increased recovery at a cost to
concentrate grade .
Most often used to control the performance of ind ividual
banks .
Bank ta ilings Bank pulp level Fast Va lve position dete rm ines how fast tail ings flow from a
valve bank, and hence the depth of pulp in the bank.
operung
Va lve position controls bo th the residence time of pulp in
the bank and the froth depth.
Sometimes used to control bank performance, less often
tha n air addi tion .
Water Bank concentrate Fast Water is added to the concen trate from each bank to
additions density, bank froth make it amenable to pumping .
Water may be spra yed over the froth to encourage
drai nage of hydrophi lic gangue ba ck to the pulp.
Water add ition s effectively reduce the pulp density if the
concentrate is ret reated by other banks: this can improve
separation but also reduces the pulp residence time and
increases the pumping requirements.
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Speed of the Sump level Fast Pum ping rate is set to meet the dual requirements of
sump pumps maintaining the sump level and maintaining a steady
flow of concentrate to other uni ts.
Froth Circuit Fast Allow the operator to change where a concentrate stream
diverters configuration flows , to reasonabl y rare in flota tion circuits.
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SOLUTION
DAE 's properties are a mixt ure of those of ordinary differential equations and algebraic
equatio ns. In general they may require a comb ination of solution techniques . Some of these
techniques will be discussed in the following sections for completeness . The general form of a
DAE system is as follows:
where:
dx =f'[x, y, t): Ordinary Differential Equations
dt
g(x, y,t)= 0 : Algebraic equations
Eq C-l
Eq C-2
x Variab les whose time derivatives appea r in the model (differential
varia bles)
y Variables whose time derivat ives do no t appear in the model (algebraic
variables)
For this sys tem to be easy to solve, it must be possible to solve the AE 's ,
g =O
for y, if fixed values of x and t are available.
C.l.l A SIMPLE DAE CASE
Eq C-3




The syste m contains only algeb raic equations and OD E's with a single independent
variable, usually time.
There are as many equations in tota l, whether difference or algeb raic, as there are







App endix C: Other Methods of DAE solution
Initial values are given for as many var iables as there are ODE's.
All variables which do not appe ar as derivat ives occur at least once in the algebraic
equations.
The algebraic equation subset may be solved using the normal methods avai lab le for
AE' s ifvalues are known for all variables which appear as derivatives.
Initial values are available for all variables which appear as derivatives.
The algebraic subset is amen able to a non-iterative direct solution.








with initial conditions: x= 1and y =Oat t=O
Note that:
• There are only AE's and ODE 's with one indep endent var iable t.
• There are 4 equations and 4 vari able s w, x, y, z.
• There are 2 ODE's and two initial conditions are given.





• In the 2 ODE' s, x and y, appear in derivatives. These will be referred to as the
differential variables.
• The remaining variables , w and z, which we will call the algebraic variables, both
appear in the two AE 's .
• If values were known for the differential variables, the algebra ic subset would consist
of two equations in two unkno wns and would, in principle, be solvable.
Thus we have thus satisfied all the main conditions . Additio nally, in this example:
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• Initial conditions are given for both the differential variables.
• The AE's are already both written as formulas, which enables the two algebraic
variables to be calculated directly.
The solution algorithm involves three steps, one of which is performed only once , at the start
of the solution procedure . The other two must each be carried out at each timestep.
Initialisation (once only):
• Initial conditions being given for the different ial variable, the AE 's can be solved for
the algebraic variables.
• The values of all variables are now known at time t=O.
The next two steps must be performed at each timestep. The procedure starts with values for
all variables known at a general time t, and finishes with them calculated at the next time
increment (t+dt) .
a .D.E solution:
• All variables are known at time t (time t = 0 on the first step)
• The right hand sides of the ODE 's , from which values of derivatives can be
calculated, are evaluated and the derivatives determined.
• The new values of the differential variables are calculated by a suitable ODE solving
procedure, for example using:
y(t + dt ) = y et ) + dy = y (t ) + dy(t) dt
dt
Eq C-8
• After this has been performed for all ODE's, the values of the differential variables





The differential variable values being calcula ted above , the AE 's now involve only
the algebraic variables as unkno wns.
Sol ve the AE ' s
All variables are now knO\\TI at time (t+dt).
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C.1.2 EXPLICIT NUMERICAL INTEGRAnON METHODS
C.l.2.l Explicit Euler
The key to any numerical ODE solution is to make a finite difference approximation to the
deri vative. The explicit Euler method makes use of forward difference as follows :
therefore to solve :




speci fy Xo at initial time to and calcul ate f ( r) at to, then the finite difference formula becomes





























Figure C-l: Explicit Euler solution as compared to exact solution
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where h refers to the interval step size . If this step size is small enough, the estimate of X I will
be very close to the actual value.
In terms of the solution of a DAE , once the ODE has been discretised in this fashion , values
are required for all the algebraic variables at t« The integration gives only the differential
variables at tn+ l . The AE 's are then solved for the algebraic variables at tn+1 using the values
calculated for Xn+1 by explicit Euler. Consi stent initial values must be found by solving the
AE's at time towith specified valuesx(O) for the differential variables, i.e. solve :
C.1.2.2
x - x(O) =0




Another widely used numerical method of integration of ODE 's is the Runge-Kutta method .
The Runge-Kutta algorithm is as follo ws:
k, =D.tf(xn,tJ
k2 = D.tf( xn+~kl' tn + ~D.t)
k3 = D.tf( xn +~ k2 ,tn +~ D.t)
k.. =D.tf(Xn + k3 ,tn + D.t )
I
Xn+1 = Xn+- (k, +2k2 +2k3 +kJ6
Eq C-14
If an accurate integration is requi red , the fourth order Runga-Kutta is superior to Euler.
However, if computing speed is the main criterion then Euler is faster as it.has four times less
computations per time step to perform.
C.1.3 IMPLICIT EULER
The Implicit Euler method uses a backw ard difference metho d and simultaneous solution of
the ODE 's and the AE' s. The backward difference is as follows:
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dXI X - x-t - t ~ I a- I
dt tl-tO
The ODE is discretised in the following manner:
Eq C-15
Eq C-16
As can be seen, the function f,,+1and variable Xn+1 are all unknown . It therefore makes sense to
solve the discretised ODE and the AE ' s simultaneously at tn +l . The unknowns in the AE 's are
the differential and algebraic variables at time tn+ l :
X n+I ' Yn+1 Eq C-17
Solution ofxn+1 involves an itera tive procedure if/is non-linear. It is necessary to solve:
g(Xn+l) = xn+1 - xn - hf(xn+1 , tn+l ) = 0
for Xn +l . Each iteration involves the calculation of/at an iterated value of x (k) for Xn+l .
Consider the set ofN linear ODE's
Eq C-18
Xl all a l 2
d x 2 a l 2 an- =
dt




x Vector of variables
A Square matrix of constants
Eq C-19
Eq C-20
Appl ying the implicit Euler algorithm to these equations gives:
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~n+ l =x, + ~~1I+1~tJ Eq C-21
Eq C-22
Using this technique for the set of ODE's, the solution of the set of DAE's can be found as
above.
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TESTING PROGRAM CODE
Below is the code used to create the testing program which was used to test the functionality
of the PlantStar DLL in its early stages of development. The tester was necessary in order to
speed up the debugging time required when using PlantStar. It simply imitates PlantS tar and
puts in the same calls to the member functions of the DLL that PlantStar would whilst
operating .
D.l.I PROGRAM DECLARAnONS
Dim x As New PSTest81BLib.TestClass
'Input section for variables
Private Inflow_Xl(l To 23) As Variant
Private Inflow_X2(1 To 23) As Variant
Private Inflow_X3(l To 23) As Variant
Private Inflow_SMF(1 To 23) As Variant
Private Inflow_FM(l To 23) As Variant
Private Outflow_X I(l To 23) As Variant
Private Outflow_X2(l To 23) As Variant
Private Outflow_X3(l To 23) As Variant
Private Outflow_SMF(l To 23) As Variant
Private Outflow_FM( 1 To 23) As Variant
Private Frothflow_xl(1 To 10) As Variant 'this isn't 23 big?
Private Frothflow_x2(l To 10) As Variant
Private Frothflow xjr l To 10) As Variant
Private Frothflow_smf(l To 10) As Variant
Private Frothflow_fm(l To 10) As Variant
Private Ao(l To 10) As Variant
Private ho(l To 10) As Variant 'this should be ho
Private H_o(l To 14) As Variant 'Th is should be Ho but because of VB had
to make it H 0
Private ko(l To 10, 1 To 4) As Variant
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Private Pmo(1 To 14) As Variant
'Observe section
'Cell s
Private Observe_Unit_l(1 To 19) As Variant
Private Observe Unit 2(1 To 19) As Variant- -
Private Observe Unit 3(1 To 19) As Variant- -
Private Observe_Unit_4(1 To 19) As Variant
Private Observe_Unit_5(1 To 19) As Variant
Private Observe_Unit_6(1 To 19) As Varian t
Private Observe_Unit_7(1 To 19) As Variant
Private Observe_Unit_8(1 To 19) As Variant
Private Observe_Un it_9(1 To 19) As Variant
Private Observe_Unit_lO(1 To 19) As Variant
'Mills
Private Observe_Unit_ll (1 To 12) As Variant
Private Observe_Unit_12 (1 To 12) As Variant
'Surge tanks
Private Observe_Unit_13(1 To 11) As Variant
Private Observe_Unit_14(1 To 11) As Variant
'Product Streams
'Private Observe_Unit_15(l To 5) As Variant
'Private Observe_Unit_16(1 To 5) As Variant
'Private Observe_Unit_17(l To 5) As Variant
'Private Observe_Unit_18(l To 5) As Variant
'Private Observe_Unit_19(l To 5) As Variant
'Private Observe_Unit_20 (l To 5) As Variant
'Private Observe_Unit_21 (l To 5) As Variant
'Private Observe_Unit_22 (l To 5) As Variant
'Private Observe_ Unit_23(l To 5) As Variant
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'Output sect ion
Private Unit_ l( l To 22) As Variant
Private Unit_2(1 To 22) As Variant
Private Unit_3(1 To 22) As Variant
Pr ivate Unit_4( 1 To 22) As Variant
Private Unit 5(1 To 22) As Variant
Private Unit_6(1 To 22) As Variant
Private Unit_7(1 To 22) As Variant
Private Unit 8(1 To 22) As Variant
Private Unit 9(1 To 22) As Variant
Private Unit 10(1 To 22) As Variant
Private Unit_ll(1 To 14) As Variant
Private Unit 12(1 To 14) As Variant
Private Unit_13(1 To 13) As Variant
Private Unit_ 14(1 To 13) As Variant
Private Unit_l 5(1 To 6) As Variant
Private Unit_16(1 To 6) As Variant
Private Unit_l 7(1 To 6) As Variant
Private Unit_18(1 To 6) As Variant
Private Unit_l 9(1 To 6) As Variant
Private Unit_20(1 To 6) As Variant
Private Unit_2l (1 To 6) As Variant
Private Unit_22(1 To 6) As Variant
Private Unit_23(1 To 6) As Variant
Private CONSTRAINTFROMLAS T As Long
Private STARTATLAST As Long
Private LOADLASTMT As Long
D.1.2 THE FORi\I LOAD CODE
Private Sub Fonn_LoadO
Dim i As Long
'Create instance of DLL
Set x = New PSTest8lBLib.TestClass
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'Initialise arra ys, so that the Var iants in the arrays will have the CORRECT
TYPES
For i = I To 22
Unit_l (i) = CDbl(O)
Unit_2(i) = CDbl(O)









For i = 1 To 14
Unit_II (i) = CDbl(O)
Unit_I2(i) = CDbl(O)
Next




For i = I To 6
Unit_15 (i) = CDbl(O)
Un it_1 6(i) = CDbl(O)
Unit_l 7(i) = CDbl(O)
Un it_I 8(i) = CDbl(O)
Unit_I9(i) = CDbl(O)
Unit_20( i) = CDbl(O)
Unit_21( i) = CDbl(O)
Unit_22 (i) = CDbl(O)
Unit_23 (i) = CDbl(O)
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Next
CONSTRAINTFROMLAST = CLng(O)
STARTATLAST = CLn g(O)





D.l.3 THE RUN CODE
STARTATLAST,
Private Sub Command 1_Clickt )
Call x.Execute(Inflow_X 1, Inflow_X2, Inflow_X3, Inflow_SMF ,
Inflow_FM, Outflow_Xl , Outflow_X2 , Outflow_X3 , Outflow_SMF,
Outflow_FM, Frothflow_x1, Frothflow_x2, Frothflow_x3 , Frothflow_smf,
Frothflowfm, Ao, ho, H_o , ko, Pmo, Observe_Unit_I , Observe_Unit_2,
Observe_Unit_3, Obse rve_Unit_4, Observe_Unit_5 , Observe_Unit_6,
Observe_Unit_7, Observe_Unit_8, Observe_Unit_9, Observe_Unit_IO,
Observe_Unit_Il , Obse rve_Unit_I2, Observe_Unit_13 , Observe_Unit_I4,
Unit_I, Un it_2, Unit_3 , Un it_4, Unit_5, Unit_6, Un it_7 , Unit_8 , Unit_9,
Unit_10, Unit_II , Unit_I2, Unit_I3 , Unit_I4, Unit_15 , Unit_I 6, Unit_I 7,
Unit_ I8, Unit_ 19, Unit_20, Unit_21, Unit_22 , Unit_23)
End Sub
It should be noted that the testing pro gram only contains 14 of the 23 element arrays as far as
the observations are concerned . Thi s was nece ssary to ensure that the number of variables
passed between the DLL and the test ing program was kept below the maximum number that
the Microsoft Visual Basic program can handle.
D.l.4 SHUTDOW~CODE




D.l.5 EXAMPLE OF THE DISPLAY COD E FOR PRIMARY ROUGHER 1
Private Sub Command2_ClickO
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Picture I.CI s
For i = I To 22





APPENDIX E MATLAB COMPILER
INFORMATION
MATLAB is a very powerful mathematical program that is simple and easy to operate. It is
therefore very popular when creating mathematically intensive programs or simulations, as it
has optimised matrix and vector handling rou tines that are difficult to match in speed and
efficiency using other software such as C++ or Visual Basic. As was discussed earlier in
section 6.2.3 the dynamic observer model uses MATLAB to perform its large matrix
inversions needed by the Kalman filter solution. The DOM has the option of using the
MATLAB engine directly, which it achieves through command line calls to an open instance
of the MATLAB command window or by the use of stand alone applications that read and
write from files saved to the hard disk. The later method makes use of an M-File that has been
compiled using the MATLAB compiler to create a stand-alone application. This allows for
the M-File code that was created inside MATLAB and used by MATLAB to be portable and
run independently of the MATLAB program.
An example of this method can be seen below which was created to find the average values of
a large amount of data from a database using a centred average of a moving widow:
The M-File Code:
function [] = dataJeductionO





ncolumns = mSize(l ,2) ;
window_size = 20;
sample_int = 20;
temp = zeros(window_si ze,ncolumns);
temp_sum = zeros(l,ncolumns) ;
data_avg =zerosfwindow_size,ncolumns);
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It should be noted here that for the comp ilation to be successful the file name of the M-File
must correspond to the function name . In the MATLAB command window the following is
inputted in order to call the MATLAB comp iler and to create the stand-alone appl ication:
mcc data reduction-e
This would then create a file called dataj eduction.exe, which would be accessible from the
windows command prompt. The stand-alone appl ications for solving the. linear solution and
filer solutions for the EKF in the DOM were created in a similar way.
Another useful feature of the MATLAB compiler is an add-in toolbox for Visual C++, which
allows for the addition of M-Files to C++ projects with all the necessary libraries and
funct ions used by MATLAB automatically included into the projec t. This method was
successfully carri ed out for small projects and manipulations of matrices, howeve r it was not
possible to implement into the dynamic link library for use with PlantS tar. Further research
into this method of utilising the MATLAB compiler is required in order to success fully use
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this tool and end the dependence of the solution on the use of the MATLAB engine as this
creates portability issues.
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VARIABLE HANDLING BETWEEN
PLANTSTAR AND MODEL CLASS
Looking at figure 6-2, Th e structure which a typical process uni t of the plant takes, can be
seen i.e. all its relevant proces s variables requ ired to fully describe it at any point in time .
These would then be updated if available from any plant measuring devices insta lled on the
plant. PlantStar would then transfer this information to the DOM DLL throug h a referenced
array. For example con sider the simp le case, which shou ld be available on most plants
including the one in question, the pulp level, H_o on the tree. The name, H_o, was chosen so
as to maintain consis tency with the model's definitions of variables and stands for Pulp
Height observed on the plant.
In the inpu ts sect ion of the process stra tegies algorithm, the input tree structure is displayed in
figure 6-6 on whic h the H_ 0 referenced variable is visible. The value property of this variable
is as follows:
Plant Oefinition\Flotation circuit\*\H o\Value
which is similar to the Inflow_X I variable that is shown in the diagram. This means that the
referenced array, H_o, will look for the H_o value for each proce ss unit in the Flotation
circuit tree structure and place it into the H_o array in the order in which they are found.
Therefore the first element in the H_o array would be the value of the Primary Rougher I
pulp height and the last element in this array would be the last process unit that has a process
variable named H_o and has an accompanying value set.
This array is then passed into the DLL on each time step and is converted into a
cMatrix<double> format by the follo wing line of code :
VariantToInput(&H_o , m.Ho PS);
The "rn" indic ates the instance of the mode l class and "HoPS" is the pulp height value
rece ived from PlantStar, hence the "PS" suffix. All of the inputs to the model from the plant
are processed in a similar way inside the OLL before being passed onto the model class .
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If the pulp he ight of the Pr imary Rougher 1 was be ing observed, then the observation tree
structure would have a 1 value against thi s element, namely element 18, in the ob servation
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Figure F-l: The Observation Tree structure for Unit 1
It can be seen that the Observe_Unit_l array has 24 eleme nts in it and tha t the value of the
18th element is 1.
The model class uses the array of 'HoR' , indexed by unit. As a resu lt, there is no 18th element
in thi s array and the en try regarding the observation of the pulp level for the Primary Rougher
1 or Unit 1 is in fact:
HoR(1 ,I ) = 1
The first Unit is Primary Ro ugher 1 and therefore the first entry in the array is for Uni t 1.
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To overcome this, a large Observation matrix was created inside the DLL's class and all the
observations were re-indexed in the following manner:




2) The cMatrix observation array is placed into a large cMatrix<double> matrix, called
Observation_Matrix, for example:
long num_var_Obs_Cells, num_var_Obs_MiIls, num_var_Obs_Surge,
num_var_Obs_PStreams; ,




Observe_Matrix(l ,i) = cObserve_Unit_l(i,I);
This places the c_Obsereve_Unit_l array into the first row of the Observe_Matrix.
All other observation arrays from PlantStar are handled in the same way and are
placed into this one large matrix.
3) The arrays used by the model class are then referenced out of the Observe_Matrix,
taking for example the observed variable of Ho for Unit 1:
for (i=l;i<=(rn.C+m.MT);i++)
m.HoRPS(i,1) = (Observe_Matrix(i ,18) !=0);
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The value of Observe_Matrix(1,18) would be 1 and therefore the value of
m.HoRPS(l, 1) would also be 1 and the model class array would then correlate to the
P1antStar array.
Once new values for all the variables are calculated by the extended Kalman filter, they are
stored in variable arrays inside the Model class. Therefore a similar method to that used to re-
index the observation arrays coming from PlantS tar, is required to pass the data out of the
DLL as arrays for each process unit.
Take for example the new predicted level of the pulp in the Primary Rougher 1 or Unit 1. This
new value is in the array H( 1, I) and must be placed into cMatrix<double> Unit_I as the 21SI
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Figure F-2: The outputs tree structure in the plant definition file for Unit 1
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To achieve this , a large output matrix is crea ted called Output_Matrix. All of the process
variable arrays from the model class are then placed into this one large matrix and the
individual Unit 's arrays are indexed out of it. For example, in the case of the predicted value
for Unit I pulp height:
I) The model class arrays are placed into Output_Matrix as follows
for (i=l ;i<=(m.C+m.MT);i++)
if (m.HPS(i ,1» Output_Matrix(i,21)= m.HPS(i, 1);
2) Once all of the model class arrays have been placed into the Output_Matrix each
individual Unit can be taken out as the rows of Output_Matrix. The Units arrays
are placed into cMatrix<double> arrays as follows for Unit 1 or cUnit_1 :
cUnit_1 .Init(27,1,0.0);
for (i=l ;i<=27 ;i++)
cUnit_l(i,l) = Output_Matrix(l ,i);
}
3) Now cUnit I can be converted to a Variant to be passed back to PlantStar as
follows :
OutputToVariant(Unit_l , cUnit_1);
Unit_1 is the Variant pointer defined in the Execute member function of the
~LL an~ cUnit_1 is the internal array used to store the Primary Rougher 1
information.
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Flotation circuits usually use dart valves to control the pulp level and the flow of material
from one flotation cell to the next. These dart valves are normally on some form ofcomputer
control and therefore are an opportunity to obtain some idea of material flows around the
plant. MINTEK developed a program known as FloatStar® that controls pulp level of
flotation circuits and minimises disturbances. This program is available as a "plugin" module
with PlantStar and therefore provides valve positions to the control software. Some testing
was carried out on the pilot plant at LONMIN in order to calibrate their dart valves. The
problem with this form of calibration is that it is empirical and dart valve specific. Also the
material flow through the dart valve is not uniform and may vary depending upon the
amount of agitation in the cell. However to obtain some indication of whether this is a viable
indictor of material flows, water was passed through the cells and the flowrates measured at
different dart valve positions.
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Figure G-l:
Mass Flowrate of Water kg/s
Dart valve calibration to determine mass flowrates from valve positions on
LONMIN's pilot plant
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The results above are promising, however more tests need to be carried out with pulp flow
through the valves inste ad of water, to obtain a more accurate representation. If all of the dart
valves on the plant are cal ibrated in this way , the mass flows around the circuit become
identifiable by simply looking at the dart valve position .
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SOLUTION PARAMETERS
In order to accommodate the wide rang e of operating conditions on the plant, the model 's
solution is flexible. Thi s accommodates real-t ime model solut ion tuning by mak ing use of a
pertinent set of model tuning parameters that are available in real -time through the model
tuning parameter GUr. All of the solution para meters will be described here for completeness.
H.I MODEL SOLUTION PARAMETER SET
Within the "model.cpp" file mentioned in section 6.2.2.2 ther e is a solution parameter block
in which key solution control parameters are defined. Some of the se solution control
parameters are made available to the user by means of the model tuning parameters GUI, but
most of them are set statically in this section of code. What follows is a short description of
each of them obtained from, Mulholland et al. (2003) along with its default value used in the
modelling of LONMIN Eastern Platinum's B-Stream flotat ion circuit.
dtma x = 0.02: The maximum time step to be used in the solution (h) .
pcmove tol=lO : Maximum percentage move for any one variable before re-evaluation
of Jacobians (%).
pertfr = 0.01: Fracti on of Range (upper constraint - lower constraint) to be used as
a perturb ation step in periodic re-determination of system Jacob ians
minre spfr = O.O*pertfr: Min imum recognised fractional value respon se of right-hand-sides of
different ial and algebraic equations on perturbation (otherwise term
omitted, which has a benefit in Sparse modes: 0.01*pertfr has been
used at times).
minrange=le-8: Protection against convergent constra ints: the rrurumum value of




SM = le-8 :
SMM = l e-12:
SMMM = le-1 4:
SMweedMt = 0:
SMweedCM = 0:
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the Kalm an Filter error covarian ce matrices Q and R (units are those
of the variable concerned).
Maximum number of iterations allowed for convergence of state
transition matrices [ e~t. l_ IWI equation 4-22 and e~t.t equation 4-21.
Fractional change tolerance for state tran sition matrix (matrix
exponential) converge nce .
Smallest allowed Flow or Mass Inventory value to protect against
divide-by-zero (units are those of the variable concerned : ie. th-
I
or t).
Sma llest allowed dyjj (perturbation response), or g(equation
sensitivity based on largest linear term), or variable size used in
fractional observation error report (units are those of the variab le
concerned: ie. th-I , t, m (level), m3h-1 (air flow) , or h-I (k values)) .
Smallest value allowed for perturbation response or corresponding
Jacobian term (units are effectively those of the variable concerned:
i.e. th-I, t, m (level), rrr' h' (air flow), or h-I (k values) OR the ratio of
any two of these). SMMM is also used as the weeding threshold in
changema t in the sparse calculation (secti on 6.2 .3.3) of the state
transition matrices.
When the Kalman Filter covariance matrix Mt is calculated using
sparse matrix techniques, this is the smallest size of element left in
the matrix at the weeding step. If this parameter is set as a negative, a
minimum of two elem ents is left in anyone row regardless of size
(units depend on the variables concerned: ie. the product of any two
of: th" , t, m (level), m' h" (air flow), or h-I (k valuesj).
When the Kalman Filter covariance matrix Mt is updated using
sparse matr ix techniques (section 6.2.3.3), this is the sma llest size of
element left in the intermediate eM matri x at the weeding step. If this
parameter is set as a negative, a minimum of two elements is left in
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When the Kalman Filter covariance matrix Mt is updated using
sparse matrix techniques (section 6.2.3.3), this is the smallest size of
element left in the intermediate CMCI matrix at the weeding step. If
this paramete r is set as a negat ive, a minimum of two elements is left
in anyone row regardless of size (units depend on the variables
concerned).
Smallest allowed upper constra int (units are those of the variable
concerned: ie. th" , t, m (level), rrr'h' (air flow), or h'l (k value s)).
Factor to determine smallest allowed upper constraint as a fraction of
the actual or default observat ion value.
Smallest solid s flow allowed, used e.g. to set non-zero value of solids
flow in a pure water stream, for divide-by-zero protection (th"),
Smallest liquid flow allowed, used to prevent divide-by-zero (th-') .
Maximum allo wed Jacobian term (function derivat ives by variables)
(units depend on the variables concerned: ie. the ratio of any two of:
th' , t, m (level), rrr' h" (air flow), or h-' (k valuesj) .
Matrix Solution TOLERANCE fractio n = l e-3: Convergence tolerance of Conjugate
Gradient method used in the sparse option for solution of the linear
sys tem of equations for the Kalman filter gain .
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Matrix Solution Shrink Tol = 1e-8: Sparse matrix weeding threshold invoked optionally in
Conjugate Gradient method used in the sparse opt ion for solution of
the linear system of equations for the Kalman filter gain .
Mt START=O.OI:
nFirstKrecalc = I :
Kint = 10:
QRIOO = 1:
Value used to initialise the entire diagonal of the Kalman filter
covariance matrix 1\'1( at startup, or, if requested, when the
observation pattern changes. A bigger value will give lower filter
gain init ially, and slower adjustment of the variables initially.
On the first occasion that the Kalman filter ga in is calculated, ie. after
initialising 1\'11above, using the recursion of equations 4-23 and 4-25 ,
the sequence 4-23 , 4-25 is repeated nFirstKrecalc time s, aiming to
achieve the steady-state Kalman gain which would apply under the
initial prevailing conditions .
Once the process is quite steady, new evaluations of the Kalman gain
matrix K( (and 1\'11) will not be triggered e.g. by p cmove_tol above.
To ensure that this matrix is up-to -da te and convergent, it is forced to
be re-e valuated Kint time-steps after the last evaluation.
Denominator facto r of square-root of diagon alelements of both Q
and R error covari ance matrices used in Kalman filter. Complete Q
and R matrices are scaled equally, so there is no net effect on the
Kalman filter gain. However, when solutions are found using the
sparse opti on, this factor can be used to manip ulate the average size
of terms appearing in certain equations, affec ting sparseness and
accuracy .
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fast response factor=0 .5: Th is is a factor applied to the basic model time-step dt,
(which is close to the max imum allowed step dtmax) , in order to
determine a rela tively fast time-constant t for use in equation 4-12 , to
determine the speed of response of the "incidental variables" z (flows
etc.) . The same r is used to determine the minimum allowed time-
constant for the only other short-response equations, the froth mass-
balance differential equations. The maximum of either t or the
correct time-constant (mass inventory / mass throughput) is used.
When this is restricted to t for anyone cell , the warning "Integration
in froth artificially slowed down" is reported (if the fractional
adjustment is below SlowReportLevel) . Bearing in mind the type of
time-resolution required of the model, this minor interference to
reduce the stiffness of the set is certainly justified by the larger
integration time-step permitted.
yo err factor =0 .05 : This is a factor used as a multiplier in the square-root of all Q and R
terms which concern the tracking of observed variables (For state
variables these will appe ar in the first terms of R and for observed
incidental varia bles they will appear in the latter terms of Q) . It is
used as an overall adj ustment on the observation (yo) tracking:
smaller values will cause closer tracking (units are effectively the
inverse of the var iable concerned).
yu err factor=1.0: Th is is a factor used as a multiplier in the square-root of all Q terms
which concern the unobserved incidental variables. It is used as an
overall adjustment on the rate of migrat ion of these values as they
attempt to balance the algebraic equations. For smaller values, greater
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This is a factor used as a multiplier in the square-root of all R terms
which concern the algebraic equations (ie. to force these equations to
balance to zero). It is used as an overall adjustment on the importance
allocated by the filter to balancing the algebraic equations - the
smaller this term, the mor e accurately they will balance (units are
effectively the inverse of the variable con cerned).
This is a factor used as a multiplier in the square-root of all R terms .
It is used as an overall adjustment on the importance allocated to
what would normall y be the "observation" part of a Kalman filter ,
and thus has a direct bearing on the overall filter gain - the smaller
Rfactor, the greater the filter gain, in general (units are effectively the
inverse of the variable concerned).
MinFrothHeight=O .O I: Minimum allowed froth height, to maintain a minimal inventory (m).
FrScale=1000: Scaling factor used to obta in larger numerical values for froth
inventories . At 1000 it repre sents these as kg instead of 1. This
adjustment is useful in the case of sparse solution options, to reduce
numerical round-off error (kg/t) .
SlowReportLevel=O.80: As discussed under fas t respo nsefactor above, some froth
derivatives may be slowed down to reduc e stiffness. When anyone
froth is reduced to less than SlowReportLevel of its correct speed of
response , a warning message reports "Integration in froth artificia lly
slowed down ".
ncalls until reevaluation=30 : Once the process IS quite steady, new eva luations of the
Jacobi ans and the Q and R matrices will not be triggered e.g. by
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pcmovetol above . To ensure that these matrices are up-to-date, they
are forced to be re-e valuated after ncalls_untilJeevaluation time-
steps after the last evaluation. This also leads to a Kalman Filter
covariance M[ and gain K[ re-evaluation.
autoexpand=O.4:
shrink=0.95:
See section H-2 . The current value of the 'c ' parameter of anyone
variable is recalculated on each time -step to be the maximum of
either shrinkxtpresent 'c' value) or (1+autoexpand) x(present value
of the variable) . The upper constraint is in general subsequently
defined as 2x(' c ' parameter) .
Factor for shrinking constraints if a variable decreases - see section
H-2 and auto expand.
MAX av obserr pc=5: Average percentage deviation from observations (and percent error in
algebraic equations) before reporting using "Av Observation error
PC greater than limit" . The average deviation is calculated as the
arithmetic avera ge of percentage deviation for just those variables
which are presently being observed, PL US the imbalance for each
algebraic equation, expressed as a percentage of the largest linear
term in each equation. Thu s, for example if there are 10 observations
each deviating by I0%, and 10 equations, each deviating by 5%, a
7.5% error will be reported (The av_obserryc is also continuously
available for plott ing).
MAX av deriverr pc = 5: If the errors specified for the first few terms of the Q matrix,
affecting the state variables , are too large, the states can appear to be
stead y, yet the right-hand-sides of the differential equations do not
evaluate to zero. To detect this situat ion, the MAX_av_deriverryc
define s a threshold for av_deriverry c, above which "A v Derivative
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error PC grea ter than limit" is reported . Clearly the av_deriverry c
term, which is continuously available for plotting , etc , is expected to
be non-zero during transient s, but it should never be persistently non-
zero. It is evaluated as the percentage ratio of the derivative to the
largest linear term on the right-hand-side, avera ged for all differential
equations . One notes tha t if both av__obserrpc and av_deriverrpc
go to zero, one has a fully reconciled stea dy-state system, without
any compromise between observat ions .
LinSolnMethod = 3: There is a choice of 4 solution methods for the most time-consuming
task on a single time-step. This is the evaluation of the Kalman gain
matrix K usin g the equ ation
The inverse is not req uired, so this is effectively solved directly as a
linear set , using MATLAB notation (see equations 4-28 and 4-29):
CM and CMCI each represe nting a sin gle matrix. We note that the
arrays are gene rally large. In the accompanying example, LONMIN
Eastern Platinum circuit, there are over 200 variables , and over 200
equations , plu s the possibility of a large numbe r of observations.
Method 0: NONSPAR SE FILES PASS ED TO EXTERNAL
MATLAB .exe for NONSPARSE SOLUTION: The matrices CM,
CMCI are written in full to text files in the C:\ root direc tory. Then
the standalone pre-compiled MATLAB program,
SolveFilesNS_ Croot.exe, is executed through a _spawnlp command
with a _P_WAIT for com pletion. It uses full non- sparse matri x
methods. Before that program ends, it writes the res ult file for K as
text to the C:\. This is then read for use in the model. NOT E: The
files M ,CM,CMCI are still subject outside of MATL AB to the
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weeding thresholds SMweedMt. SMweedCM and SMweedCMCI
respectively, so these must be set to zero for a completely non-sparse
solution.
Method 1: SPARSE FILES PASSED TO EXTERNAL
MATLAB .exe for SPAR SE SOLUTION : The matrices CM, CMCI
are written in spars e form to text files in the C:\ root directory. Then
the standalone pre-compiled MATLAB program,
SolveFiles_Croot.exe, is executed through a _spawnlp command with
a _P_ WAIT for .completion. It uses full sparse matrix methods.
Before that program ends, it wr ites the sparse result file for K as text
to the C:\ . Th is is then read for use in the model. NOTE: The files
M ,CM,CMCI are subj ect ou tside of MATLAB to the weeding
thresholds SMweedlv!t. SMweedCM and SMweedCAlCI respec tively -
these must be set above zero to invoke some sparseness .
Method 2: SPAR SE METHODS USING OWN SPARSE
MATRIX HANDLING ROUTINES AND CONJUGATE
GRADIENT LINEAR SOLUTION: The files M,CM,CMCI are
subject to the weeding thresholds SMweedMt. SMweedCM and
Slv!weedCMCI respe ctively - these must be set above zero to invoke
some sparseness. Then, within the Conjugate Grad ient routine (over-
ridden "operator /") another weeding threshold operates:
Matrix Solution ShrinkTol (see above) . A con vergence tolerance
Mat rL,,_Solution_TOLERANCEJraction must also be set (see
above).
~Iethod 3: PASSING OF FULL MATRICE S THROUG H
~IEMORY TO CO-RESIDENT MATLAB ENG il\T£, EMP LOYING
FULL-MATRIX TECHNIQUES : Thi s is the fastest and most
accurate method, employing a sophisticated linear solution optimiser
within MATLAB (Method 1 presumably also uses th is, but is
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apparently slowed down by the file transfers) . However, Method 3
does require that MATLAB itself is running on the computer: The
Model program starts and stops MATLAB using engOpen and
engClose commands.
Amongst the top three consu mers of computation time was the
evaluation of the matr ix equa tion :
M = A[I-KC]MAT+Q
Again, the user can select from several solution methods:
Method 0: NO NSPARSE FIL ES PASSED TO EXTERNAL
MATLAB .exe for NONSPARS E SOLUTION: The matrices are
wri tten in full to text files in the C:\ root directory. Then the
standalone pre-c omp iled MATLAB program,
SolveFilterNS_ Croot.exe is executed through a _spawnlp command
with a _P_ WAIT for completion. It uses full non-sparse matrix
methods. Before that program ends, it wri tes the result file for M as
text to the C:\. Th is is then read for use in the model. NOTE: The file
M is still subject outs ide of MATLAB to the weeding threshold
SMweedMt. respectively, so this must be set to zero for a completely
non-sparse solution.
:\Iethod 1: NONSPARSE MATRICES PROCESSED USING
!vI .MULHOLLAND 'S FULL MATRLX ROUTINES for
NON SPAR SE SOLUTION: The ove rridden operators available with
the cMatrix Clas s provided by others, allows the direct evaluation of
the expre ssion.
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Method 2: SPARSE METHODS USING M.MULHOLLAND 'S
SPARSE MATRIX HANDLING ROUTINES : The files A,K,C and
Q are not subjected to weeding , but M can be weeded outside of this
calculation depending on SMweedMt.
Method 3: PASS ING OF FULL MATRICES THROUGH
MEMORY TO CO-RESIDENT MATLAB ENGINE, EMPLOYING
FULL-MATRIX TECHNIQUES: This is the fastest method.
However, it doe s require that MATLAB itself is running on the
computer: The Model program starts and stops MATLAB using
engOpen and engClose comma nds.
REINITIALISE Mt FOR NEW OBSMODE = l: The matrix M has a fixed
speedupfacto r = 1.0:
dimension (side = number of variables) , and does not change in size
as the observa tion pattern changes (unlike C, K) . A few observat ion
changes wi ll have a limi ted impact on the elements , so it will
generally be less disrup tive to continue updating (equations 4-23 , 4-
25) from the last value of 1\1 after an observation pattern change,
rather than to re-initialise th is Kalman filter covariance matrix
(diagonal reset to Mt_START) . Nevertheless, this option is provided
here for those who think differently. In tests done, little noticeable
disruption occurs by either opt ion .
For normal real- time pace, this should be 1.0. It can be set different ly
directly from the Plan tStar GUI. Once the "Historical Playback" and
"Play forward" opti ons are implemented, there wi ll be a case to
operate the solu tion faster than real -time. This feature has proved
useful in development and diagnosis.
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The following are the tunin g and solution paramete rs which were deemed the most pertinent
to the solutions and as such were made available in real-time to the user through the model









Re-Initial ise Covariance matrix
Model Speed-Up factor
H.2 AUTOMATIC COYARIANCE MATRIX TECHNIQUE
Some form of an expression was required to determine the likely maximum value of each
variable automatically, for example
SSc(i,j ) =_max(Xc(iJ) *Hw(i) *AF(i) *rhoSmax
where the maximum inventory of component j in cell i is its maximum mass fract ion
multiplied by the pulp inventory based on the maxi mum pulp density of materi al at the plant.
The 'c' suffix denotes that a variable is a range value, whilst the '0 ' su ffix denotes an
observed value. This made the handling of variables inside the code consistent and easily
read able. At startup the range variables can be set to the defa ult obse rvation set or the last
saved set in the data file "LASTCQNSTRAINTS.bin", after which the range is shrunk of
expanded every mod el time step according to
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Jor (i=l ; i<= Xc. tiRow; i+ +)
for O=l ;j<=Xc.nCol; j ++)
Xc(i,j) = _ max( _ max(SMcf*_ max(Xo(i,j) ,XtypOJ),
_ max(shrink*Xc(i,j) , (l «autoexpand) *X(i,j))) , SMc) ;
Here shrink continuou sly attempts to reduce the 'c ' variable, whilst autoexpand will not let it
drop below a point 40% above its present value. Moreover if a variable finds itself higher , the
' c' value will expand on each step until it is itsel f 40% higher than the new value. On the
other side of the scale , the ' c ' variable is prevented from dropping below a maximum of either
a fixed minimum value , SMc or a set small fract ion of the actual or default observation, SMcJ
(Mulholland et al., 2003 ).
The constraint variables (' c') thus define a value, wh ich the states and incidental variables
(such as flow s) are not expected to exceed. For all the model variables, the corresponding 'c '
values are multiplied by 2 to determine an upper constraint. A lower constraint is also
defin ed for all variables as zero , except in the cases of the flotation rate constants, which are
prevented form dropping below 0.1% of their nominal obse rvation values. In the operation of
the Kalman filter , those variables that attempt to move outside the constraint range are
' clipped ' back to the corresponding limit. The upper constraint will then expand to
accommodate such var iables on subseque nt time steps . In th is way a meaningful range of
each variable is maintained to form the basis of the calculation of the expected modelling or
measurement errors, Q and R respectively, as a nominal error fraction of the present
constraint range . This form of internal "normal isation" will result in, for example, a 10%
adjustment of platinum mass fract ion of 4.6x I0-6 a 10% adjustment in chrome mass fraction
of 0.24 (Mulholland et aI., 2003 ).
In a typ ical solution, the following Q, R policy has been found effective: .
observed state: R diagonal element as: (Error*yo_errJactor*RJactor*RangeIQR100/
equations R diagonal element as: (Error *L errJ actor "Rfactor*RangelQR100/
Q diagonal element as: (Error *LerrJactor*RangeIQR100/
observed incidental: Qdiagonal elements as: (Error *yo_errJactor*RangeIQR100/
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unobserved incidental: Q diagonal elements as: (Error *yu_errJactor *Range/QRl 00/
Typical values used for states and incidental variables have been :
0.1 for OBSERVED variables and 1.0 for UNOBSERVED variables
yo err factor: 0.05 (for overall adjustment of observation tracking)
f err factor: 0.10 (for overall adjustment of compliance with differential and algebraic
equations)
yu err factor: 1.00 (move suppression of unobserved incidental variables)
Rfactor: 1.00 (overall adjustment of all R elements)
QR100: 1.00 (overall adjustment of all Q and R elements for numerical reasons)
It is only in the case of the flotation rate constants k that Error goes to 10.0 instead of 1.0 for
the UNOBSERVED case, in order to enhance the mobility of k in identification mode. An
option also exists to set a fixed absolute error for any variable (by setting it as the negative).
In the cases of the algebraic and differential equations, the Range is determined by the largest
linear term in the equation expression (whilst for the variables it is the difference between
upper and lower constraints). The Error values used in the equations are typically 0.1 for the
differential equations, and 1.0 for the rest (Mulholland et aI, 2003).
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Figure 1-1: The Primary Mill CUI
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Figure 1-3: The Secondary Mill GUI
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Figure 1-6: The Graph Links GUI
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Figure 1-9: Det a iled C UI of Unit 3
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APPENDIXJ THE KALMAN FILTER
J. 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE KALMAN FILTER
The Kalman filter is named after Rudo lph E. Kalman, who published his famous paper
describing a recursive solution to the discrete -data linear filtering problem (Kalman, 1960).
The Kalman filter is, essentially, a set of mathematical equations that implement a predictor-
corrector type estimator that is optimal in the sense that it minimises the estimated error
covariance when some presumed conditions are met.
If a dynamic process is considered, described by an 11-th order difference equation of the form
Eq J-l
where
u, Zero-mean whi te random noise
and initial values (yo ,Y-I , .. . ,Y-n+/) are zero-mean random variables with a known 11 x 11
covariance matrix. Using some basic conditions, this difference equation can then be re-
written as:
Yi-t- I (to (tJ (In_2 (I n _ I v ·0 - I I
v- I 0 0 0 )'j - I 0- I
Xi ... 1 E V = 0 I 0 0 + () IIi- i-I s , - 2
Yi- n +2 0 0 0 Yj - II ... I
0
- -- , ~ '--.,..-J.4 -'j G
Eq J -2(Weich and
Bishop, 2001)
wh ich lead s to the state-space mode l
Eq J-3
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Eq J-4
or in the more general form
Eq J-S
Eq J-6
Equat ion J-3 represents the way in which a new state, Xi +l , IS modelled as a linear
combination of both the pre vious state, Xi ' and some process no ise IIi . Equation J-4 describes
the way in which the process measurements or observations, Yi' are derived from the internal
state, Xi ' These two equations are sometimes referred to as the process model and the
measurement model respectively, and serve as the basis for most linear estimation methods.
The basic problem of determining or estimatin g the internal states of a linear system, given
access only to the systems outputs, is known as the observer des ign problem. Typically, the
approaches to this basic problem are based on the state space models described above (Welch
and Bishop, 2001). One of these approache s is the Kalman filter, which will be described in
the next section.
1.2 THE DISCRETE KALMAN FILTER
The original formulation put forward by Kalman in 1960 was the Discrete Kalman filter ,
where measurements occur and the state is estimated at discrete points in time . The Kalman
filter addresses the general problem of trying to estimate the state, X E ~ n ,of a discrete-time
controlled proce ss that is governed by the linear stochastic difference equation
Eq J-7
with a measurement, Z E 91 m , that is
Eq J-8
where:
A n x II matrix relating the state from th previous time step, k-l , to
the state at the current time step , k
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B 11 X I matrix relating the optional control input, ii E ~ I , to the state
xk
C m x n matrix relating the states to the measurements, Zk
'" k Random variable representing the process noise
Vk Random variable representing the measurement noise
In practise the process noise covariance, Q, and the mea surement noise covariance, R,
matrices might change with each time step or measurement, however here they are assumed
to be constant along with, C.
x- E ~ n is defined as the a priori state estimate at step k, given knowledge of the process
priori to step k, and x E ~ n to be the a p osteriori state estimate at step k, given measurement
Zk : The a priori and a posteriori estimate errors can then be defined as
The a priori estimate error covariance is then
T
M~ =E[e~e~ ]





In deri ving the Kalman filter equations an equa tion IS first found that computes an a
posteriori state estimate, Xk , as a linea r combination of an a priori estimate, x~, and a
weighted difference between an actual measurement, Zk' and a measurement prediction,
CX~ , depicted below
Eq J-13
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The difference (z k - Cx~) in equa tion J-13 is referred to as the mea surement innovation or
residual. The residual reflects the discrepancy between the predicted measurement, Cx~, and
the actual measurement, Zk • A residual of zero means that the two are in complete agreement.
The n x m matrix, K, in equation J-13 is chosen as the gain or blending factor which
minimises the a posteriori error covariance, equation J-12. With some manipulations of the
above equations , the form of K can be found that minimises equation J-12 and is given by:
Eq J-14
Looking at equation J-14 it can be seen that as the measurement error covariance , R,




It is also noted that as the a priori estimate error covariance, M ~ , approaches zero , the gain ,




A more simplistic way of thinking about the weighting, K, is that as the measurement error
covariance matrix, R , approaches zero, the actual measurement, Zk' is trusted more and
more , whil e the predicted measu rement, Cx~ , is trusted less and less. On the other hand as
the a priori est imate error covariance , IVI ~ , approaches zero the actua l measurement, Zk ' is
trusted less and less while the predicted measurement , Cx~ , is trusted more and more.
The Kalman filter equations fall into two groups, time update equations and measurement
update equations. Time update equations are responsible for projecting forward the current
state and error covar iance est imates to obtain the a priori estimates for the next step . The
measurement update equations are responsible for the feedback, or incorporating the new
measurement into the a prio ri estimate to obtain an improved a p osteriori estimate. The time
update equation s can be thought of as predic tor equations, whilst the measurement equations
can be thou ght of as corrector equations. The specific equations for the time and measurement
updates are presented below.
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Discrete Kalman filter time upd ate equations:
Discrete Kalman filter measurement update equations:






Afte r each time and measurement update pair , the process is repeated with the previous a
p osteriori estimates used to project or predict the new a priori estimates. In this way the
discrete Kalman filte r recursively cond itions the current estimate on all of the past
measurements (Welch and Bishop, 200 1).
J.3 THE EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER
The Discrete Kalman filter addresses the general problem of trying to est imate the state ,
xE 91 n, of a discrete time controlled process that is governed by a linear stochastic
difference equation. A Kalman filter that linearizes about the current mean and covariance is
referred to as an extended Kalman filter (EKF) . The estimation is linearized around the
current estimate using the partial deri vatives of the process and mea surement functions even
with non-l inear relationships. In order to do this, some modificati ons to the discrete Kalman
filter are required. If it is assumed that the process has a state vec tor, xE 91 n ,as before , but
that the process is govern ed by the non-l inear stochastic difference equation
Eq J-22
with measurement Z E 9\'''
Eq J-23
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where:
\V k Random vari able representi ng the process noi se
Vk Random variable representing the measurement noise
In this case the non-linear function, f , in the difference equation (equation J-22 ) relates the
state at the previous time step, k-l , to the state at the current time step, k. It includes as
parameters any driving function, ii k , and the zero-mean process noise, \V k • The non-linear
function, h, in the measurement equation (equation J-23) relates the state , X«> to the
measurement, Zk •
In practise the actual noise, Wk ' and , vk' is not known at each time step , however the state




X k Some a p osteriori estimate of the state (from the previous time
step k)
To estim ate a process with non-line ar difference and measurement relationships, we write
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Xk and 'i k Actual state and measurement vectors
i\ and Zk Approximate state and measurement vectors from equations J-24
and J-25
X k An a p osteriori estimate of the state at step k
,,, k and vk Process and mea surement noise as in equations J-7 and J-8.
A Jacobian matri x of partial derivatives of f with respect to x, that
is
Eq J-28
W Jacobian matrix of part ial derivatives offwith respect to 'v ,
Eq J-29
H Jacobian matrix of part ial der ivatives of h with respect to x,
Eq J-30
V Jacob ian matrix of part ial derivatives of h with respect to v,
Eq J-31
The references [i], [j], and [i,j] have been included to clarify the construction of the Jacobian
matrices.
Redefining the notation for the prediction error,
Eq J-32
and the measurement residual ,
Eq J-33
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In practise, xk ' in equat ion J-32 is not available , as it is the actual state vector, however, Zk'
is available as it is the actual measurement. Therefore the governing equations for an error




Ek New independent variable with zero-mean and covariance matrix
WQWT
ij k New independent variable with zero-mean and covariance matrix
VRVT
By making some substitutions of the abo ve equations and rearranging them, the following
equation is obtained,
Eq J-36
This equation can now be used for the measurement update in the extended Kalman filter,
with xk and Zk resulting from equations J-24 and J-25 respect ively. The Kalman gain , Kk, is
obtained from equation J-19 with an appropriate substi tution for the measurement error
covariance.
The complete set of EKF equations is shown below, with x~ substituted for x
k
to remain
consistent with the earlie r a priori notation,
The EKF time update equations:
Eq J-37
Eq J-38
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Eq J-41
The above summary of the extended Kalman filter was obta ined from prior work by Welch
and Bishop (2001) .
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